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WE ARE ON THE BRINK OF A SUPERSONIC RENAISSANCE:  
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR AIRCRAFT CABIN DESIGN?
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MATERIALS
Lighter, stronger and with new possibilities –  
take a look at tomorrow’s exciting cabin materials 

CABIN NOISE
How do you create the right noise levels in the complex 
cabin environment without increasing weight?

BIG DATA
Facebook and Google share the secrets  
of leveraging big data for big profits
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A chieving happiness is a common pursuit 
for people the world over. But what is 
happiness? The dictionary definitions 

include “a state of well-being and contentment” 
and “a pleasurable or satisfying experience”. On 
the face of it, this state should be relatively simple 
for airlines to engender in their passengers, 
especially in the premium cabins with their 
luxurious seats and service.

As the musician Roy Goodman famously  
said, “Remember that happiness is a way of travel, 
not a destination.” Keep passengers warm, 
comfortable, fed, watered and entertained – and 
they should be happy.

 However, as passenger expectations evolve, 
their happiness levels can alter. That angled  
lie-flat bed that so delighted business class 
passengers years ago will now disappoint those 
who have experienced a fully flat bed. That 
wonder at using inflight wi-fi for the first time 
soon feels a little more everyday.

Sometimes it’s the little things that matter 
most – those special moments of ‘surprise and 
delight’ that so many airlines try to inject 
throughout the journey.

Perhaps happiness, however simple a 
sentiment it may be on the face of it, is an 
unrealistic goal for airlines to pursue. We 
discussed this subject with experts from Boeing 
(p60) and Etihad (p110) – both companies whose 
products should give them and their customers  
a lot to be happy about – and also asked a broad 
spectrum of the airline and aviation industry 
whether passenger happiness, while nice to 
achieve, ultimately benefits the bottom line and 
justifies major investments in the passenger 
experience. You may be surprised at some of  
the findings and opinions.

You might also be surprised how happy the 
future of aviation might make you feel, when 
supersonic commercial travel makes its return. 
We asked the world’s top aircraft cabin designers 
for their views on what the supersonic experience 
could offer, and it seems the sensation of flying 
will become core to the experience, rather than 
an element that passengers need to be distracted 
from. If you love aircraft and you love flying, 
supersonic travel might make you very happy 
indeed. But then again, you could be 
disappointed that the experience is so brief…

HAPPY LANDINGS

Ad a m  G a v i n e ,  e d i t o r

$ $
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As chief operating officer, I was skeptical when hearing about the 

operational efficiencies and savings enabled by a connected aircraft. I 

needed to see a true ROI before committing to a Wi-Fi solution for my fleet.

I met with Panasonic. They showed me how connectivity and real-time 

weather can dramatically reduce my operating costs. I learned  

how to use wind data to optimize takeoffs and landings and save 

millions of dollars in fuel each year. Implementing their 4D Weather 

platforms and EFB applications allowed my pilots to optimize  

flight paths across 4 dimensions, saving even more money  

while increasing safety.

Together with Panasonic, I’ve optimized the way our airline does 

business- and realized the true value of the connected aircraft.

#SuccessStories

CONNECTING THE BUSINESS 
AND PLEASURE OF FLYING®

IFEC WITH AN ROI

Panasonic delivers...

To learn how we are helping 
airlines connect the business 
and pleasure of flying visit,
panasonic.aero/yoursuccess
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Special focus: 
Passenger satisfaction

042	 PASSENGER	HAPPINESS
It’s a simple emotion that can be so difficult to achieve. 
Can cabin design create happiness in passengers?  

052	 HAPPY	RETURNS
Investment in the passenger experience can create 
positive emotions – but does this result in greater 
profit?

060	 THE	AIRFRAMER	VIEW:	BOEING
Blake Emery and Kent Craver from Boeing discuss how 
cabin design can influence passenger satisfaction and 
product preference 

110	 THE	AIRLINE	VIEW:	ETIHAD
Etihad Airways has taken bold and innovative steps  
to drive customer satisfaction. We ask Calum Laming, 
the airline’s VP of customer experience, if the incredible 
efforts and investments have been a success
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developments and oddities entering the 
passenger experience airspace

011   Yet more growth, a little dirt, and 
what passengers really want. Yes, 
it’s our regular roundup of industry 
statistics

012	  A triple-aisle concept aircraft for 
mid-haul missions

014   Virtual reality headsets are 
beginning to be taken more 
seriously in IFE

017	  Could light fidelity feature in next-
generation connectivity systems?

019	  Are passengers really happy? 
Technology can uncover the truth
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068	 SUPERSONIC	CABIN	DESIGN
Supersonic commercial flights are coming back, but 
the world has changed. What will tomorrow’s most 
exciting passenger experience bring?

080	 SUPERSONIC:	SUPER		 	 	
	 PROBLEMATIC?

The incredible speeds of tomorrow’s aircraft could 
bring new engineering challenges in cabin design. 
Let’s see how they are being addressed

090	 LIGHTWEIGHT	MATERIALS
The next generation of materials will bring many 
benefits to aircraft cabins in terms of weight, 
strength and design possibilities

100	 CABIN	NOISE
Efforts to further reduce cabin noise are 
encountering weight and efficiency issues. But does 
today’s level of noise even need to be reduced?

116	 BIG	DATA
Data giants Facebook and Google share how airlines 
can exploit big data to create new opportunities for 
increased revenue and efficiency

127	 IFE	TRENDS
The latest developments in the consumer 
electronics, academic and automotive worlds that 
could influence the next generation of IFE systems 
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celebrate 15 years of its Hamburg show. 
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BY THE NUMBERS
2016 – and the next few years – are set to be  

a strong period for the aircraft interiors industry. Though there  
is still a little work to be done with passengers’ manners…

1 2

Visit aircraftinteriorsinternational.com for regular news updates
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BAD BEHAVIOR!
Who are the most aggravating  
co-passengers in the USA?
• Seat kickers (61%)
• Inattentive parents (59%)
• Smelly passengers (50%)
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1. THE UNUSUAL SHAPE OF THE 
FRIGATE ECOJET COULD BRING 
CAPACITY AND FUEL EFFICIENCY 
BENEFITS TO MID-HAUL ROUTES

2. WITH SO MANY MIDDLE SEATS, 
SOME INNOVATIVE DESIGN 
THINKING TO IMPROVE THE 
EXPERIENCE WOULD BE WELCOME

THREE’S A CHARM?
A Russian company is working on introducing an interesting new  
cabin configuration to the market: a triple-aisle mid-haul wide-body

The concept of twin-aisle short-haul 
aircraft has been explored many times, 
with recent projects including the 
Portuguese NewFace concept on page 34. 
It’s an interesting proposition, but what  
if the idea were taken a step further to 
create a triple-aisle aircraft for mid-haul 
missions of up to 2,200 miles (3,500km)?

Russian aviation conglomerate 
Rosavia proposes just that with the 
Frigate Ecojet design, a short wide-body 
with an elliptical 7,750mm-wide fuselage 
that could open up interesting new cabin 
configurations. Initial plans indicate  
that the cabin could accommodate 358 
passengers in a 2-3-4-2 LOPA at a 32in 
pitch for low-cost carriers, with various 
other LOPA options available, all the  
way up to the most generous 276-seat 
configuration, with a 24-seat business 
class (1-2-2-1 at a 40in pitch) and a 232-
seat premium economy class (2-3-3-2  
at a 32in pitch).

Aside from potential efficiencies in 
boarding, the triple-aisle layout does  

not seem to offer much in terms of an 
enhanced passenger experience; instead 
its value lies in its potential for operators. 
The purchase price is expected to be 
competitive with both narrow-body and 
wide-body rivals, at around US$120m, 
and its relatively short fuselage (around 
45m) is claimed to give it the lowest 
maximum take-off weight in its capacity 
class. On routes of up to 2,200 miles, 
Frigate claims 25% higher fuel efficiency 
than an A310; 30% higher on routes of  
up to 1,500 miles; and 15-25% higher on 
routes of around 1,000 miles.

Rosavia predicts potential demand  
for 600 of the aircraft from 2020 to 2030, 
mainly from carriers replacing their 
narrow-body fleet and seeking to 
increase passenger capacity on high-
intensity or mid-range routes. R&D 
activities are being conducted by Tupolev, 
Sukhoi and UAC, and Rosavia has stated 
that the first flight tests are expected to 
take place in 2018 or 2019, with entry into 
service in 2021. 

1 2

Visit aircraftinteriorsinternational.com for the latest video content

See the Articles 

section of our 

website for analysis 

of twin-aisle 

narrow-bodies 
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2
READY TO BE A REALITY?
Beyond the novelty factor, there are some benefits to  
virtual reality technology, such as the ability to make a 
cramped economy cabin feel like an infinite space for the 
immersed passenger. However, there are a few issues to 
address, including crew service and passenger comfort. 
For an expert opinion, we contacted Steve Sizelove from 
the corporate strategic innovations department at 
Panasonic Avionics, who said, “Mainstream adoption in 
our market doesn’t appear likely at the moment as the 
experience – while incredible – can also be disorienting, 
fatiguing and overwhelming for many. When coupled 
with a moving platform such as an aircraft, we are 
concerned that these effects could easily lead to 
unpleasant experiences such as motion sickness and 
headaches. We believe that more research is required, 
and we will continue to explore and identify tangential 
things that could be relevant for our market as a whole, 
rather than VR goggles.”

4
REALITY ROO
In a trial during 2015, first class passengers on selected Qantas A380 
flights between Australia and Los Angeles were given the option of 
using a Samsung Gear VR headset, paired with a smartphone rather 
than the IFE system. Users could choose from movies or bespoke 
Qantas-commissioned content, including virtual tours of Qantas 
lounges around the world, and destination guides (including a 3D 
experience of Kakadu National Park and the Great Barrier Reef). 
Armchair thrillseekers could also view their take-off and landing as if 
they were out on the wing. According to Qantas’ group executive for 
brand and marketing, Olivia Wirth, the headsets proved “a hit” with 
customers during the trials.

1
SMALL STEPS FOR XL 

3
HANGING IN THERE
IFE guinea pigs on board Dutch LCC Transavia 
have been enjoying everything from cockpit tours 
to hang-gliding, to trips to the cinema – all from 
their seats. During trials, a few lucky Transavia 
flyers have been offered the opportunity to try 
out Oculus Rift DK2 headsets during the flight. 
The hang-gliding sounds of particular interest, as 
the ‘views’ are supplemented with geotainment 
information about the sights, and at 
one point an aircraft overtakes, 
creating an intense experience. 
“We want to be pioneers,” stated 
Transavia commercial director 
Roy Scheerder, adding that 
service and digital services are 
focal areas in the airline’s growth 
plans, which is why the airline 
is continually looking for digital 
innovations to enhance the 
onboard experience.

CAPTIVATED 
AUDIENCE
The idea of offering virtual reality  
headsets for immersive IFE is 
continuing to gain traction. But 
will it really work on board?

Visit aircraftinteriorsinternational.com for regular IFEC news updates

Want to see  

what the fuss  

is about? You can 

watch 2D samples  

of the content on  

our website

Early February saw XL Airways, a 
small French carrier specializing in 
mid- to long-haul flights, begin 
trials of a new virtual reality 
headset. XL is keen to try new 
ideas for entertainment as it 
doesn’t offer seatback IFE. The 
headset has been specially 
designed for use in-flight, with 
specific attention to areas such  
as comfort, size, and content 
protection, and selected flyers 

can immerse 
themselves in 
movies in 2D or 3D. Initial 
customer feedback has been 
positive, and XL is now expanding 
its trial before making a final 
decision on whether to offer the 
headsets.
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LIGHT COULD BE A FACTOR 
IN TOMORROW’S INFLIGHT 
CONNECTIVITY, BUT AT A LEVEL  
THAT PASSENGERS CANNOT SEE

LET THERE BE LIGHT
Could li-fi be the next big thing in inflight connectivity?

Inflight wi-fi has been very well received by the flying public, especially 
now that some connectivity systems offer browsing speeds similar to 
those on the ground. Speed-matching the terrestrial experience could 
become a little more difficult in the future though, if li-fi (light fidelity) 
technology makes good on its promises.

Invented by Harald Haas, a professor of mobile communications at 
the University of Edinburgh in Scotland, li-fi is a bidirectional system 
similar in principle to wi-fi, but which uses visible light communication 
or the infrared and near-ultraviolet spectrum instead of radio frequency 
waves. Li-fi uses light from LEDs to deliver networked, mobile 
communication, which in tests is claimed to have reached 224Gbps.

Such systems could work well in residential or commercial 
environments, but could the technology work in the complex aircraft 
cabin environment? There are three big considerations. Firstly, light is  
a key factor in passenger comfort, but while the LEDs would have to be 
switched on to transmit data, they can operate below the level that the 
human eye can discern. Secondly, placement of the light units: they 
would have to be overhead as the technology cannot penetrate walls – 
although li-fi could operate by reflection off sidewalls, albeit at a slower 
data transfer rate. Thirdly, li-fi could be well suited to cabin application, 
because it operates without causing electromagnetic interference.

To gauge the potential of the technology in the cabin, we sought the 
view of an expert in the inflight connectivity sector. An expert from 
Panasonic Avionics told Aircraft Interiors International, “Panasonic is 
studying the application of li-fi technology in the cabin and aircraft 
realm. Li-fi is quite interesting on several fronts when compared with 
current methods of data communication: in particular, substantial 
spectrum versus RF, lack of radiated EMI to adjacent equipment (e.g. 
other avionics), and excellent bandwidth. Yet, li-fi has many challenges 
remaining to mainstream adoption, particularly in the consumer space 
and more so in the aircraft cabin.” 

Visit aircraftinteriorsinternational.com to read about passenger experience trends

For more 

technology trends 

that could  

influence aircraft, 

see p127
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5
IN-SEAT DOCTOR 
In a joint project undertaken by experts from Ford’s European Research and 
Innovation Centre in Aachen, Germany, and RWTH Aachen University, a concept 
car seat has been developed with six sensors embedded on the surface of the 
backrest, which can detect the electronic signature of the heart through clothing 

(even 10 layers of cotton) to detect electrical impulses 
generated by the heart. The team says that data collected 
by the sensors could be analyzed by medical experts or 
onboard computer software, giving possibilities to link to 
remote medical services and vehicle safety systems, or 
even providing real-time health information and alerts of 
imminent cardiovascular issues. The team hopes to have 
the technology on the road by 2020.

3
KNEAD SOME HELP? 
In the automotive seating sector, Faurecia has developed Active 
Wellness, the world’s first seat that detects the traveler’s drowsiness  
or stress and takes measures to relieve those conditions. The seat 
employs sensors to detect the heart rate and breathing rhythm of 
drivers and/or occupants and other medical data and gives a massage 
that specifically addresses any problems, along with airflow through 
the seat’s ventilation system, either to re-energize a tired occupant or 
to relax a stressed individual. 
First revealed at the 2015 
Shanghai Motor Show, 
Faurecia hopes to have the 
seating systems fitted in  
cars by 2018. Could we see 
something similar in flight?

1
BA AIMS FOR BLUE BLANKETS 
In order to measure passenger well-being, British Airways has 
invented the happiness blanket. A headband device uses portable 
neurosensory technology to measure electrical fluctuations in the 
neurons in the brain to identify when the wearer is experiencing 
well-being, and that information can then be relayed via 
Bluetooth to fiber optics woven into a blanket that indicate how 
the passenger is feeling. The blanket glows red when wearers are 
stressed or anxious, and blue when they are calm or relaxed. BA 
trialled the blankets on some flights from London to New York 
and found that passengers showed initial fluctuations in 
happiness as they settled in, with a noticeable lift in mood as 

food and drink was 
served and as they 
fell asleep. The most 
colorful part of the 
flight occurred as 
guests watched 
different genres of 
movies on the IFE.

4
SHARING IS CARING 
Industrial design engineering 
students at TU Delft in the 
Netherlands have designed a 
concept with KLM and Zodiac 
Aerospace that monitors the 
physical and mental well-
being of passengers. Named 
FlightBeat, the technology uses heart rate sensors 
integrated in the seats, and a software system that 
interprets the heart rhythm into an emotional state, 
which can be visible to crew or your traveling 
companions. Passengers would have to opt into sharing 
their physiological state, but it could be a boon for 
nervous flyers needing a little reassurance, or unwell 
passengers not wishing to make a fuss by pressing the 
call button. Crew could also be alerted to particularly 
unwell passengers prior to take-off, potentially enabling 
crew to advise them not to fly, thereby helping to 
prevent a diversion and perhaps save a life.

ARE YOU HAPPY?
Are you a happy passenger? We hope  
so, but we can’t just take your word  
for it: science can monitor your mood

Visit aircraftinteriorsinternational.com for aerospace blogs

So what  

makes people 

happy? See p42. 

And do happy 

passengers  

mean money?  

See p52

2
IT’S ALL OVER YOUR FACE 
A team at the Media Lab at MIT has developed the 
FaceSense system as part of a project to automate  
the understanding of facial expressions, both cognitive 
and affective. The first experiment analyzed facial 
expressions via a webcam, looking at the participants’ 
smile intensity as they watched commercials, and 
recognizing emotions such as happiness, fear, surprise 
and disgust. If passengers consented, cameras in the 
cabin could identify any travelers that might need a little 
extra love and attention from the cabin crew.
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1. THE CONSTRUCTION IS SO CLEVER 
IT WILL BE A SHAME TO COVER IT UP

2. STRESS AND WEIGHT CAN BE 
TAILORED TO THE REQUIREMENTS 
OF A PARTICULAR APPLICATION

NO BARRIERS
A concept 3D-printed cabin partition being developed by 
Airbus could have big implications for aircraft interiors

Talk of using additive layer manufacturing, or 3D 
printing, in the cabin is now commonplace, but Airbus,  
in a venture with Autodesk, has gone in an exciting new 
direction with the Bionic Partition, which draws on 
nature to create advanced cabin components.

The concept is a full-height galley partition intended 
for the Door 4 area of an Airbus A320, with the design 
based on two algorithms derived from nature: a ‘slime 
mold’ algorithm, which defines the macro-layout of 
structural bars inside the partition; and a ‘bone’ 
algorithm, which defines the micro-thickness and 
density of each bar. Thus defined, the bionic structure  
is then manufactured and integrated into a surrounding 
frame for installation.

The manufacturing process is key to the concept.  
The partition is produced in layers from Scalmalloy, a 
proprietary Airbus aluminum-magnesium-scandium 
alloy (AlMgSc) powder, and is claimed by Airbus to be  
one of the largest 3D-printed metal components in  
the world, and the largest 3D-printed component to  
be found in a commercial aircraft cabin.

The partition’s dimensions are too large to be 
manufactured in one piece with current additive layer 
manufacturing machines, so the design is broken down 
into 116 smaller subcomponents, each of which contains 
standard connectors for assembly.

The design of the Bionic Partition will come under 
some scrutiny, as it must include a stretcher flap, a wall-
mounted cabin attendant seat bench, and be only 1in 

1 2

Visit aircraftinteriorsinternational.com for the latest cabin materials news

The Bionic  

Partition is a 

contender in  

the 2016  

Crystal Cabin  

Awards thick. Airbus is confident in the 
technology and says that compared  
with today’s partition designs with a 
honeycomb construction bonded into 
fiber-reinforced plastics, the bionic design 
can reduce weight by 45% (30kg) while 
maintaining equal structural 
performance.

The engineering team is currently 
focusing on the certification of the 
partition, and has claimed success during 
initial tests with dedicated structures. 
Full-scale static and dynamic tests are 
being performed during early 2016, with 
the next development goal being to fly 
the partition in an Airbus test aircraft  
and perform an in-service evaluation  
by autumn 2016.

By using the same interfaces to the 
airframe as current partitions, if the 
Bionic Partition passes certification, 
Airbus intends to offer it as both a  
line-fit and retrofit option with many 
customization opportunities. Looking 
further ahead, Airbus predicts that the 
innovations used in the partition will 
become a new baseline technology for 
the aviation industry, with wider 
applications on the horizon. 



http://www.teague.com/
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1. THE FOLD-DOWN DEPLOYMENT 
MECHANISM OF THE COCKTAIL 
TABLES COULD SUFFER FROM 
BREAKAGE AND DAMAGE

2. THE SMALL COCKTAIL TABLE IS 
VERY USEFUL WHEN THE SEAT IS IN 
BED MODE. NOW FEW PASSENGERS 
WILL HAVE TO FLY WITHOUT A 
FULLY FUNCTIONING TABLE

ADDITIVE APERITIF
The cocktail tables in Air New Zealand’s Business Premier suites could 
whet the aviation industry’s appetite for 3D-printed interiors parts

A broken cocktail table in a business 
class suite may sound like a trivial matter 
– something of a ‘first world problem’. 
However, a broken component can have 
passengers wondering what else on an 
aircraft isn’t working properly, and may 
even result in a seat being taken out of 
commission, costing thousands of dollars 
in lost revenue on one flight alone. At 
present the solution is to keep a huge 
inventory of spares, which are expensive, 
space-consuming, and require monitoring 
and management.

That is why the little in-seat cocktail 
tables in Air New Zealand’s Business 
Premier cabins are becoming a big deal: 
they will soon be 3D printed to order. The 
airline has been working with the labs at 
Auckland University of Technology to 
make the fold-down tables using additive 
layer manufacturing technology. No 
molds, no stockpiles, no minimum orders 
– they can be swiftly printed and 
dispatched to an aircraft as soon as a 
problem is reported.

As Air New Zealand’s chief operations 
officer Bruce Parton explains, “Aircraft 

interiors are made up of tens of 
thousands of parts. We can’t hold stock 
of every replacement part we might need. 
We often require only a small number  
of units, which can be really expensive to 
produce using traditional manufacturing 
methods and can involve frustrating 
delays while we wait for a replacement 
part to be delivered.

“A big advantage of 3D printing is that 
it enables us to make cost-effective 
lightweight parts ourselves, and to do so 
quickly without compromising on safety, 
strength or durability.”

Indeed the trays have passed 
flammability trials, and by the time this 
issue is printed in early March, Air New 
Zealand expects that the tables will have 
passed final regulatory approvals and will 
be available for fitment on aircraft.

According to Parton, following the 
success of this initial scheme, the airline 
is also exploring opportunities to 
introduce further 3D printed components 
into its cabins. “It seems the possibilities 
are limited only by our imagination,”  
he states. 

Visit aircraftinteriorsinternational.com for aviation recruitment opportunities
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Visit the Videos 

section of our 

website to watch 

an interview 

about the  

project
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for ease of installation and without life limitation, 
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2
SPLIT UP TO MAKE UP
What if you really could have your own armrests? When 
boarding, the Wishbone concept looks and operates like 
a conventional armrest. But should one feel the need for 
one’s own armrest, the Wishbone splits in two to give 
neighboring seats their own personal arm space. The 
theory is sound, but in practice, with the armrests folded 
inward, the economy seat space would become 
narrower, possibly negating the elbow comfort.

4
A STAGGERING IDEA
Wouldn’t it be great if every seat in  
a triple had its own armrests? The 
staggered layout of Thompson Aero 
Seating’s Cozy Suite gives all three 
passengers their own elbow space, and 
the fixed shell design helps protect the 
passenger envelope from trespassers. 
Also helping to keep the peace is a 
winged headrest design that offers  
a little privacy and prevents any 
unwanted shoulder slumbering.

5
UPWARD THINKING

1
ENTER THE FOLD 
Fed up of ‘armrest wars’? Why not bring your own 
peacekeeping device? The Soarigami is a folding plastic 
device, printed in an airmail style. Pull it out of your bag 
or laptop sleeve, unfold it and attach it to the armrest, 
and in an instant you have a distinctly double armrest, 
inspired by a paper plane. In theory this is a great idea, 
but in practice, deploying the device could present a 
potentially awkward initial conversation with your 
neighbor. If the aftermarket is having to introduce 
solutions, more needs to be done by seat designers.

3
EXTEND FOR PEACE
Much armrest unrest is caused by a feeling of 
personal space being encroached upon. Design 
studio Seymourpowell came up with a solution  
in the form of the Morph concept, which enables 
passengers to adapt their space to their needs 
without affecting those around them. With all 
adjustments taking place within the flexible form  
of the seat rather than encroaching on the space  
of those adjacent and behind, the dream of inter-
passenger peace could come true, especially since 
the extendable armrests prevent elbow tussles.

ELBOW ROOM
Grown adults fighting over armrest space can ruin the 
passenger experience. Can good design solve a petty 
problem in the main cabin?

Visit aircraftinteriorsinternational.com for the latest seating news

The solution could lie not just in 
thinking laterally, but vertically. 
The Paperclip Armrest design 
adds a second deck to the 
armrest and thus doubles the 
surface available. Adjacent 

passengers can use the same 
armrest yet enjoy their own 
personal elbow space. A simple 
way of creating personal space 
without taking away valuable 
cabin space – what’s not to like?Like the  

Paperclip 

concept? Read an 

interview with its 

inventor, James 

Lee, on our 

website
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1. THE CONCEPT GIVES A GREAT 
SENSE OF SPACE AND INCLUDES 
A VERSATILE MULTIMEDIA 
PROJECTION WALL

2. THE SPACE CAN ALSO SERVE  
AS A BUSINESS CLASS BAR, WITH 
FOLD-OUT BAR STOOLS

SOCIAL STATUS
A flexible Door 2 galley and social space is being developed  
that could have great passenger and operator benefits

In designing a great passenger experience 
on a wide-body, it is crucial that the Door 
2 entrance is attractive and that it 
embodies the airline’s brand values. After 
all, while it may sound a little clichéd, you 
wouldn’t enter a hotel via the kitchen. To 
create a hotel-like atmosphere, the Door 
2 galley area must function perfectly 
without appearing to be overly functional.

With this in mind, a group of students 
at Delft University of Technology (TU 
Delft) in the Netherlands have created 
FiO, an adaptive entry area concept that 
can be easily transformed to better serve 
crew and passengers.

Upon boarding, the triangular entrance 
space is spacious and welcoming, 
minimizing bottlenecks as passengers 
make their way through to their seats. 
After take-off, FiO serves as a highly 
functional galley, with a central unit that 
houses 12 trolleys and five chillers. As  
a useful feature, the trolleys are stowed 
perpendicular to the aisles, which can 
help prevent runaways.

Where the design really comes into its 
own is when the galleys are transformed 
into a passenger space, complete with a 
self-service bar and snack area with 
chillers and a water fountain. Should 
passengers want to settle into the space 

1 2

Visit aircraftinteriorsinternational.com for inflight catering insight

Airlines share  

their wishes for 

future galleys  

on p134

for a while, there are three fold-out bar 
stools housed in the bar stand, which are 
hinged from the floor so that any blocking 
of walkways is minimized when they are 
deployed. Of course, crew deserve a rest 
too, and they can draw curtains around 
the jump seats to give them a little 
privacy during breaks.

Perhaps the most striking feature, 
however, is the multimedia projection 
wall, a floor-to-ceiling space to the side of 
the bar unit that can be seen by everyone 
during boarding, and by business class 
guests during the flight. Anything can be 
shown on this feature wall: flight and 
connection information, destination 
guides, news and sponsored content, and 
it can even be used as a virtual shopfront 
for inflight retail or as a branding panel.

Even with all these features, the 
concept is claimed to have 25% more 
floorspace than a typical B777-300ER 
Door 2 entryway, while also creating room 
for an extra four seats in a typical B777-
300ER business class cabin.

The concept has impressed B/E 
Aerospace, which has filed a joint patent 
with the inventors and is now studying 
solutions for certain certification issues, 
such as the fold-out bar stools and the 
angled trolleys. 
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Now you can source precision-engineered cushion foams and 
industry-leading seat covers all from a single supplier.

As an acknowledged leader in dress cover design and manufacture, 
Sabeti Wain Aerospace can now offer the complete range of foam 
components for aerospace seating, including bases, backrests and 
headrests.
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1. THE SEATS WILL OFFER A 
COMFORT LEVEL COMPARABLE TO 
NARROW-BODY BUSINESS CLASS

2. A SERIOUS PALETTE FOR A 
PRODUCT THAT IS A SERIOUS 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE US MARKET

A CLASS APART
American Airlines is about to shake up the US international 
marketplace with a true premium economy product

The international premium economy 
market has been untested by US carriers, 
whose next step up from standard 
economy is generally the same seat with 
a little more seat pitch and a few extra 
amenities. This will change later this year 
when American Airlines introduces a true 
premium economy product into its 
international wide-body fleet.

The upgraded experience begins on 
the ground, where premium economy 
customers are offered priority check-in 
and boarding and an allowance of two 
bags. Once on board, they enjoy a 
dedicated cabin with a dedicated seating 
product at a 38in seat pitch, which 
American says will deliver comfort 
comparable to many airlines’ narrow-
body business class offers. Further 
benefits over standard economy include 
larger IFE displays, noise-reducing headphones, an  
enhanced meal service, wi-fi connectivity, amenity kits,  
and complimentary wine, beer and spirits.

“Premium economy is offered today by many premier 
carriers around the world. We studied those offerings and 
developed a world-class product,” states Andrew Nocella, 
American’s chief marketing officer. “As the world’s largest 
carrier, we are excited to introduce this product for  
our customers.” 

Visit aircraftinteriorsinternational.com for regular news updates

INSTALLATION PLANS
The first of American’s fleet to enter service with premium 
economy seating will be its B787-9s, expected to enter 
service in late 2016. These aircraft will offer business class, 
three rows of premium economy in a 2-3-2 configuration, 
Main Cabin seats (economy class), and Main Cabin Extra 
(economy with up to 6in of additional legroom).

Premium economy will also be installed on the airline’s 
A350s, arriving in 2017, as well as on all its B777-300ERs, 
B777-200ERs, B787-8s and A330s over the next three years.

The B777-300ERs will be particularly interesting, being 
five-class aircraft featuring first class, business class, 
premium economy, Main Cabin Extra and Main Cabin seating 
options. All other retrofitted aircraft will continue to offer 
business class, as well as Main Cabin Extra and Main Cabin 
seats. The airline’s B767-300s will not be retrofitted with 
premium economy, as those aircraft are scheduled for 
retirement in the coming years.

1 2Could the  

Middle East be  

the next market  

to move into 

premium  

economy?
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FEELING GOOD

VERDICT
The concept is interesting, and brings to light the 
sheer variety and possibility of 3D printing 
technologies. Being able to change the shape and feel 
of parts of the cabin environment, perhaps depending 
on mood, the time of the flight or guest preferences, 
brings a new level to the notion of personalization. 
We like the notion of Air Drive, but would like to see  
a lot more depth in the concept and to really see the 
amazing new technologies being fully embraced in  
the cabin design. 

BRIEF
The CEO of a car manufacturer has acquired a supersonic jet, and  
is keen for the interior to offer something beyond the predictable 
luxury seats and finishes – something that really makes him feel 
connected with his prized aircraft and that creates a real talking 
point for guests.

DESCRIPTION 
Marius Ciorogar, an industrial design graduate from Coventry 
University in the UK, has answered the brief with Air Drive, a 
concept aircraft imagined as a collaboration between Airbus, 
Mercedes-Benz and Lufthansa – partners that bring to the project 
technology, design heritage and commercial expertise, respectively.

As with several future aircraft concepts, the sidewalls have been 
conceived with OLED screens instead of windows, as has the ceiling, 
creating massive opportunities to display anything from the view 
outside, to IFE content, to work projects.

So far the interior is certainly  cool, but oddly familiar – a little 
unchallenging. What really adds a new layer of interest is the use of 
next-generation haptic technologies. For example, Disney’s Aireal 
system can be used to create tactile sensations in the air – a boon 
for an effective gesture control system or even inflight gaming. 
Another amazing idea is layer jamming, an emerging technology for 
stiffness-tunable material. The shape, appearance and flexibility  
of these incredible materials can be changed instantly, offering 
unlimited options for customizing the interior before each flight, or 
even during. From colors and finishes to shapes, your imagination 
is your limit.

Other technologies implemented in the cabin include PneUI, 
which can change the shape of user interfaces via pneumatics, and 
another project by Disney, which can 3D print soft objects – perhaps 
a teddy bear to soothe a nervous passenger.



WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE 
CAN MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE.
Exacting science. Innovative R&D solutions.
Exceptional technical support.

The KYDEX® thermoplastics product portfolio is the first of its kind in the aircraft interiors 
industry to offer fully-compliant materials for components from flight deck to tail. 
All with excellent physical properties and a refined aesthetic. 

Driven by collaborative process, innovative R&D solutions, and exceptional technical support.

Broader perspectives unfold at stand 5C60.

Supplying the difference since 1965. Delivering more.

sekisui-spi.com
800.325.3133Explore.

In 2014, SEKISUI Chemical Co. created SEKISUI Polymer Innovations, LLC as part  of our long-term strategy to increase 
investment in polymer technology and innovation, by merging the KYDEX® and ALLEN® brands under one leadership team.
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What you can’t see
can make all the difference.

 KYDEX® FST2
 Fully compliant, advanced polymer ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪
 KYDEX® 7200ST  
Smoke and toxicity compliant ▪ ▪ ▪ ▪
 KYDEX® 6565
Low heat release ▪ ▪ ▪
 KYDEX® 6565HI
High impact with low heat release ▪ ▪ ▪
 KYDEX® 5555
Extreme-low heat release ▪ ▪ ▪
 KYDEX® 4545 
Ultra-low heat release for bonded build-ups ▪ ▪ ▪
 KYDEX® T
High-impact alternative to ABS ▪
 KYDEX® T-LW 
10% weight savings ▪
 KYDEX® 6503
 Pearlescent low heat release ▪ ▪ ▪
 KYDEX® 6513 
“FROST” low heat release ▪ ▪ ▪
KYDEX® 110
 Fire rated metallic ▪
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Product Portfolio

Reduce cost of compliance, increase design 
possibilities, and decrease weight.
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WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE 
CAN MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE.
Exacting science. Innovative R&D solutions.
Exceptional technical support.

The KYDEX® thermoplastics product portfolio is the first of its kind in the aircraft interiors 
industry to offer fully-compliant materials for components from flight deck to tail. 
All with excellent physical properties and a refined aesthetic. 

Driven by collaborative process, innovative R&D solutions, and exceptional technical support.

Broader perspectives unfold at stand 5C60.

Supplying the difference since 1965. Delivering more.

sekisui-spi.com
800.325.3133Explore.

In 2014, SEKISUI Chemical Co. created SEKISUI Polymer Innovations, LLC as part  of our long-term strategy to increase 
investment in polymer technology and innovation, by merging the KYDEX® and ALLEN® brands under one leadership team.

Through rigorous Japanese manufacturing processes including Kaizen and Monozukuri, SEKISUI SPI continually improves 
production of bespoke products while maintaining our focus on design collaboration, responsive service, and product innovation. 
With renewed confidence in our position to invest in the industries and customers we serve, our commitment remains the same 
— to deliver more than our customers can imagine.
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DUAL ACTION

VERDICT
As mid-haul routes are expected to grow  
in the future, especially in Asia, and with 
passenger expectations of the flight 
experience growing, new ideas for the narrow-
body market are of great interest. In theory, 
the NewFace concept is sound – and exciting – 
and if it can make good on its promises, we 
might just see some of its features in the 
successor to Embraer’s E2. 

BRIEF
The notion of twin-aisle narrow-body aircraft still intrigues us. We’d 
like to see a fresh idea for this aircraft type, bringing some new 
passenger and operator benefits – go on, create something exciting.

DESCRIPTION 
Meet the new face of twin-aisle narrow-bodies: the 150-seat 
NewFace, a boxwing design with a 4,000 nautical mile range, 
intended to reduce passengers’ ecological footprints while also 
enhancing their comfort.

Step aboard through one of the three doors and the interior  
is just as interesting as the exterior. The 2-2-2 layout in the 
4,275mm-wide cabin makes for efficient boarding and deplaning, 
with times brought down further as the flip-up seats mean that 
passengers do not block the aisles as they settle in, while also 
eliminating the ‘pain point’ of the middle seat. Passengers will  
also appreciate the spacious cabin architecture, with the 2,125mm 
vertical space enabled by the elimination of overhead bins, the 
stowage instead being located under the seats.

Another major passenger experience feature is the bar area at 
the central entrance – something almost unheard of in the narrow-
body sector. This bar serves as an onboard destination space, 
complete with vending machines so passengers can serve 
themselves whenever they wish, freeing-up crew time and 
eliminating the need for galley carts, while also creating a source  
of ancillary revenue for the operator.

NewFace is the result of a collaboration between Portuguese 
partners Embraer Composites Portugal, Almadesign (a design 
house), INEGI (a research and technology organization), SETsa  
(a tooling company) and the University of Lisbon, as well as Embraer 
Brasil. The partners are aiming to launch NewFace in 2030.
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DO THE TWIST

VERDICT
We encourage any innovation that makes air travel 
more pleasurable, and this concept looks to have real 
potential. As ergonomists have stated, the most 
comfortable seating position for a passenger is their 
next one, and the Twister gives more options for 
movement. More importantly, the concept isn’t a  
‘way out’ idea: it would fit in the same footprint as  
a regular economy class seat, and operate in the same 
envelope. However, the prototype design has some 
footspace issues for the passenger behind, and as  
the Twister has a greater number of components  
than conventional seats, that could potentially bring 
operational complexities in terms of durability and 
parts. We like the Twister concept, especially since it 
focuses on passenger comfort, without any penalty  
in cabin density. 

BRIEF
As aircraft become more fuel-efficient, the 18-hour flight has 
become a reality. For premium passengers with a bed and social 
space, those hours will be a pleasure, but for tourist class flyers, 
those final hours will be a little more challenging. As good as 
today’s economy seats are, we would like to see a new approach  
to enhancing long-haul seat comfort.

DESCRIPTION 
The Twister seat concept has been devised specifically for long-haul 
comfort, with a mechanism that mimics the shape of the human 
spine, in recognition that humans twist their bodies to get 
comfortable rather than simply reclining. A series of ribs run along 
the vertical ‘backbone’ section and across the seat pan, and as the 
occupant’s weight shifts, so do the ribs, to maintain a shape that is 
comfortable and ergonomically sound.

“From your shoulders to your thighs, the seat follows your 
profile as you move,” explains Adam White, the inventor of the 
design, and joint creative director of the Factorydesign studio  
in London. White devised the design during a 14-hour flight in 
economy class from Japan to the UK, when he felt that the 5in  
of available seat recline didn’t add a great deal of comfort.

With the Twister design, passengers could lean in one direction 
or curl up in another, and once the desired position is found, the 
seat is held in that position with the press of a control button. With 
another press of the control button, the seat returns to the neutral 
TTOL position.

According to Factorydesign, because the Twister seat distributes 
body weight more evenly than conventional economy class seats,  
it helps avoid deep vein thrombosis. “You wouldn’t get a pressure 
point under the thigh, which would be a significant health benefit,” 
states White. 
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PERSONAL MATTERS

VERDICT
Waterfront is not striking in its features, but is 
impressive in how those features work together  
to create a highly luxurious, highly personal 
environment. There is no exotic LOPA required, no 
feeling of sitting in an amusement arcade, and best  
of all – amazingly for such a fully loaded seat – B/E 
Aerospace claims weight savings of 12% and a parts 
count reduction of 15% over existing business seat 
models. We have a feeling Waterfall will influence  
a few designs in the near future. 

BRIEF
There have been many ideas and concepts for business class seats 
that put IFE at the center of the experience. However, some have 
been a little too high tech in feel – a little geeky, a little tacky even. 
We would like to see a tasteful marriage of comfort and the latest 
technology, in a package that can be easily implemented by airlines.

DESCRIPTION 
The Waterfront concept has a strong pedigree given its design 
partners: B/E Aerospace, Teague, Panasonic and Formation  
Design Group.

The seating element is a super-business class reverse 
herringbone design – a tried, tested and effective configuration.  
The product is a little more luxurious than most, though, with not 
just a fully flat bed and direct aisle access, but also a sliding door 
that creates a mini suite with maximum privacy. An impressive 
feature is the individual temperature control – each suite has 
thermoelectric modules for convective heating in the shell and 
footwell, and in the seating surfaces for conductive heating that  
can help passengers achieve their near-perfect state, while 
reducing overall cabin heating and cooling requirements. Continuing 
the personalization theme, the LED lighting can be individually 
controlled to adjust the ambience of the suite – surface lighting  
can even alter the appearance of the space.

The luxury is seamlessly integrated with next-generation IFE, 
with a 24in 4K touchscreen monitor creating a cinema experience 
that can be controlled using a premium second screen controller,  
an intuitive handheld remote, or by being paired to the passenger’s 
own device, such as a smartphone.

See p127 to find  

out about trends  

that could  

influence seat  

and IFE design
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O ne of the consequences of operating in a 
competitive marketplace is that airlines are 
investing more time and money into increasing 

customer satisfaction. Yet many air passengers are still 
unhappy. In fact the US Department of Transportation 
Air Travel Consumer Report revealed that in the first six 
months of 2015, complaints had increased by 20% from 
the same period in 2014.

So how exactly can airlines increase passenger 
contentment? In general, the airline passenger experience 
can be divided into two distinct categories: aspects 
relating to the product and those relating to the broader 
service. The product involves ‘hard’ features such as 
seating, in-flight entertainment and food, while the 
service aspect relates to ‘soft’ features such as cabin 
service, and responses and communication about things 
such as flight delays and lost baggage. The combination of 
the factors has to be balanced to keep customers happy, 
and airlines are working hard to achieve just that.

IS SEATING THE KEY?
Traditionally the ‘hard’ features of airline travel were  
king, but this is slowly changing. Nevertheless airlines  
are continuing in their efforts to improve these features  
as part of their overall drive to increase customer 
satisfaction and retention. Research conducted by the 
design and branding firm Lippincott Mercer, for example, 
indicates that the comfort and spaciousness of seating is 
the number-one factor that influences a customer’s desire 
to fly again with the same airline. Indeed, the company’s 
advice to airlines is that investment in seating remains  
the best way to increase market share.

However, offering the occasional seat upgrade to 
ingratiate yourself with flyers can backfire. Unexpected 
upgrades can actually produce feelings of guilt and 
displeasure in some people. A 2013 study in the Journal of 
Travel Research found that delight at receiving an upgrade 
was tempered by guilt for receiving a reward that hadn’t 
been earned. Guilt was felt by those traveling with others 
who didn’t receive an upgrade. In fact many of those who 
received an upgrade, but whose travel companions didn’t, 
showed a decreased desire to fly with that airline again. 
Yes, seat upgrades can lead to unhappy customers.

Attention to aircraft design and seating arrangements 
isn’t important for just passenger comfort; airlines 

IT provider SITA has investigated the 
connection between a passenger’s use of 
technology and their emotions to discover 
how passengers feel at every point of the 
journey. The results reveal that airline 
passengers are happiest and most excited 
when using technology for travel tasks.

“Not only are passengers willing to use 
technology throughout the journey, but they 
have a clear preference to use their own 
technology when given the choice,” says Nigel 
Pickford, director of market insight at SITA.

Survey participants were asked to review 
each stage of their journey and identify 
the intensity of four emotions – happiness, 
excitement, anger and anxiety – at each of 
nine stages of the journey from booking to 
bag collection.

During the journey when passengers are 
able to relax, such as dwell time on board 
the aircraft, were the times that passengers 
felt the most happy and excited, with 91% of 
passengers experiencing positive emotions 
while on board.

The proportion of passengers carrying 
smartphones is now 83%, while 15% travel 
with three mobile devices (mobile phone, 
tablet and laptop), and these ‘connected 
travelers’ are happiest when using their  
own devices throughout their journey.

The least popular stages of the journey 
were at security, when happiness fell to 64%, 
and 69% at baggage collection.

The survey also found that passengers are 
keen to make good use of their time, with a 
preference to use their own devices. 67% of 
passengers said they would “definitely” want 
access to their own devices for entertainment, 
compared to 56% for airline-provided content. 
Passengers also want to stay connected so 
that they can send and receive text/emails 
(60%), as well as stream live content (56%).

TECHNOLOGY MAKES YOU HAPPY

“ Investment in seating 
remains the best way to 
increase market share”

ABOVE: FOR RADA KOPRIVICA,  
A CREW MEMBER AT ETIHAD,  
THE PERSONAL TOUCH IS KEY  
TO PASSENGER HAPPINESS
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shouldn’t overlook the psychological burden of spending 
long hours in confined spaces. Studies show that 35%  
of people who are afraid of flying are actually 
claustrophobic. This is one reason for the mad rush to  
get off the aircraft. Therefore, investing in creating the 
semblance of spaciousness and freedom in aircraft is 
money well spent if you want contented passengers.

OR IS IT THE SERVICE?
The psychology behind the fear of flying provides another 
avenue for keeping passengers happy. Another study in 
the Journal of Travel Research found that those who fear 
flying cite their country’s national carrier as their airline 
of choice. This is because the ability to communicate with 
flight crew reduces anxiety. With up to 40% of people 
experiencing some degree of anxiety over air travel, 
airlines would be wise to ensure their cabin crew on  
each flight can cover several languages between them.

The need for communication brings into play another 
important factor involved in passenger happiness – access 
to flight crew. Many passengers are self-conscious about 
pressing an attendant call button, so it can be reassuring 
when crew regularly walk up and down the aisles to make 
themselves available. Eye contact with passengers when 
making these checks can also put passengers at ease and 
make crew seem more approachable.

However good the quality of the hard product, the 
food or the film selection, what passengers really 
remember is the quality of the inflight service. While 
many airlines are vying to provide the most lavish 
products and thus attract high-end passengers, they 
shouldn’t overlook that what matters most to all 
passengers, regardless of budget, is being respected and 
taken care of. This is undoubtedly one of the main factors 
in increasing passenger satisfaction.

HUMANIZING SERVICE
London Gatwick Airport’s former development director, 
Willie McGillivray, promoted the notion of ‘humanizing 
the travel experience’. He recognized that passengers 
aren’t homogeneous, identifying four key segments – 
premium passengers, business passengers, passengers 
with children, and passengers with limited mobility. This 
categorization enabled the Gatwick team to think about 
each stage of the journey as experienced by these four 
groups and to learn more about their specific needs. In 
other words, Gatwick Airport staff have been tasked with 
addressing what really matters to their customers – such 
as ‘business pods’ for business travelers, and child-
friendly initiatives such as ‘kid zones’ for passengers 
traveling with children. The same principles apply on 
board an aircraft.

For example, families appreciate an airline that really 
cares about their needs and those of their children. Rada 
Koprivica, a flight attendant at Etihad Airways, recently 
had a little girl on a flight who wanted to become a pilot. 
“I answered all of her questions about flying. Who knows, 
after this gesture, which was a pleasure for me, that child 

1. Reduce delays and lost baggage
2.  Provide comfortable seating and 

quality food
3. Personalize interactions
4. Humanize the travel experience
5. Smile!

5 STEPS TO 
PASSENGER 
HAPPINESS

5 THINGS 
PASSENGERS 
HATE THE MOST

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES’ INFLIGHT 
CONCERTS ARE GREAT FOR 
GETTING PASSENGERS TALKING 
– AND FOR ATTRACTING A FEW 
HEADLINES IN THE MEDIA

1. Delays
2. Lost baggage
3. Cramped seating
4. Billing and fare problems
5. Lack of food options
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may want to become a pilot even more. The experience 
might really make a difference in her life,” she recalls. 

Lucas Rapp, a flight attendant at Lufthansa, agrees that 
passengers should be treated as individuals rather than 
just another seat or food order. “I always try to give more 
than is expected from me,” he explains. “For example, on 
my last flight to Bangkok I noticed that a woman sitting 
in the back row was feeling ill. I brought her tea and sent  
a colleague who was also from Thailand to check if she 
needed anything else. My colleague then took water 
bottles, filled them with hot water, wrapped them in a 
blanket, and brought them to warm her up. Later, when 
the lady was leaving the flight, she looked into my eyes 
and gave me a handshake – it felt really personal.” 

Another example of going beyond what is required in 
order to keep passengers happy is provided by Rapp: “On 
a half-empty flight I noticed a very tall passenger looking 
really cramped. So I checked other spots, saw that the 
seats in the emergency exit were empty and asked if he 
would like to go there because he would feel more 
comfortable. He was very thankful. I think it’s gestures 
like this that make people come back; everything else is 
pretty much the same at every airline.”

DIFFERENTIATING THE EXPERIENCE
There has been growing airline involvement in what has 
been described as ‘experiential events’, which range from 
creating branded spaces at events such as sports games,  
to the opening of cafés and restaurants.

Onboard events such as concerts and shows are also 
becoming more commonplace. For example, Southwest 
Airlines has a series of shows by musicians on its flights, 
which it calls ‘Live at 35,000ft’. Similarly airBaltic has 
magicians performing on board. Flash mobs, such as 
surprise song-and-dance routines organized by the 
inflight crew and support crew, are also becoming 
relatively common. Videos of these flash mobs, taken by 
passengers, can go viral on the internet, which increases 
the online presence of airlines. All these events help to 
increase customer retention as they create a more 
memorable experience for customers.

Indeed James Boyd, VP of public relations, Americas, 
at Singapore Airlines, says, “For many carriers, in-flight 
entertainment is a nice add-on or a nice frill; for us, it’s 
absolutely vital. On long flights, in-flight entertainment  
is as important as food.”

Christmas 2015 saw some rather festive 
activity on board a Virgin Atlantic flight 
from Heathrow to Boston, combined 
with technology from Microsoft designed 
to inject a little magic into flying – and 
to demonstrate the potential of digital 
technologies in the flying experience.

All passengers were given an early 
Christmas gift of a Windows tablet, which 
could be used during the flight to track 
Santa’s journey via the North American 
Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) 
Track Santa service. When Santa’s reindeer 
caught up with the B787 near the coast of 
Greenland, a series of projections on the 
cabin ceiling allowed passengers to ‘watch’ 
the sleigh land on the roof of the aircraft 

before Santa himself emerged from behind a 
curtain and began walking down the aisles.

It was a fantastic idea, and delighted 
many passengers. However, there is a 
slightly more serious benefit to the festive 

stunt, as Debbie Hulme, head of customer 
experience at Virgin Atlantic, explains: 
“Microsoft is providing us with the analytics 
to look at how passengers interacted with 
the technology so we can work out what 
they enjoyed the most. This will enable  
us to continually improve and innovate. 
Expect to see more from Virgin Atlantic  
and Microsoft.”

Fred Warren, creative director at Microsoft 
Connected Digital Services adds:“Through 
this experience we are looking to explore 
how the aircraft can be brought to life 
in different ways via the use of digital 
technologies. This will amplify the amazing 
service that is offered to customers today 
and how passengers engage after the flight.”

FESTIVE FUN

Want to know what customers really 
think? Social media is becoming 
a powerful tool for passengers to 
express their opinions, but monitoring 
the sentiment of posts would be a 
24/7 task. Oxford University professor 
Dr Karo Moilanen is a keen ‘social 
listener’, and has devised a social 
media linguistics monitoring tool that 
can monitor positive versus negative 
sentiment, as well as soft human 
emotions such as humor and sarcasm 
on various online channels.

A recent application was for Star 
Wars: The Force Awakens, and in 
the weeks leading up to movie’s 
release, over a million tweets were 
monitored and analyzed. The detected 
enthusiasm in the tweets grew 
to almost 40%, with sadness only 
detected in 4.2%, mostly related to 
spoilers. Whether you are a Star Wars 
fan or not, the figures show it makes 
people happy. Tools like this can 
analyze what customers really think  
of an airline’s passenger experience.

SOCIAL SENSITIVITY
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In-flight entertainment is about more than providing 
music and films; it is about the psychology of customer 
satisfaction and giving passengers a sense of control and 
choice when they are, ultimately, trapped in the air. “From 
a psychological perspective,” says Boyd, “we use the 
in-flight entertainment system as a means of providing 
the illusion of control for the passenger.”

BOARDING STRATEGY MATTERS
The service airlines provide extends to the strategy used 
to board passengers. An experiment comparing five 
boarding methods showed that the boarding techniques 
employed by most airlines are often the slowest. For 
example, boarding from the back to the front of the 
aircraft took more than six minutes to complete, while  
the ‘Steffen method’ only took about 3.5 minutes.  
This method, designed by Northwestern University 
astrophysicist John Steffen, involves passengers boarding 
from the back, each taking a seat by the window in an 
alternating pattern, followed by passengers sitting in the 
middle seats alternately, and finally the aisle alternately. 
This gives passengers time to organize their bags, 
increasing flow and reducing frustration. Not only could 
new boarding ideas such as the Steffen method save the 
airline industry millions each year, but it could also keep 
travelers happier – after all, they are just keen to get on 
their way. 

WHAT IF IT GOES WRONG?
If all this sounds a bit too idealistic, that’s because it is. 
There is another side to keeping passengers happy – 
dealing with their complaints effectively. The combination 
of boredom and inconvenience makes long-haul 

 L isten and empathize: Humans are 
storytellers and want to share their 

story, especially when they feel wronged. 
Listen and empathize with the passenger’s 
situation to help them get it off their chest.

 A cknowledge any wrong and apologize: 
the automatic reaction for everyone, 

even a company, is to defend ourselves. If 
you or your company has done something 
wrong or made a mistake, simply apologize 
for the error. Sometimes this is all the 
passenger needs and it can even turn a 
negative opinion of an airline into a more  
positive one.

 U nderstand the problem: Ask questions 
so that you can truly understand the 

passenger’s complaint. This will equip you 
to resolve it and help ease some of their 
stress or anxiety.

G ive solutions and more: One of the 
most important drives in human 

behavior is the need to be in control, so 
one of the most effective ways to deal 
with complaints is to give control back to 
the customer by getting them involved in 
finding the solution. This can be achieved 
quite simply by asking, “How can I make 
this right for you?”

For customers requesting the impossible, 
another approach is to present them with 
the options that are available to them so 
that they can choose. Are they cold? You 
might not be able to turn the heating up, 
but perhaps they could have a hot drink or 
a blanket?

 H it home with a follow-up: Don’t make 
the assumption that after setting 

a solution in motion everything has been 
resolved. It won’t be doing anyone any 
favors if the passenger is let down again – 
follow up to make sure that the passenger’s 
needs have been met and they are happy.

LAUGH AT COMPLAINTS
So what is the best way to deal with complaints? Business advisor Dr Ian Brooks recommends doing it with a LAUGH…

passengers an irritable bunch, so a major part of the 
customer experience offered by airlines is their 
competence in dealing with complaints. Airlines are 
investing heavily in customer relationship management 
(CRM) systems that can keep track of customer 
preferences. This data can then help customer-facing 
functions, such as online booking systems and customer 
relationship officers, interact more efficiently with 
travelers. Using a CRM was found to increase airline 
revenue by between 0.9% and 2.4% in a recent study 
conducted by the technology business partner, Applied 
Technology Group.

Building brand loyalty and long-term relationships 
with customers is easier with CRM software that tracks 
the habits of passengers and informs front-office staff 
about how best to take advantage of these patterns. 
Sustained profitable operation increasingly seems to 
depend more on these soft features than the inflight 
product itself. 

SINGAPORE AIRLINES HAS SOME 
OF THE BEST ONBOARD PRODUCT 
IN THE WORLD, BUT WHAT 
PASSENGERS REALLY LOVE IS 
THE IMPECCABLE SERVICE
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Tim-Jasper Schaaf, director of marketing 
and sales at IATA, became involved in a bit  
of a stir at the 2015 IATA World Passenger 
Summit in Hamburg when he was widely 
quoted as saying that the latest IATA research 
had found that passenger happiness is not 
linked to commercial success.

The research in question came from 
Airs@t, a customer satisfaction benchmark 
program that IATA has been running for five 
years, which takes random satisfaction 
samples from more than 61,000 passengers 
per year, flying on 30 major airlines, to give 
overall performance and satisfaction details 
on over 75 items including cabin, seating,  
IFE and service.

In response to the headlines, Schaaf said 
in an Airs@t findings report, “Let’s set this 
straight – we said we could not link customer 
satisfaction to share price development. 
However, this was not a scientific study. 
Share price may not be a reliable indicator 
for commercial success as it can be driven 
by many other factors. So we decided to 

compare customer satisfaction scores with 
relative market share.”

Schaaf has indicated that there is a positive 
correlation between relative market share 
(market share divided by capacity offered) 
and customer satisfaction. Using the example 
of a carrier on a major Europe to North 
America route, a correlation coefficient of 
0.54 was found between airlines’ customer 
satisfaction and their market performance 
on individual routes, which Schaaf states 
“signifies a strong positive, linear 
relationship”. He also found that the higher 
the customer satisfaction, the higher the 
relative market share.

Airs@t has shared its latest findings relating 
to passenger satisfaction and the key areas 
for investment. For business class, crew has 
been found to be by far the primary driver 
for passenger dissatisfaction and a must for 
airlines to get right, with the second priority 
being elements such as the quality of cabin 
design, comfort, and food and beverage, and 
IFE and sleeping comfort coming in third.

For economy class passengers, the 
volume of people means that boarding 
procedures join crew as the most important 
areas for avoiding dissatisfaction, with the 
second tier of priorities being similar to 
business class, but joined by stowage space. 
What is interesting is that seat comfort is in 
the third tier for economy class satisfaction 
– possibly due to lower passenger 
expectations.

Satisfaction can change during a product’s 
lifetime too, and Schaaf gives the example of 
an Asian carrier that introduced a new flat 
bed seat in business class. When the seat 
was announced but not found on flights, 
business class travelers’ satisfaction with the 
airline declined. Satisfaction levels increased 
when the seat was introduced into service, 
and climbed even higher when it was rolled 
out across the fleet. However, the seat was 
then accepted as the new standard in the 
airline’s business class after some time and 
the scores flattened out, although at a higher 
level than before the seat’s introduction.

IATA

VIETNAM AIRLINES
Vietnam Airlines has been making some major 
product and service expenditures, with recent 
investments including 2015’s commencement of  
a fleet upgrade, introducing B787-9s and A350s on 
long-haul routes. To coincide with the new aircraft, 
the airline has also launched a new corporate 
identity and improved service standards.

“We firmly believe that passenger feedback is 
essential, and word-of-mouth recommendations – 
whether in person, or increasingly via social media 
– are the best you can get,” David Cook, UK sales 
manager for Vietnam Airlines, told Aircraft Interiors 
International. “Customers talk to each other, so 
ensuring a positive passenger experience can 
certainly have a tangible beneficial impact on 
demand – which in turn boosts revenue and 
ultimately the bottom line.”

RYANAIR
A few years ago, many regarded 
the passenger experience with this 
Irish low-cost carrier to be as low 
as its fares. However, in 2014 the 
airline decided to show a friendlier 
side and introduced the ‘Always 
Getting Better’ (AGB) program, which 
sees Ryanair bringing in a series of 
initiatives to improve the passenger 
experience, including interiors 
upgrades for its new B737s (new 
seats with more legroom, and a 
Boeing Sky Interior architecture), new 
crew uniforms, a reduction in fees, an 
improved inflight menu, and a greatly 
enhanced online experience.

This approach of offering an 
improved experience and a 
friendlier face has had 
dramatic results. In 
December 2013, 
before the start of 
the initiative, five 
million passengers 
flew with the 

airline. This figure grew to six million 
for December 2014 with an 88% load 
factor, and December 2015 saw 
7.5 million customers at a 91% load 
factor. The December 2015 figure 
also reached a major landmark: 
rolling annual traffic for the year 
grew to 101.4 million customers, 
making Ryanair the first airline to 
carry over 100 million passengers  
in a year.

“Our traffic growth over the past 
two years has been remarkable,” 
says Kenny Jacobs, Ryanair’s 
chief marketing officer, citing the 
continuing success of the AGB 
program, as well as load factor active 

- yield passive pricing, and an 
expanding route network.

The airline has 
indicated that it will 
announce further 
initiatives relating  
to AGB over the 
coming months. Yes

Yes, by 
more than 

50%!

Yes  
and 
no
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The big picture
Management consultants Alfonso Pulido, Dorian Stone and John Strevel, working 
with global giant McKinsey & Company, have researched the importance of the 
customer experience across many sectors and come to several conclusions, 
among which: 
• Measuring satisfaction on customer journeys is 30% more predictive of overall 
customer satisfaction than measuring happiness for individual interactions;
• Maximizing satisfaction with customer journeys has the potential not only to 
increase customer satisfaction by 20%, but also to lift revenue by up to 15% while 
lowering the cost of serving customers by as much as 20%;
• Brand and service are most important to customers, followed by price and 
products, and older customers are more sensitive to their experience than 
younger ones;
• A consistent experience is important. With the number of touchpoints a 
customer has with a brand increasing with the proliferation of technologies and 
channels, the need to create a consistent experience is critically important;
• A single negative experience has four to five times greater relative impact than 
a positive one;
• Since a customer journey often touches different parts of an organization, 
companies need to create teams that are responsible for the end-to-end 
customer journey across functions;
• Positive customer-experience emotions – encompassed in a feeling of  
trust – are the biggest drivers of satisfaction and loyalty in a majority of  
industries. Consistency is particularly important for forging a relationship  
of trust with customers.

According to the American Express 
Global Customer Service Barometer 2014, 74% 
of consumers say they have spent more with a 
company because of a history of positive customer 
service experiences. Some 68% of consumers 
state that they are willing to spend more with a 
company they believe provides excellent customer 
service – on average 14% more. Consumers who 
have a good experience tell an average of eight 
people about it, but they will tell an average of 
21 people about a bad one – with more exposure 
created by the 23% of consumers who use social 
media to complain to customer services.

 

SATISFACTION 
IS UP – BUT 
BY ENOUGH?
According to the American Customer Satisfaction 
Index (ACSI) Travel Report 2015, last year saw 
passenger satisfaction with airlines grow by 2.9%. 
Airlines reached an ACSI benchmark of 71 on a 
scale of 0 to 100 for 2015 – just behind the 
category’s peak of 72 in 1994. However, according 
to ACSI, airlines are historically one of the 
lowest-scoring categories, and for 2015 the 
industry ranks in the bottom four, ahead of only 
internet service providers, subscription television 
and health insurance.

Travelers surveyed gave the airline industry 
higher marks compared with a year ago across 
many key aspects of the booking and flight 
experience. The onboard experience still lags, 
however, with seat comfort remaining the worst 
part of flying (ACSI benchmark of 65), although IFE 
services went up 7% to 72.

Etihad
With its new fleet featuring everything from 
double bedrooms and showers, to beautiful 
onboard lounges and butlers, Etihad has not 
held back in providing onboard features that 
will surely satisfy even the most demanding 
of flyers. But do the investments pay off?

We asked Calum Laming, VP of guest 
experience at Etihad: “We do lots of trials 
and are constantly looking to generate 
passenger satisfaction. That is our goal 
because satisfaction will ultimately lead to 
loyalty, advocacy and therefore success.” 

For more details, see our interview with 
Laming on p110.

“ A positive customer experience across 
all touchpoints is increasingly seen as  
a company’s most valuable asset” 
THE ECONOMIST INTELLIGENCE UNIT
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Air France

Bombardier

In 2009, Air France launched a long-haul 
premium economy product as a tool for 
winning back business from rival carriers,  
and has reported that in 2012 alone the 
additional revenue generated exceeded  
the initial investment.

“Premium economy has rapidly won  
over both business and leisure customers 
throughout our long-haul network,” states 
Bruno Matheu, chief commercial officer at  
Air France. “Premium economy currently 
represents a key product in our offer, which  
is a reference for supporting Air France in its 
strategy of commercial recovery.”

Passengers on board Bombardier’s 
CSeries should be happy, with the 
aircraft offering the widest single-aisle 
economy seat, a generous aisle width 
and PRM-friendly features – all with the 

aim of bringing wide-body comfort to the 
narrow-body sector. “We recognized early on that 
passengers care about their flying experience. In fact we 
ran focus groups with airlines to understand exactly what 
passengers desired in cabin comfort,” states Antonio 
Ficca, manager of product marketing at Bombardier.

”Passengers are more savvy and knowledgeable than 
we give them credit for. Even though they are not usually 
made aware of the aircraft operating the route during 
the ticket purchase process, with information and 

pictures more readily 
available, today’s passengers 
are more informed. Even so, 
passengers tend to select the 
airlines they favor or simply 
the lowest fare.”

 

TURKISH 
AIRLINES
Turkish Airlines has been busy of late, 
with a host of upgrades including new 
seat designs for its wide-body business 
class and more ergonomic, slimmer and 
lighter seats for the economy cabins in 
its narrow-body fleet, earning it the 
2015 Best Airline in Europe award from 
Skytrax. Curiously the airline has 
bucked a trend in Europe and dropped 
premium economy in its wide-bodies, 
believing it will generate more revenue 
through increasing capacity in its 
business and economy cabins.

So will the new product pay off? 
Yahya Ustun, SVP of media relations at 
Turkish Airlines, believes so, and tells 
us, “It is clear that any improvement in 
passenger comfort, and any increase  
in the capacity of aircraft on certain 
routes on which an airline cannot 
increase its frequency, will result in the 
satisfaction of its passengers and thus 
their happiness.

“To offer a comfortable service 
beyond the expectations of passengers 
could, of course, attract more ‘happy’ 

passengers and 
increase profits, save 
for the cost of the 
service offered, which 
could have a negative 
effect on profitability.

“Offering an 
excellent and 
comfortable service 
with a smart cost 
strategy is an art in 
the aviation business, 
and one can say that 
Turkish Airlines is a 
talented artist.”

CEB
A study by the Customer Experience 
Board (CEB) of over 97,000 customers has 
found that meeting and even exceeding customer 
expectations doesn’t directly affect customers’ 
loyalty. Instead the CEB says that innovative 
organizations have realized that the determining 
factor is customer effort: the less effort it takes 
for consumers to accomplish their goal when they 
make contact, the more loyal they become. 
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MAIN IMAGE: BLAKE EMERY IS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING SURE 
BOEING DEVELOPS AIRPLANES 
THAT PEOPLE PREFER. HE HOLDS 
SEVERAL DESIGN PATENTS, AS 
WELL AS A MASTERS DEGREE IN 
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION 
AND PSYCHOLOGY FROM THE 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

INSET: KENT CRAVER HAS A DEGREE 
IN PSYCHOLOGY FROM MIAMI 
UNIVERSITY AND IS SKILLED IN 
BRANDING AND IDENTITY, MARKET 
RESEARCH, ONBOARD PRODUCT  
AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
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B oeing carries out extensive 
research with the flying public  
to discover what they feel are  

the best and worst parts of the flying 
experience, and their emotional responses 
during all phases of the journey. So where 
does happiness lie in the scale of desired 
emotions, and how do passenger emotions 
translate into revenue? We asked two 
Boeing experts their opinion: Blake Emery, 
director of differentiation strategy, who is 
in charge of making sure that Boeing 
develops commercial airplanes that people 
prefer to fly in; and Kent Craver, regional 
director of cabin experience and revenue 
analysis, who knows all there is to know 
about creating an enjoyable and profitable 
cabin environment.

PASSENGER HAPPINESS IS 
CLEARLY DESIRABLE, BUT 
DOES IT BENEFIT THE 
BOTTOM LINE FOR 
AIRLINES?
Kent Craver: “Although we measure 
happiness factors, we take a much more 
holistic view. We research multiple 
categories, measuring emotions, physical 

feelings, cabin features and overall 
passenger preference. In terms of the  
pay-off, it really comes down to that 
preference. We take a conservative 
approach that – even though it isn’t true – 
nobody is ever willing to pay more for  
a better experience. The goal is that if  
we can help an airline to get passenger 
preference for their product, their revenue 
management system should see 
incremental revenue or value out of that 
preference, primarily because a higher 
demand closes out lower fares.

“From my airline days [Craver was 
previously manager of onboard product 
marketing and research at Continental 
Airlines], we saw an effect on preference 
and demand based on our choice of 
aircraft, and we did capture incremental 
revenue because of that. It’s not 
necessarily because people are willing to 
pay more, but because the higher demand 
means you shed the really price-sensitive 
people and attract more people who have 
a less price-sensitive nature.”
Blake Emery: “We are very concerned 
about how passengers feel emotionally, 
and we want them to feel good emotions 

CAN A HAPPY FLYING 
EXPERIENCE ATTRACT HEARTS 

AND WALLETS? WE ASKED 
TWO OF THE WORLD’S 

FOREMOST EXPERTS IN THE 
FIELD – BOEING’S BLAKE 

EMERY AND KENT CRAVER – 
HOW EMOTION CAN BENEFIT 

BRAND AND REVENUE

Wo rd s  b y  Ad a m  G a v i n e
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– but it turns out that happiness doesn’t come up at the 
top of the scale. It scores with words like ‘comfortable’ 
and ‘relaxed’. There absolutely is a pay-off [to passengers 
having a positive emotional response], but we wouldn’t 
relate it in terms of happiness. The main thing we’re 
looking for is a change in preference. For example, if 
someone rates one aircraft type really highly in terms of 
happiness, but then prefers another when answering 
other questions, then that happiness rating didn’t pay off. 
The thing that counts is – all things being equal – which 
airplane you choose to fly on when you’re given a choice.”

SO WHICH EMOTIONS ARE AT THE 
TOP OF THE BOEING SCALE?
Emery: “The top ones are actually emotions that people 

seldom rate, which is good as you want stuff 
that’s hard to achieve. In the statistical method 

we use, we can do real apples-to-apples 
comparisons between how people feel on 
different aircraft, and some of the ones  
at the very top are things like ‘euphoric’, 
‘magical’ and ‘I didn’t want the flight to 
end’ – they are aspirational. However, we 
consistently find that, even when you use 
different research methodologies, when 
you ask people to describe their absolute 
best flight, they say they didn’t want to get 
off the airplane.”

YOU MAY NOT WANT TO 
LEAVE A SUITE, BUT WHAT 
ABOUT ECONOMY CLASS?
Emery: “You do hear a lot of complaints 
from economy passengers about how 
tightly packed in they are, for example,  
so you would think that our research  
data would show economy cabins on the 
negative side of the scale, with premium 
cabins on the positive side. As it turns out, 
for every aircraft for every class, people’s 
overall ratings tend to be on the positive 
side, although there is a significant 
difference between class ratings. So  

ARCHITECTURE 
OVERRIDES DENSITY
In 2011 Boeing had a fantastic opportunity 
to research customer preferences when 
Norwegian Air Shuttle was taking delivery of 
two types of B737 aircraft: the NG with the 
standard NG cabin interior, and the Sky Interior 
version. This gave Boeing and the airline the 
chance to evaluate passenger preferences 
for the two cabin designs, all on brand-new 
aircraft, with the same seats, in the same 
configurations, flying in the same markets.

“It was a phenomenal opportunity,” recalls 
Kent Craver. “Everything we measured was 
rated better with the Sky Interior, and most of it 
was statistically significantly better, to the point 
that we saw some things we did not expect.”

A good example of an unexpected result 
is the effective load factor. Part of Boeing’s 
research is an indication of how much a 
passenger would want to experience that  

flight again. As load factor increases, that 
rating would usually decrease.

“However, with the Sky Interior passengers, 
this rating remained level. That was 
unexpected. We found that twice as many 
passengers said they would strongly prefer 
having that experience again over the standard 
interior,” adds Craver.

“ The thing that counts is 
which airplane you choose to 
fly on when given a choice”
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when people are experiencing being in an 
airplane, they are generally in a positive 
frame of mind, which is counterintuitive 
to what people would think.”
Craver: “I would agree: this finding is 
counterintuitive to what people would 
expect. However, it is in line with the 
in-depth research we have done, with the 
statistics confirming our deep qualitative 
research. When you ask someone if they 
want more legroom, you will always get 
the answer ‘yes’. We look at it as ‘how do 
you feel?’”

DO ANY CABIN FEATURES 
LIFT PASSENGERS’ SPIRITS?
Emery: “Having something at the 
entryway that looks different to what 
people usually see is, in general, always a good thing. 
There are a number of factors why we believe that – 
which we won’t go into – but in general we think that 
entryway features are a good idea. However, there are  
a lot of airlines whose business model won’t allow  
such a feature, unless it can be done in a way that  
doesn’t lose seats.

“More important than individual features is how they 
play together and if they are consistent and compatible 
with the brand promise the airline is making and what  
the airline brand wants to stand for.”
Craver: “There’s always a trade. There are a lot of things 
you could do to potentially create a fantastic experience, 
but in the end, if an idea doesn’t turn into revenue, it 
doesn’t work. You need to balance everything to do with 
revenue – what people are willing to pay for, and what you 
believe strengthens the airline brand.”

“ In the end,  
if it doesn’t 
turn into 
revenue, it 
doesn’t work”

ABOVE: VIRGIN ATLANTIC HAS 
FOUND THAT ITS UPPER CLASS BARS 
– SUCH AS THIS ONE ON BOARD 
ITS B787S – ADD TO PASSENGER 
SATISFACTION, EVEN AMONG 
ECONOMY PASSENGERS MERELY 
PASSING THROUGH UPON BOARDING

SO HOW DOES BOEING APPLY THESE 
FINDINGS IN ITS WORK?
Craver: “One of the key goals is to give airlines the 
flexibility to do what is best for their business, because it 
is different for every airline. We build platforms that are 
sold globally, so we focus on cross-cultural things that are 
universally beneficial and we consult with airlines. We 
give them recommendations based on our research and 
share information with them, but ultimately they have to 
make the business decision that is best for them.

“We believe that preference is a key factor because it 
tends to encapsulate many different elements. It’s about 
how the passenger feels about the experience. It’s about 
everything involved in the experience, and there are some 
things that Boeing can influence, but also things that the 
airlines can influence, such as the service. Humans don’t 
perceive experiences in single connections, we look at 
things holistically.”  



http://www.comfly.it
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rapid                
SUPERSONIC PASSENGER FLIGHT IS ON THE BRINK OF  
A REBIRTH. AIR TRAVEL HAS EVOLVED MASSIVELY SINCE 
CONCORDE’S DAY, SO WHAT WILL THE WORLD’S FASTEST 
AND MOST EXPENSIVE PASSENGER EXPERIENCE BRING?

Wo rd s  b y  Ad a m  G a v i n e
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A VISION OF SUPERSONIC 
TRAVEL BY MARIUS CIOROGAR, 
DESIGNER AT JPA DESIGN
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I n 2003 the world suddenly seemed a little bigger, 
a little slower, a little duller. On November 26 
that year Concorde was retired – and many 

thought aviation had taken a step backward. Even though 
the ticket price had made Concorde the preserve of the 
few, it had been viewed with great affection and awe.

However, as propulsion technology is advancing, so 
too are the number of concepts for supersonic passenger 
flights, with the first – the AS2, jointly developed by 
Airbus and Aerion – billed to arrive as soon as 2023. With 
many other concepts in the pipeline, it’s time to prepare 
for a faster future that brings short-haul flight durations 
to long-haul travel. We spoke to some of the cabin design 
industry’s biggest names to find out what the one- to six-
hour supersonic passenger experience might look like, 
given the massive increase in first and business class travel 

expectations since Concorde’s demise. They were free to 
let their imaginations run riot, with just two provisos: 
they had to think within the confines of a narrow-body 
fuselage, for aerodynamic reasons, and they had to 
address the needs of wealthy passengers paying high fares.

REACH FOR THE SKIES
So what can tomorrow’s supersonic travelers look forward 
to? “The speed of the aircraft will create a design brief of 
intrigue and excitement for these cabins. Nothing would 
be mass produced or seen in today’s cabin interiors; this is 
a ‘dare to dream’ cabin experience to create as a designer,” 
says Martin Darbyshire, CEO of Tangerine. “We are 
talking about a future experience that is totally 
stratospheric in terms of what we can imagine now.”

Specifically, Darbyshire envisions a cabin with no 
windows, which brings strength and weight advantages. 
Instead the walls and ceilings will be wrapped in large 
displays that create a blank canvas for the imagination, 
harnessing technology that will make today’s virtual 
reality look outdated. Going even further, the whole 
ceiling could become a projection system, making the 
onboard experience more about the virtual reality Tomorrow’s supersonic passengers will 

expect the excitement of the aircraft and 
its speed to be reflected in the wider 
passenger experience, and for the time 
savings of the journey to be continued 
after landing.

As Martin Darbyshire, CEO of 
Tangerine, says, “Capitalizing on the 
shorter journey times that supersonic 
travel offers is key. So having a smaller 
convenient airport with less waiting 
times at either end for on-ground and 
air traffic control services would make 

time saving and a sense of exclusivity 
possible. But this all relies on the 
operators organizing themselves to 
deliver end-to-end seamless customer 
services, which help command the 
higher prices needed to make these 
supersonic journeys a commercial 
reality. Tangerine would love to be 
involved in designing for these future 
travel experiences; this subject has 
certainly captured the imagination and 
has the whole studio buzzing  
with ideas!”

THE BROADER PICTURE

We can’t  

include all the cool 

supersonic cabin 

ideas we heard. See 

our site for more 

content

ACUMEN CREATED TWO CONCEPT 
RENDERINGS FOR AIRCRAFT 
INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL: A 
HIGH-DENSITY ARRANGEMENT 
(ABOVE) AND A LOW-DENSITY 
ARRANGEMENT (BELOW RIGHT)



“It’s the business!”
John Borghetti, Chief Executive Officer and 

Managing Director, Virgin Australia Group

London, Seoul, Porto Alegre
+44 (0) 20 7357 0966
mail@tangerine.net
www.tangerine.net
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environment one chooses, rather than the hard, tangible 
experience.

Noting that it is not yet clear what sensation of speed 
passengers will feel in the cabin, Darbyshire adds that the 
thrill of the velocity may need to be communicated 
through the cabin experiences.

We also asked Brian Conner, creative director at 
Teague, for his opinions, and he sees a more organic style. 
“The grid feel of typical jets would likely be gone. Seating 
features, sidewalls and furniture would be seamless with 
the cabin architecture and will break up the cabin into 
more meaningful clusters. Windows, sidewalls, seats, 
lounging areas and private spaces could all be designed  
as one space.”

THIS CONCEPT BY JPA 
DESIGN’S MARIUS CIOROGAR 
INCORPORATES SPECIAL HAPTIC 
TECHNOLOGIES IN THE CABIN.  
SEE p32 FOR MORE DETAILS

A PERSONAL 
EXPERIENCE
Supersonic flight is special in itself, but why 
not add a few personal touches to make the 
experience even more memorable? 

As John Tighe, design director at JPA Design 
says, “It is the unexpected personalized treats 
that will elevate the experience to ensure it’s 
a ‘bucket list’ item for some and a must-be-
a-member club for the elite who can travel 
repeatedly. These ‘treats’ could take many 
forms: exclusive watches engraved with the 
time you first went supersonic, right down 
to seat and exterior cameras providing a 

“ Windows, sidewalls, seats 
and private spaces could all 
be designed as one space”

personalized video of your amazing flight, 
which you can post instantly on social media 
to tell the world you’re at 100,000ft and 
traveling faster than sound. We can’t wait  
to get started on designing this one.”

Juliane Trummer, director of strategy at 
Mormedi also sees special treatment as key 
to the success of a supersonic venture: “A 
whole exclusive universe could be created 
that provides a unique experience even before 
take-off and after landing. Passengers could 
gain access to flying supersonic through a 
process similar to that of joining a private 
club, with ‘membership’ providing access to 
desirable benefits. An impeccable pre- and 
post-flight service will be empowered by 
partnerships with exclusive brands.”

Such a clean, spacious, modern and lightweight 
environment would be an enjoyable experience, but 
Conner has a more ambitious vision: “An aircraft like this 
might make use of the vertical space in the cabin. Seating 
and rest spaces could be layered on top of one another 
with an opportunity to make use of multiple floor levels.”

FEEL THE SPEED
One overriding sentiment among the experts is that 
supersonic flight is such an exciting prospect, it should be 
embraced within the passenger experience. While many 
of today’s luxury cabins aim to replicate the feel of a 
boutique hotel, supersonic travelers should feel they are 
part of a very special flying experience.

As Anthony Harcup, an associate at Acumen says, 
“Designing a contemporary supersonic interior is a very 
different brief from that of contemporary commercial and 
private jet interiors. Rather than distracting the passenger 
from the idea of flying, the supersonic flight itself is the 
experience. Like being a passenger in a Formula 1 racing 
car, or maybe a suborbital space flight, you are part of an 
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elite club – experiencing flight at not only twice the 
altitude, but at Mach 2.”

Harcup feels that supersonic passengers should be 
fully engaged with the travel experience, and the seating 
environment should enable and enhance this. “There is 
the potential to reconfigure not only the fundamental 
layout of the tube, but also the service style and how the 
passengers might interact with their environment. There 
is a real opportunity to pilot groundbreaking new 
experiences that could influence not only commercial and 
private aviation, but into any and all transport interiors.”

POSITIVE SPIN
Let’s consider the seating space, where passengers will 
spend most of their brief time on board. One thing all the 
design houses we spoke to had in common was a feeling 
that supersonic flyers will not require lie-flat beds, as they 
do not fit with the USP of these machines. There was a 
feeling that a premium economy pitch could be suitable, 
but while today’s premium economy seats would offer 
adequate comfort for supersonic missions, we want more.

“Passengers paying a top-end fare for a more limited 
footprint of living space will expect the same level of 
sophistication and product integration afforded to first 
and business class passengers on commercial flat-bed 
products – and amenities relevant to their flight 
experience should be equally thought through,” states 
Harcup. “For example, integrating the surrounding 
aircraft architecture into the seating environment is 
currently only hinted at in a handful of first class 
commercial products. This could be a highly relevant 
treatment for supersonic interiors, expressing the 
exclusive nature of the interior. This would help form  

All passengers on board will be sharing 
an incredible experience, and a social 
space in which they can discuss the 
flight or calm their nerves would be 
popular. But would it be viable?

“There would likely be social spaces 
for couples and small groups to 
share space, either in open spaces in 
the cabin or in private suites where 
passengers would have enough space 
for guests,” says Brian Conner, creative 
director at Teague.

Juha Rista, a partner at Finnish 
design house dSign Vertti, agrees, and 
views the ever-widening age gaps in 

the flying population as a key part of 
service considerations. “Activity-based 
corners for children could be on board, 
and treatment services for different 
ages of passengers (manicures, 
massages, mindfulness, etc).” 

He adds that more consideration 
should be given to passenger wellness, 
with the possibility to move around the 
cabin during flight. “Different lounges, 
multiuse spaces such as meeting 
room-like cabins, and a variety of 
services such as massages will give 
passengers the motivation to move 
around during the flight.”

SPEED DATING

ABOVE AND LEFT: IN THIS 
CONCEPT BY DSIGN VERTTI 
KIVI & CO, ALL THE ASPECTS 
OF PRIVACY (PHYSICAL, 
VISUAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL AND 
TERRITORIAL) HAVE BEEN 
CONSIDERED IN THE LAYOUT  
AND DESIGN OF THE CABIN
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Join James Tanner from Factorydesign 
as he imagines the supersonic flight 
experience on Airbus’s recently 
patented supersonic concept, being 
hailed as ‘Concorde II’.

“A flight from London to New York 
would start pretty much like any other. 
You would board the aircraft and take 
your seat, which would be comfortable 
and lightweight, but stripped back to 
the bare essentials.

“Take-off would be like on any other 
aircraft, as conventional jet engines 
ease you into the air. Once airborne the 
captain will announce that your arrival 
time in New York will be in just under 
one hour, and to prepare for supersonic 
flight. The rocket engines will be 
deployed and the aircraft’s nose will 

be lifted into a vertical ascent, taking 
you through the sound barrier while 
minimizing the effect of the sonic boom 
at ground level.

“Ramjets take over from the rockets 
as the aircraft levels out at an altitude 
of 19 miles [30km] – higher than a U2 
spy plane. As the aircraft accelerates 
up to 4.5 times the speed of sound 
[3,500mph], your seat will rotate toward 
the window, revealing spectacular views 
of the Earth below. At this height you 
can see the line between day and night, 
and the only people higher than you will 
be the astronauts in the ISS. You will 
have just enough time for another glass  
of champagne while enjoying the 
amazing view, before starting your 
descent into New York.”

THE   EXPERIENCE

a cocooned and dedicated environment for the passenger, 
creating the illusion that the window, sidewall and facing 
seatback are truly ‘theirs’ – exclusively designed elements 
of their living space.”

Harcup also suggests having seats that can rotate to 
enable face-to-face dining, and can also face the window 
so that one enjoy a cocktail and an incredible view with  
a travel companion – even if the view is virtual.

Peter Knapp, global creative officer at Landor, is also 
keen to offer flexibility in the seating arrangements to give 
passengers liberty, with rotating seats giving them options 
to face forward on take-off, look out of the window when 
landing, and turn and face each other for dining.

“This might not afford the freedom found in some 
formats where a bar offers respite on long-haul routes, but 
it would easily redefine modes of traveling and offer a 
much needed variation, the uniqueness of which could 
command a premium. This simple system could offer 
social, work, sleep and sightseeing options in one design 
within the physical restraints.”

Ugur Ipek, founder of the Ugur Ipek Design agency, 
predicts a visually interesting cabin with an asymmetric 
LOPA of slightly differently styled seats, a layout that is 
flexible enough to offer reconfiguration options for 
passengers who want to make the experience their own.

This sense of personalization is also predicted by John 
Tighe, design director at JPA Design, who wants to 
combine technologies to make an ultra ‘smart’ product 
that enables an airline to offer a space tailored to suit 
customers’ needs for that specific journey.

ALMADESIGN’S VISION OF THE 
FUTURE FEATURES INTERACTIVE 
SIDEWALL SURFACES INSTEAD OF 
CONVENTIONAL WINDOWS

“ It would redefine modes of 
traveling and offer a much-
needed variation”



Every great passenger experience 
begins the same way

www.factorydesign.co.uk

http://www.factorydesign.co.uk
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Jean-Pierre Alfano, creative director 
at Airjet Designs, is well-versed in 
private jet cabin design, but sees the 
operational requirements of airlines 
requiring a quite different layout – for 
example either a full meal galley or 
a bar and social area at the front of 
the cabin. Alfano’s seating ideas use 
similar thinking to some of today’s 

business class services, such as British 
Airways Club World: “Yin-yang pod 
seats in a 2-2 layout would provide 
optional full privacy for passengers – 
enhanced by active noise cancellation, 
with luxuries including seat massage, 
and a passenger-customizable living 
environment controlled via a handheld 
cabin management interface.”

PRIVATE VIEW
“This is necessary as the limitations in size and weight 

will preclude the usual multifunctional bed, lounge and 
office that a first class suite provides. Rather than offering 
everyone a compromised choice to cover all eventualities, 
the airline can offer a far higher-quality tailored space and 
service to suit the passenger’s needs,” Tighe explains.

Simply phone the airline ahead of your flight – or have 
your people call their people – and the right environment 
for your journey will await you. Want to relax and enjoy 
the view? No problem, the seat will be preset to suit. Need 
to work all journey? The fastest desk in the world will be 
waiting. Don’t need IFE? It won’t be uploaded. Not 
hungry but want champagne? It’s being chilled to 
perfection. “This will drive a smart, super light but 
configurable cabin, all enabled by getting the passenger  
to buy into the ethos of the experience,” Tighe adds.

For an airline view we spoke to Cristian Sutter, a cabin 
design specialist with experience at Thomson Airways, 
British Airways and Jet Aviation Basel, who predicts 
seating with a footprint comparable to today’s premium 
economy, but with a little enhancement through the use 
of ergonomics with flexible and adaptable geometry, 
built-in cooling and heating systems, a massage function, 
and headrest-mounted noise-cancelling systems.

Darbyshire also predicts an offering of something 
close to premium economy, but with more comfort and 
offering the privacy that Forbes List flyers might demand. 
Joan Collins was reported to have paid for the front four 
seats on Concorde just to achieve privacy in the small 
cabin, so how can the Joan Collinses of this world enjoy 
tomorrow’s supersonic travel without having to quadruple 
their flight costs?

Darbyshire suggests staggered seating as an option and 
that sleeping comfort will be important for overnight 
flights of six hours – San Francisco to London, say. For 
flights closer to three hours, he thinks that reclining seats, 
with a gimbal mechanism if there is a vertical climb, 
would seem appropriate.

THE CABIN IS THE IFE
The experience of supersonic flight will be a greater 
attraction than even the most gripping of movies. 
Entertainment options are necessary though, and the  
IFE systems on board these aircraft could take a new 
direction, making the passenger part of the action,  
rather than being a passive observer.

There is clear potential via previous suggestions such 
as AMOLED walls and ceilings, which could show a feed 
from outside to make you feel like an aviator, and visual 
sonic booms as the aircraft accelerates through the sound 
barrier. As an excited Harcup says, “With developing 
organic OLED technology, it might be feasible to propose 
a living interior – imagine a 360° view of the curvature of 
the earth from 60,000 feet – a flying planetarium!”

This would be an amazing prospect for some, but 
terrifying for others – perhaps best restricted to a 
dedicated section of the cabin for enthusiasts. “The 
experience may not necessarily be about speed but might 
reflect a new expression of travel through virtual reality or 
similar technologies not yet defined,” says Darbyshire. 
“The interior could be about enhancing the travel 
experience through stargazing, or relate more to space  
age technology through virtual tours. Using modern 
technology creatively would mean you could customize 
the experience for different passenger types, from the 
wealthy thrill seeker to the time-poor business executive.”

One view most of our experts had in common was a 
view that ‘traditional’ IFE content would be offered via 
streamed content or pre-loaded tablets, rather than 
seatback displays, and given that the captains of industry 
likely to be on board, reliable and powerful connectivity 
to keep in touch with the boardroom is a must.

Speed aside, the most exciting thing about supersonic 
travel is that it could embrace the wonder of flight within 
the passenger experience, with everything geared toward 
involving flyers in the journey rather than distracting 
them from it. If you want lie-flat beds, 32in IFE and 
showers, take the slow plane – the supersonic experience 
will be too exciting to sleep through. 

THE N+2 PROJECT BY NASA AND 
LOCKHEED MARTIN PUTS THE 
ENGINES ABOVE AND BELOW 
THE WINGS WITH THE AIM OF 
REDUCING SONIC BOOM
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WITH SPEEDS RANGING FROM MACH 0.95 TO MACH 26, 
TOMORROW’S SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT CONCEPTS 
PRESENT MANY CABIN DESIGN CHALLENGES. SOME QUICK 
THINKING IS SOLVING THESE SUPERSONIC ISSUES
Wo rd s  b y  Ad a m  G a v i n e
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JAPAN PURSUES MACH 5
The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency 
(JAXA) has been looking into a hypersonic 
passenger aircraft that can reach Mach 5  
– fast enough to cross the Pacific Ocean 
(around 5,000 miles) in two hours. The 
temperatures involved in Mach 2 travel are 
challenging, but for Mach 5, major research 
into heat-resistant structures is necessary.

JAXA is investigating the use of thermal 
barrier walls to suppress heat transfer 
from the high-temperature environment, 
as well as a heat management system to 
maintain the cabin and airframe structure 
temperature at a constant level.

Following hypersonic wind tunnel 
experiments, JAXA scientists have been 
examining the temperature distribution on 
the airframe surface and evaluating suitable 
materials for the thermal barrier wall. 
Lightweight and heat-resistant composite 
materials are being evaluated, including 

silicon carbide, for the fuselage, where  
the temperature is highest.

Mach 5 may sound like the stuff of 
fantasy, but JAXA says that in 2014 it 
successfully performed Mach 4 propulsion 
experiments on its hypersonic turbojet at  
a wind tunnel.

Our first port of call to find out more 
about the challenges that supersonic 
travel can present in cabin design was 
NASA. The administration’s primary 
research interest is in the airframe, with 
interior cabin design decisions left up to 
the manufacturers. However, Peter Coen, 
NASA’s commercial supersonic 
technology project manager, shared 
some of the technical cabin challenges 

that manufacturers will face with 
supersonic aircraft.

“Noise and heat from the supersonic 
boundary layer will make environmental 
control of the supersonic aircraft cabin 
more challenging. Whatever solutions 
are found must not add significantly to 
the empty weight of the aircraft, because 
any pound in empty weight adds more to 
the gross weight of a supersonic aircraft 

than to a subsonic airplane. Windows on 
a supersonic aircraft may need to be 
smaller because of depressurization 
concerns, or manufacturers may opt to 
use large displays that show the outside 
view and eliminate windows altogether.

“These are some of the technical issues 
that will be faced by companies designing 
and building supersonic interiors, but 
they are outside of the scope of NASA.”

NASA: weighty matters
NASA IS WORKING WITH 
LOCKHEED MARTIN ON THE 
N+2 LOW-NOISE SUPERSONIC 
AIRCRAFT CONCEPT
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Mach 1.5 – in 2021!
SonicStar (see p87) is not the only supersonic aircraft 
billed for arrival in 2021, as Aerion is working with Airbus 
to have its AS2 business jet concept ready for its first 
flight in 2021, with entry into service in 2023. This 
three-engined aircraft is intended to carry 8-12 
passengers at Mach 1.5, and in luxury.

Difficulties encountered in the design of the 30ft-long 
cabin include the non-constant cross-section cabin, 
which is widest in the aft cabin and tapers forward for 
aerodynamic reasons. According to Aerion, the width 
and height of the aft half of the cabin are equivalent to 
many of today’s long-range business jets such as a 
Gulfstream G550 or Falcon 7X, and to help create a 
greater feeling of space, the tapered cabin is divided 
into two sections, with lighting units running laterally 
across the cabin to visually widen the space. The custom 
seats will be equivalent in size to those found in today’s 
jets, with the same recline, swivel, track and berthing 
capabilities, at a 49in seat pitch.

The eight windows of the AS2 are larger than those of 
the B787, measuring 13in wide by 18in tall, and they are 
arranged so that every passenger will have a window 
and a good viewing angle.

Aerion doesn’t foresee thermal issues, but supersonic 
travel brings noise issues, so Aerion’s engineers are 
evaluating state-of-the-art sound reduction materials 
and design methods, with the goal of achieving cabin 
sound levels equivalent to today’s long-range biz jets.

Aerion has commissioned Inairvation to develop the 
cabin interiors for the jet, as well as to manage their 
certification and production (Inairvation is a joint 
venture between Lufthansa Technik and F/List, with 
Design Q as the partner for interior design and Schott 
for lighting). The team has built a full-scale engineering 
mock-up of the AS2 interior, which is being used to 
assess possible configurations for the cockpit and cabin.

Aerion has already found a customer for the AS2; 
fractional operator Flexjet has placed a firm order for 
20 aircraft.

BOEING’S SONIC CRUISER BECOMES A DREAM
In 2001, just as Airbus was promoting the A380, Boeing 
went in another direction and unveiled plans for the 
Sonic Cruiser at the Paris Air Show, a delta wing design 
that cruised at 40,000ft, just shy of supersonic (Mach 
0.95-0.98) to give 15-20% more speed than conventional 
aircraft, without sonic boom issues.

A 20ft (6m)-long composite fuselage section was 
built to test candidate materials and manufacturing 
techniques for the Sonic Cruiser, with a speculative 
14ft (4.3m) cabin cross-section suitable for a 2-2-2 or 
possibly 2-3-2 seating configuration.

As a Boeing spokesperson explains, “Fuselage cross-
section is considered one of the crucial decisions in a 
new design and generally is made late in the design 
cycle after substantial customer input.”

However, airlines were keener to reduce operating 
costs than to gain 20% in speed, and in December 2002 
the project was canned in favor of the B787, although 
a lot of Sonic Cruiser DNA found its way into the 
Dreamliner design.
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Imaginactive has had some concerns about 
potential sonic boom issues the Mach 10 
Skreemr (see p88) would have over land, and 
the massive amount of heat that would build 
up on the aircraft’s nose and wings. The 
proposed solution is a novel aerodynamic 
phenomenon called long penetration mode 
(LPM), which has been implemented in 
another concept: the Antipode.

The Antipode would take off directly from 
an airfield using reusable rocket boosters 
attached to the wings, which provide enough 
thrust to lift off, climb to 40,000ft, and reach 
Mach 5. The acceleration boosters would 
then separate from the Antipode and fly back 

to the airfield. At Mach 5, the aircraft’s 
onboard computer would ignite a supersonic 
combustion ramjet engine and accelerate up 
to Mach 24 – yes, Mach 24 – at 40,000ft. 
Antipode travel does not offer the lap of 
luxury, or even mild discomfort – the 
passenger experience is all about brutal, 
no-compromise speed.

The Antipode would channel some of the 
air, flowing at supersonic speed, through  
a nozzle located on the nose of the aircraft. 
This counterflowing jet of air would induce 
the LPM, leading to a drop in surface 
temperature due to aero-heating, and a 
reduction of the shockwave and noise related 

to breaking the sound barrier. The leading 
edge of the wings of the aircraft could also 
be fitted with linear nozzles so that air could 
flow out of them too. In this way, all leading 
edge surfaces could also be cooled by LPM.

The airplane’s wings would have enough 
lift to glide and land on a 6,000ft runway. 
Emergency compact rocket boosters could  
be ignited in case the aircraft needed to 
make a second landing attempt and could 
also be used to slow down the aircraft.

The Antipode design has only two seats, 
but if two really important people absolutely 
have to do something 10,000 miles away, 
they could be there in less than an hour.

Mach what?!

A STAR IS BORN
If Hypermach’s plans come to fruition, it could 
be possible to fly at Mach 4 as soon as 2021 – 
and with no sonic boom overland. SonicStar  
is a supersonic business jet concept, which 
incorporates advanced aerodynamics and 
propulsion technology to achieve a claimed 
30% greater fuel efficiency than the Rolls-
Royce 593 engine used on Concorde.

Richard Lugg, chairman of Hypermach, 
explains, “We have access to revolutionary 
engine technology, and a unique, very 
high-speed aircraft design to make this kind  

of earth-shatteringly fast air travel possible. 
And we have a date: our plan is to build and fly 
the world’s first very-high-speed supersonic 
hybrid aircraft by June 2021.”

SonicStar travel would be the preserve of the 
very few though, as it is being pitched at the 
VVIP executive class, government officials and 
diplomats. The 64m-long, 2.7m-wide and 
2.6m-high cabin seats up to around 25 people 
in custom super luxury furnishings, with further 
customer options for transporting specialty 
items – even race horses.
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Imaginactive, a non-profit transportation 
design organization, has devised the 
hypersonic Skreemr concept, which is 
envisioned to reach a staggering Mach 10, 
enabled by using super-powerful  
hydrogen and compressed oxygen- 
burning scramjet engines.

Reaching Mach 10 is quite an involved 
experience though, with the Skreemer 
launched at high speed using a magnetic 
railgun launching system. Rockets would 

increase the aircraft speed until the main 
scramjet engine could be ignited and then… 
hang on!

The effects of this wild ride on the 75 
passengers in the concept cabin are still 
being considered, but at least there are some 
‘green’ considerations as the magnetic 
railgun could use clean electricity to launch 
the aircraft, and the rockets and scramjets 
could burn hydrogen manufactured with 
hydroelectricity.

Fancy flying from Tokyo to Los Angeles in 
less than 2 hours 30 minutes? Airbus 
Group Innovations is currently 
collaborating with partners around the 
world to create ZEHST (Zero Emission 
High Supersonic Transport), a concept 
that could see passengers in 2050 flying 
at Mach 6, with low CO2, NOx and noise 
emissions.

While the propulsion systems for the 
concept are still very much at the concept 
stage, the passenger environment is 
already being considered, with a key 
design criterion being that flyers should 
have a ‘normal’ and comfortable inflight 
experience that does not require any 
special equipment or training. The only 
time passengers will really be aware they 
are engaged in a hypersonic journey is 
during the steep but brief rocket 
engine-powered climb and acceleration 
phase, when ZEHST passengers would 
feel mild acceleration forces, not 
exceeding 1.2g.

As Jean Botti, chief technical officer at 
EADS, says, “We are currently at a very 
early stage with this research program. 
First series airplanes flying with 
technology resulting from this concept 
will not fly before 2040.” 

Skreem if you 
want to go faster

AIRBUS STUDIES 
MACH 6

SPIKE
When Spike Aerospace engineers 
were designing the Mach 1.6 S-512 
supersonic Jet, they understood that 
fuselage walls are complex structures, 
made even more complicated by the 
additional structures needed to support 
cabin windows. The solution was clear: 
to simplify the fuselage design by 
eliminating windows, which reduces 
the parts count and weight, and lowers 
manufacturing costs – as well as 
creating a smoother exterior skin  
with reduced drag.

However, not having windows 
creates challenges in achieving a 
pleasing cabin design – as well as  

some new opportunities. Spike 
plans to fit microcameras, flat panel 
displays, video controllers and 
associated software in the interior to 
create a ‘multiplex digital cabin’, with 
panoramic views captured by cameras 
surrounding the aircraft displayed on 
screens mounted on the sidewalls.

The 18 passengers can also work 
or relax in comfort and style with soft 
leather seating, reduced cabin noise, 
higher oxygen levels, and high-speed 
wireless internet access.

The Spike S-512 is also claimed to 
produce a very low sonic boom – less 
than 70 PLdB (perceived loudness level) 

– only a very soft muffled clap to those 
on the ground.

You may see S-512 flying in the near 
future, but probably not the 2018 entry 
into service that Spike has predicted.
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LIGHT

I ATA predicts that annual passenger numbers 
will double to seven billion by 2034. What’s 
more, the aviation industry has committed itself 

to an average improvement in fuel efficiency of 1.5% per 
year from 2009 to 2020, a reduction in net aviation CO2 
emissions of 50% by 2050 compared with 2005 levels,  
and a cap on net CO2 emissions from 2020 for carbon-
neutral growth.

Meeting these goals will require increasing cabin 
density and more fuel-efficient aircraft, which in turn 
requires lighter-weight interiors components.

ALUMINUM LITHIUM ALLOYS
There are potential benefits to using the latest, third-
generation aluminum lithium alloys, which are already  

in use in aircraft structures but have not yet been applied  
in cabin interiors components.

Low-density lithium is the lightest metallic element. 
As an alloy, aluminum lithium can yield weight 
reductions of 30% compared with currently used 
aluminum materials, and is also more resilient.

A major player in the aluminum lithium alloys market 
is Germany-based Alcoa Forgings and Extrusions.  
Dr Achim Hofmann, business development manager at 
Alcoa, highlights the benefits of the material: “One very 
special thing about lithium alloy, which we don’t really 
have with other alloy systems, is its high stiffness.  
By adding roughly 1% lithium we achieve a 6% increase 
in stiffness and higher strength than aluminum. These 
materials have improved fatigue and damage tolerance, 
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www.magnesium-elektron.com

Magnesium is the lightest structural 
metal. At two thirds the weight of 
aluminium it is the perfect choice 
for your light weighting strategies.

Weight problem?
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Come and find out how to increase  
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excellent corrosion resistance and improved resistance  
to elevated temperatures.”

Another advantage of aluminum lithium alloy, 
Hofmann says, is its workability in the manufacturing 
process. It is a weldable material and is also flexible for 
porthole extrusions, which allows it to be molded into 
different shapes. The material can also be forged.

“In the past we were only able to do rods, bars and 
maybe some shapes and angles – seat tracks were no 
problem – but for hollow shapes we didn’t have the design 
flexibility we have now with aluminum lithium alloys.”

MAKING MAGNESIUM FLY
Sometimes innovators are faced with what might seem 
like impossible challenges. One recent example of 
persistence paying off is approval for the use of 
magnesium alloys, a material that promises weight 
reductions in aircraft seats.

Over a period of eight years, UK-based magnesium 
specialist Magnesium Elektron pursued the aviation 
authorities for approval of its materials for interiors 
components. The company first had to achieve a reversal 
of the ban on the use of magnesium for aircraft interior 
cabin components, put on the books by the SAE (Society 
of Automotive Engineers) decades prior.

SAE Standard AS-8049 simply stated, ‘Magnesium 
alloys shall not be used.’ Though this ban was based on 
legacy magnesium alloys, the industry wrote magnesium 
off as too risky and never took a second look, despite the 
material’s weight advantages and its potential use in other 
aircraft parts.

Magnesium Elektron’s Elektron 43 and Elektron 21 
alloys, developed specifically for aerospace applications, 
are high-performance materials, designed to withstand 
high temperatures and be resistant to corrosion. Both 
alloys have proven, long-term performance records, 
including critical applications in jet engines and military 
aircraft. Because of their low density, magnesium alloys 
can reduce the weight of seats by 15-20%, compared with 
similar aluminum structures. Their stiffness and ductility 
makes them strong and flexible, so components made 
with this material can withstand the rigors of 16g sled 
tests and perform well on pitch and roll.  

Could bamboo be the 
next carbon fiber? Airbus 
holds a biennial global 
competition called 
Fly Your Ideas, which 
challenges students to 
innovate for the future 
of aviation.

In 2013, Team 
A.B.E. (aero-bamboo 
engineering) from the 
University of Nairobi, 
Kenya, worked on a 
project to use bamboo in 
the aircraft cabin, with 
a honeycomb structure 
of bamboo sandwiched 
between laminated 
bamboo panels together 

with a thermal-acoustic 
foam. According to 
the team, the benefits 
of bamboo include 
recyclability, strength, 
reduced weight, reduced 
noise and even some 
aesthetic benefits. The 
team felt the structure 
would be suitable for 
use on the cabin floor, 
panels, partitions and 
possibly the overhead 
stowage bins.

In the same year 
of Fly Your Ideas, the 
Bhardwaja Corona 
team from St Peter’s 
University in Chennai, 

India, designed and 
built a prototype for 
the world’s lightest 
aircraft seat, made from 
a natural composite of 
bamboo, banana, jute 
and a modified epoxy 
resin air cushioning 
system.

Neither team won, but 
Airbus clearly sees some 
potential in the use of 
bamboo, as according 
to Ethiopian bamboo 
producer, Bamboo Star 
Agro-Forestry, the two 
companies are in talks 
concerning the use of  
its product.

BAMBOO CABINS?
Nature could lend a hand in creating tomorrow’s lightweight cabins

“ An example of 
persistence paying 
off is approval 
for the use of 
magnesium alloys”
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But while magnesium is used in a number of aircraft 
components, it first had to overcome the SAE ban before 
it could be used in the cabin. For this, magnesium had to 
pass requisite flammability tests, but no test protocols 
existed under FAR 25.853 to approve this material. 

To overcome this hurdle, Bruce Gwynne, VP of 
divisional strategic development at Magnesium Elektron, 
became actively involved with the SAE’s aircraft seating 
working group and collaborated with Tim Marker of the 
FAA’s William J Hughes Technical Centre, to conduct 
many iterations of tests to prove that the flammability 
properties of these new magnesium alloys were suitable 
for use inside the aircraft. 

Later, oil burner lab-scale testing protocols had to be 
designed so that components made with the material 
could be tested and approved – a process that itself took 
two years and 500 test iterations. 

But finally, on August 14, 2015, the SAE published 
SAE AS8049 Revision C, in which the wording 
‘Magnesium alloys shall not be used’ was changed  
to ‘Magnesium alloys may be used in aircraft seat 
construction provided they are tested to and meet the 
flammability performance requirements in the FAA  
Fire Safety Branch document: Aircraft Materials Fire  
Test Handbook – DOT/FAA/AR-00/12, Chapter 25,  
Oil Burner Flammability Test for Magnesium Alloy  
Seat Structure.’

Because Magnesium Elektron took the initiative to 
participate in the iterative testing and helped develop  
the standards, its materials are now qualified to meet 
these new rules.

“Our years of hard work have finally paid off. This 
new standard is a major landmark for the aircraft seating 

industry,” said Gwynne. “Given the ongoing need to 
improve airliner fuel economy and reduce CO2 emissions, 
aircraft seat designers are now able to capitalize on the 
lightweight characteristics of our advanced Elektron 
magnesium alloys.”

As René Dankwerth, executive vice president of R&D 
at Recaro Aircraft Seating, says, “Many people are talking 
about magnesium. It is an exciting material. It is ready for 
use. There are possibilities to bring it into the product. 
The challenge will be to do it in an efficient way. It needs 
to pay off.”

PLASTICS
New plastics and composites are another consideration 
for reducing weight, while offering creative ways to 
improve aesthetics and differentiate airline brands 
through the use of new shapes and colors.

“I believe there is a huge opportunity in plastics for  
the future, especially in combination with fibers, fiber 
injection molding combinations and new composite 
technologies,” says Dankwerth.

Plastics suppliers are also finding ways to make their 
products lightweight and adaptable to many design 
options. For example, SABIC Innovative Plastics has 
developed thermoplastic sheets for cladding aircraft seats, 
which it claims can save 30-40% in weight compared with 
PVC acrylic. These sheets – branded Lexan XHR – are 
manufactured by using close-celled foam and 
encapsulating the outer layers with a solid sheet of plastic, 
and can be thermoformed for specific design features.

Jignesh Amin, industry manager for seating at SABIC, 
clarifies that the design of the component ultimately 
determines total weight, but that the weight reduction 
figures are based on like-for-like seat shells clad in PVC 
versus those clad in Lexan XHR: “You can see there’s a 
considerable fuel saving on one airplane. Across a fleet, it 
really adds up.”

BETTER THAN BONE STRUCTURE
The make-up of bones, which gain their durability, energy 
absorption and light weight from closed-cell structures, 
has inspired a new radical innovation by Boeing.

Boeing has been working with researchers at HRL 
Laboratories, a research institute it co-owns with General 

Visit our  
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explaining more 

about Boeing’s 
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material
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Motors, which was formerly a Howard Hughes operation, 
to develop a material with a density of 0.9mg/cc – or 
approximately 100 times lighter than Styrofoam. The 
project has initially been commissioned for the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).

The material has a microlattice cellular architecture 
that consists of 99.99% open volume by designing the 
0.01% of solid volume at the nanometer, micron and 
millimeter scales.

“The trick is to fabricate a lattice of interconnected 
hollow tubes with a wall thickness of 100 nanometers, 

“ The microlattice 
cellular architecture 
consists of 99.9% 
open volume”

1,000 times thinner than a human hair,” explains Dr 
Tobias Schaedler, senior scientist at HRL Laboratories.

The cellular architecture also creates unique 
mechanical behavior for a metal, including complete 
recovery from compression exceeding 50% strain,  
and “extraordinarily high” energy absorption.

As Sophia Yang, research scientist for architected 
materials at HRL Laboratories explains in a video 
available on our website, “One of the main applications 
we’ve been looking into is structural components for 
aerospace. When I get on an airplane and I’m leaning 
against the sidewall panel and putting my luggage in  
the stowbin or walking along the floor panels, I think the 
microlattice could be used in one of these applications.  
In the future the material could help Boeing to save a lot 
of weight, making airplanes more fuel efficient.”

According to the project partners, the microlattice 
structure could also be used for a variety of products 
including battery electrodes, catalyst supports, and 
acoustic, vibration and shock energy damping.

FUELING CHANGE
Reducing the weight of components has been a constant 
aim for aviation, right from the beginning. Rising fuel 
prices made this requirement more critical in recent 

Graphene composite-based aircraft 
could be a step closer to reality as a 
result of a partnership between The 
University of Manchester in the UK  
and the Beijing Institute of Aeronautical 
Materials (BIAM) in China. 

Graphene is an atomic-scale 
honeycomb lattice made of carbon 
atoms, and the research will see 
the partners – part of the National 
Graphene Institute based at the 
UK university – exchange expertise 
and cooperate on the structural 
characterization and property testing 
of graphene-reinforced aluminum 
matrix nanocomposites, to advance 
the maturity of the technology and 
accelerate its application in aviation.

According to the institute, the 
project could result in lighter, stronger 
and conductive parts for aircraft, as 
with graphene added, the strength of 

aluminum alloy could be improved  
while retaining its ductile quality.

In the future, the two parties expect 
to expand the collaboration on graphene 
materials to include the areas of 
graphene energy storage materials, 
environmental purification materials 
and information materials.

Dai Shenglong, president of BIAM, 
explains, “Graphene is expected to 
revolutionize the technology sector. 
Graphene and its products have unique 
properties and show wide prospects  
for applications.

“BIAM has made achievements in the 
areas of graphene-modified structural 
materials and functional materials, the 
preparation process and large-scale 
production of graphene nanoflakes 
and graphene films, and has achieved 
extensive application experiences in  
the aviation industry.

LATTICE WORK
Boeing isn’t the only big name in aviation working on 
lattice technology to improve strength and reduce weight
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The lightweight dry foams used in the 
construction of aircraft, buildings and 
automobiles are key materials in the push 
for sustainability and energy efficiency. 
However, there is a major challenge in the 
chemistry of lightweight foams: keeping the 
foam stable.

A team of researchers from the Georgia 
Institute of Technology in the USA believes 
it has developed a new type of foam – called 
capillary foam – that solves the problem  
of stability. 

The team’s research has found that the 
combined presence of particles and a small 
amount of oil in water-based foams can lead 
to exceptional foam stability when neither 
the particles nor the oil can stabilize the 
foams alone.

“It sounds like we’re making the system 
more complicated by adding oil to the mix, 
but it’s a small amount of oil that could 
be something as simple as vegetable 
oil,” says Carson Meredith, a professor 
in the institute’s school of chemical and 
biomolecular engineering who was involved 
in the project.

The capillary foams expand the range of 
particles useful for stabilizing foams made 
of air and water. Air bubbles are stabilized 
by the combined action of the particles and 
the small amount of oil. This synergy of oil 
and particulate is counterintuitive because 
oils usually decrease foam stability and are 
commonly used as defoaming agents. But, 

like the water-bridged grains of sand that 
hold a sandcastle together, particles in the 
capillary foam form a stabilizing network 
connected by oil bridges.

“This is a novel phenomenon that people 
have not discussed before, so we need to 
know more about why this works,” adds 
Meredith.

CHEMISTS GET IN A LATHER
Researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology believe 
that a dash of oil could be the secret to better foams
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years, but the industry’s environmental impact is now  
the key driver for an accelerated program of lightweight 
innovation. While the other operational and economic 
factors will benefit from this push, the CO2 targets set will 
be nearly impossible to meet without dramatic change in 
aircraft design.

“Fuel is roughly 30% of the total operational cost for 
airlines,” says Dankwerth. “In the short term, fuel costs 
are going down a little, but we all know they will rise 
again. We see some reductions, but on average the overall 
fuel burn per passenger is around 3.8 liters.

“CO2 emissions legislation will definitely impact us.  
It will change the way we design seats. It will change the 
industry,” he adds. “The question is, what is the near 
future? There is an obligation for the industry, with a 
focus on 2050 and continuous progress.”

Dankwerth suggests that the rate of innovation must 
be accelerated. “This will be one of the major challenges 
for us for the future – to speed up in comparison with 
other industries,” he says. “If we measured the speed of 
technological change in our environment, I believe it 
would be the lowest.” 

He also believes that the aviation industry needs  
to have a plan to adapt processes and ready itself for  
the future. 

“From my perspective, we have focal points for 
innovation. If we see how we’re moving today, I’m 
convinced we could move faster,” he adds. “What is often 
the issue is that the price of innovating materials is pretty 
high. If we talk about the cabin and not structural parts in 
other areas of the aircraft, there are many competitors and 
different pricing levels, which sometimes prevent us from 
being innovative. This is also something to toss back to 
the suppliers, to get them to offer attractive packages for 
innovative materials and to make more structured 
proposals on where and how to use the materials.” 

“ CO2 emission legislation will 
definitely impact us. It will 
change the way we design seats”
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sound thinking?
WHAT SHOULD THE INDUSTRY DO ABOUT CABIN NOISE? 
WITH ANY FURTHER REDUCTION LIKELY TO INCREASE WEIGHT 
AND IMPACT EFFICIENCY, TODAY’S LEVELS SEEM HERE TO STAY
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I
s compromise ever a good thing? In the aircraft 
cabin, it would seem compromise is often king, 
especially in economy where most passengers 

appreciate they could have a little more room, if only they 
were willing to pay for it. The idea of compromise is also 
true when one considers the subject of cabin noise. 

Boeing’s director of differentiation strategy, Blake 
Emery, explains, “The whole concept of noise inside an 
aircraft is kind of boring as a topic because, although 
there is a lot of noise coming from many sources, in 
general the way you resolve noise issues is by packing in 

insulation. But there’s an obvious problem with  
that. Namely, the insulation weighs something,  
and weight on an aircraft is always a consideration 
because it impacts fuel burn and the economics for  
the operator.”

Boeing is far from alone in its stance: “Commercial 
aircraft cabin noise levels have stabilized as we minimize 
weight and fuel burn, which are more valuable to airlines 
sensitive to operating costs and passengers seeking lower 
fares,” agrees Antonio Ficca, product marketing manager 
at Bombardier Commercial Aircraft.



INNOVATION. IT’S OUR CULTURE.

Introducing a New Line of Elegant Control Panels and Lighting for Premium Class Seats
Reading Lights · Seat Number Lights · Accent Lighting · Passenger Control Units
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“ If all you do is chase decibel 
levels, you’re probably going 
down the wrong path”

And it would seem the aviation authorities are happy 
with the status quo, as there are no rules enforcing a 
specific limit on cabin noise levels per se, with existing 
regulations (FAR 525.1423) only dictating that the public 
address system on board a transport category aircraft 
must be intelligible at all passenger seats, lavatories, and 
flight attendant seats and work stations.

“From a security and safety standpoint, there needs  
to be that clear line of communication between the crew 
members and the passengers,” notes Ficca, before 
revealing the ‘unwritten rule’ generally accepted by the 
industry regarding desired cabin noise levels.

“Currently 80dB is the industry reference in terms of 
an acceptable level of noise that would ensure interactions 
between passengers, and from a safety standpoint, 

interaction between crew and passengers are clear and not 
disturbed by external noise.”

So airframers appear happy with current cabin noise 
levels, with 80dB as the de facto standard. But that isn’t 
quite the full story. “The more interesting aspect of noise, 
especially when we’re dealing with it as part of the 
passenger experience and the thing that we really like to 
get our noise and sound people to pay attention to, is the 
actual sound quality,” continues Boeing’s Emery. “What is 
the nature of the sounds that exist in the cabin? Our belief 
is that if all you do is chase decibel levels, you’re probably 
going down the wrong path. Although we think decibel 
levels are important, we don’t think it’s the only measure.”

Emery’s belief is backed up by Boeing research, where 
passengers have rated the inside of one aircraft quieter 
than another, even though it actually had higher decibel 
levels. “As the interiors of aircraft get quieter, then the 
biggest source of noise begins to change,” notes Emery. “At 
one point it’s the engines and at another point it’s the air 
coming out of the personal ventilation outlets or the way 
the air is circulating within the ducts in the cabin. So 
that’s when you can go and explore some different nozzle 
and ducting designs to try to reduce weight and noise.”

Ficca also singles out the air-conditioning system for 
special treatment: “The ECS is treated through the use of 
mufflers, as well as proper duct design to minimize 
turbulence,” he says. “In addition, we use simulation tools, 

Airbus’s acoustics expert, Sven Petersen, anticipates 
a number of near-future challenges that will require 
new acoustic treatment: “New engines with open 
rotors or rear-installed engines will present different 
challenges to the transfer path,” he explains. “Also 
we could foresee new fuselage, system and cabin 
architectures, which in turn could require new 
installation principles, flexible monuments and 
increased usage of electrical devices and associated 
cooling systems, which then need to be evaluated.”

FUTURE 
ACOUSTIC 
TREATMENTS

THE CABIN OF THE BOMBARDIER 
CS100 WILL BE ONLY SLIGHTLY 
QUIETER THAN AVERAGE IN TERMS 
OF DECIBELS, BUT PROMISES A 
BIG DIFFERENCE IN PASSENGER 
PERCEPTIONS
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“In today’s competitive environment, 
passenger well-being is one of the main 
differentiating factors and interior noise is 
one of the main drivers,” says Sven Petersen, 
aircraft acoustics expert at Airbus. “Airbus 
engineering owns more than 40 years of high 
level competence of source identification and 
reduction of noise (acoustic design).” Overall, 
Petersen says Airbus’s approach is “to create 
the best ambient noise levels in the cabin, 
combined with minimum noise emitted by 
intrusive noise sources.”

“We’re often asked what it really means 
if we make a cabin 3dB quieter.  Well, apart 
from being more comfortable for passengers, 

it means that we’ve reduced noise energy 
coming into the cabin by half,” he notes.

 This is achieved by embedding acoustic 
design into the early design stages of aircraft 
development, to avoid troubleshooting 
problems at a later stage, which would 
likely require the addition of weight-busting 
insulation after the aircraft design freeze or 
flight testing stages. “Extensive investigations 
have been performed over the Airbus history 
and deep know-how has been gained in order 
to understand the excitation mechanisms, 
structural dynamics, energy transfer and 
acoustic behavior of design elements,”  
adds Petersen. 

“A key element has been the development 
of prediction capabilities for design 
and optimization, as well as to identify 
opportunities – to find the right screws to 
turn, if you like – in order to have the correct 
and most efficient treatment at the right  
place in the noise path.”

 The Airbus engineering team also 
pays special attention to interior noise 
sources, which should be “not locatable 
and not disturbing”, according to Petersen. 
“In particular the noise control of the 
environmental control system (ECS), including 
the AGU, DAGS, mixing unit, ducting and air 
outlets is of high importance.”

AIRBUS SOUNDS OFF

and CFD in particular, to optimize the ECS performance 
in terms of noise. Interior mock-ups are also used to 
finalize ECS design.”

And both agree that some noise in the cabin can be a 
good thing – otherwise what would stop you hearing that 
crying baby further back in the cabin or the inane 
conversation of the two teenagers sat a few rows in front? 
“Some level of noise is good, particularly in a commercial 
aircraft,” says Ficca. “The passenger will want to be able to 
hear the person beside him or her in the same row, but 
does not want to hear the person three rows in front. This 
is why the acceptable noise level on a commercial aircraft 
is higher than for a business aircraft.”

A FRESH START
During the design of Bombardier’s new C Series range of 
aircraft, Ficca says acoustics and vibration engineers were 
involved in the development of every relevant system and 
part to ensure noise – and weight – were minimized.  
“The lightest solutions are achieved by using best design 
practices for noise from the start. All our suppliers have to 
show compliance to meet design requirements set early in 
the program development, for both vibration and noise.”

The end result is a cabin that, although only 
marginally quieter in terms of decibel levels, will be 
noticeably quieter for passengers. “In tests so far we are 
getting cabin noise levels of 78dB, which is one to two 

IN 2010, DURING THE DEVELOPMENT 
PHASE OF THE A350 XWB, AIRBUS 
EVALUATED A DESIGN-STANDARD 
FUSELAGE PANEL MADE FROM CFRP 
FITTED TO AN A340. THE TRIALS 
EVALUATED PRESSURIZED CFRP 
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES AND HELPED 
FINE-TUNE THE CABIN ACOUSTIC 
DESIGN CONCEPT FOR THE A350
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decibels below the current standard for noise within  
the cabin,” reports Ficca. “We have really focused on 
introducing design features that help us achieve those 
levels of noise in the lightest and most efficient way.”

At the center of that focus has been an extensive 
simulation program to model noise within the cabin. 
“Throughout the development of the aircraft, we have 
been conducting extensive simulations,” says Ficca.  
“Both computer-driven and then actual 
physical simulations in testbeds to prove 
the level of noise we have started getting. 
All the testing we have done on the 
ground and in the air indicates that we  
are in line with achieving the targets we 
have set for ourselves.”

Interiors suppliers have also played 
their part. “One important thing we did 
on the program when selecting partners 
from a systems and a cabin standpoint was 
to ask those suppliers to really meet our 
cabin noise requirements,” notes Ficca. 
“When you think of elements such as 
galley chillers or coffee makers, they seem 
to be relatively minor in the overall scope, 
but all of them, from the engine to the air-

conditioning system to the galley inserts, were designed 
to meet specific requirements in terms of noise.”

BOX OF TRICKS
Passengers on older aircraft could be forgiven for 
thinking their audiological needs have been overlooked. 
However, Luke Hawes, designer, partner and director  
at design firm PriestmanGoode, says a retrofit project 

represents the perfect opportunity for airlines  
to really get to grips with cabin noise.

“We find it is the airlines that are really 
focused on improving things for the 
passenger,” says Hawes. “They’re more 
open to challenging the supply base and 
we’re working with vendors all the time 
looking at new ways of doing things. One 
way of really making an impact is when 
the airlines do their own retrofit programs. 
A well-scheduled, well-financed retrofit 
program gives designers far more scope 
than a line-fit project and all the OEM 
restrictions that go with the latter. On a 
retrofit program with an airline, we can  
do things like new sidewalls and new 
ceilings.”

“ Oxxxxl

ABOVE LEFT: THE CURTAIN ON AIR 
FRANCE’S B777 FIRST CLASS SUITES 
HELPS CANCEL OUT CABIN NOISE

ABOVE RIGHT: IF THE CURTAIN 
ISN’T QUITE EFFECTIVE ENOUGH, 
PASSENGERS CAN ALSO USE THE 
NOISE-CANCELING HEADPHONES

80dB is the current industry reference for 
acceptable cabin noise, but how does it compare 
with other sounds? We asked Dr Hasson Tavossi 
from the physics and physical science 
department at Valdosta State University in 
Georgia, USA: “A busy city traffic noise level is 
70dB, a live rock concert noise level is 120dB, and 
the threshold of pain noise level is 130dB.” 

HOW LOUD 
IS 80dB?
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Dr Hasson Tavossi, a professor from Valdosta State 
University, Georgia, USA, put forward a novel solution 
to tackle airplane cabin noise at the most recent 
meeting of the Acoustical Society of America (ASA) in a 
paper titled Active and passive techniques for a 
cost-effective noise reduction in the interior of aircraft 
cabins’. The paper is based on extensive investigation 
of a number of different noise reduction techniques to 
determine which are the most cost-effective and free 
from any aircraft external modifications such as jet 
engine design change or fuselage modifications, and 
that ensure no significant added weight.

 “The goal is to arrive at a cabin design that can be 
retrofitted to the existing interior to reduce overall 
cabin noise,” he explains. “The proposed technique 

utilizes a regular matrix of multiple sets of open 
Helmholtz resonators, with sound absorbing surfaces, 
embedded in the cabin’s sidewalls just below the 
surface, and tuned to the highest noise level 
frequencies in the cabin. The resonators dissipate the 
noise energy inside the aircraft at the most dominant 
frequencies, and reduce the overall cabin noise level.”

To explain his method further, Tavossi opts for a 
simple mental image – blowing air into an empty 
bottle. “Imagine hundreds of empty bottles arranged 
on the sidewall surfaces, each with different size necks, 
shapes and volume – that is how passive resonance 
absorption is achieved.” The resonators would be 
covered in a fine fabric mesh to ensure a desirable 
aesthetic finish.

BOTTLED SOUND

Hawes says designers and suppliers are starting to 
make real inroads by selecting fabrics and materials 
specifically for their noise-absorbing qualities. He cites 
PriestmanGoode’s work for Air France’s recent B777 
retrofit program, which saw the introduction of a first 
class suite with its own full-length curtain. “This enables 
the passengers to fully enclose their suites,” says Hawes. 
“We managed to recess a curtain track into the ceiling 
pelmet as a new feature around every first class suite,  
so not only do passengers gain full privacy, they also  
get more noise cancellation from the rest of the cabin.”

Hawes admits it’s harder to make a difference the 
further back in the cabin you go. “You’re not going to  

get too many airlines pushing to reduce noise in economy 
and even in business, where the service would disturb you 
to a certain extent, anyway,” he says. “But with first class, 
where it is a much smaller cabin, and where the passenger 
expects an element of noise cancellation, we’re 
increasingly designing in panels and trims that are for 
privacy first and foremost, but also for softening noise.”

As a final note, he advises a more holistic approach to 
noise management on board: “The relationship between 
sight and sound is really important,” he says. “So often 
you’re aware of noise in the cabin because you can see it, 
whether it’s coming from the galley or people queuing for 
the lavatories and talking. We try to design cabin close-
outs and clever partitions and seat configurations that 
reduce those sightlines. Removing the source of the sound 
from your sightline will subconsciously reduce the level of 
noise. So we work quite hard on what seated passengers 
can see and what they can’t.” 

“ The relationship 
between sight and 
sound is important”
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Satisfaction will 
ultimately lead to 
loyalty and advocacy
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FOLLOWING A REMARKABLE ROLL-OUT OF 
INNOVATIVE ONBOARD PRODUCTS, ETIHAD AIRWAYS 
PASSENGERS HAVE A LOT TO FEEL SATISFIED ABOUT. 

BUT IS THE INVESTMENT PAYING DIVIDENDS? WE 
ASKED CALUM LAMING, VICE PRESIDENT OF 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AT THE AIRLINE, AND ONE OF 
THE MAIN DRIVERS BEHIND ETIHAD’S RENAISSANCE

Wo rd s  b y  Ad a m  G a v i n e

I  n its quest for onboard product innovation to 
make passengers happy, Etihad has really gone 
all out with its A380 and B787 interiors. The 

A380 in particular is an airborne boutique hotel packed 
with bespoke features, including: The Residence, a 
genuine suite that has taken first class a step beyond  
with a private bedroom and shower room; the Lobby,  
a beautiful onboard lounge for first and business class 
guests; and economy cabins featuring bespoke 
entranceways and customized seats with inflatable  
lumbar support and camel leather.

The investment, effort, and complexity required to 
make such product a reality has been enormous. Beyond 
the prestige, has it all been worth it? We asked Etihad’s 
vice president of guest experience, Calum Laming, who, 
since joining the airline in 2008, has been afforded 
amazing opportunities to apply his expertise in creating  
a pleasurable customer experience.

ABU DHABI’S MIDFIELD TERMINAL  
IS THE NEXT STAGE IN ETIHAD’S 

PLAN TO OFFER THE WORLD’S  
BEST PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
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WHAT MAKES PASSENGERS 
HAPPY?
“We don’t talk in terms of happiness; we 
talk in terms of satisfaction, because 
‘happy’ is quite a difficult emotion to live 
up to and it is defined so differently by 
different people. There are some types of 
guests for whom happiness is not talking 
to another individual – just getting on 
board and sleeping – and there are others 
who crave interaction with staff at all parts 
of the travel process. We have so much of 
the passenger experience under our 
control, but there are elements outside our 
control, such as security and immigration.

“We’re very interested in what garners 
satisfaction, to help us in our mission to be 
the best airline in the world, and also to 
see how we can innovate and do new 
things that not only keep our current customer base 
satisfied, but also generate interest from new guests.”

SO HOW DO YOU ENSURE 
PASSENGER SATISFACTION?
“We extensively research satisfaction across the entire 
Etihad guest experience. We also take part in a 

benchmarking tool run by IATA called Airs@t, so we have 
an idea of what generates satisfaction and study the 
impact on satisfaction if we invest in one area versus 
another. We do lots of trials and are constantly looking to 
generate satisfaction. That is our goal, because satisfaction 
will ultimately lead to loyalty and advocacy, and therefore 
success for the airline.”

DOES AMAZING ONBOARD PRODUCT 
TRUMP A LOWER FARE?
“I think there will always be segments of guests in all 
cabins who are price-driven – that’s absolutely fair to say. 
However, there are two things to consider. Firstly, when 

you create a new product or experience, 
we like to be differentiated using 
hospitality as our benchmark, and yes,  
we have a number of guests who will fly 
Etihad and only Etihad. That’s of interest 
to us – what can we introduce that will 
make people fly with us, even if we are  
not the cheapest option when they  
look online?

“Secondly, some of our innovations in 
both hard and soft product, service and 
lounges can persuade people to choose to 
continue to give us their business, even if 
we are not the cheapest option, because 
you buy into the experience we offer, 
which is benchmarked against hotels, best-
in-class restaurants and private members’ 
clubs, rather than just being a traditional 
airline product and service.”

IS THIS ALSO TRUE FOR 
CUSTOMERS IN ECONOMY?
“Yes. Economy is a very important 
segment to us, and you can see that when 
you look at the data we have in terms of 
our frequent flyers, who don’t only fly in 
the premium cabins. In fact, some fly 
purely in economy, and not just tourists – 
some companies have very strict travel 

A major new investment in Etihad customer 
satisfaction will be unveiled in 2017: the 
700,000m2 Midfield Terminal, the airline’s 
spectacular new home at Abu Dhabi 
International Airport. This x-shaped terminal – 
named Midfield because it is situated between 
two runways – is not only the centerpiece of the 
airport’s expansion project, but also a big part 
of Plan Abu Dhabi 2030, a scheme intended to 
make Abu Dhabi a major business and tourism 
destination by 2030, and of which the airline 
is also a key part. With capacity to handle 30 
million passengers per year, and up to 8,500 
passengers per hour, the terminal should be  
up to the task.

Laming is excited about this next step in 
the evolution of Etihad: “We have a massively 
exciting opportunity. The Midfield Terminal 
offers the opportunity for us to go wild and 
really think big, just like we did with the A380 
and B787 interior projects. We have a very 

exciting concept, and we are working very hard 
to deliver it.”

As with the onboard product, the Midfield 
project has been the subject of Etihad Big 
Talks (see p114); discussions took place in 
London, Abu Dhabi and Mumbai in 2015. The 
result is that Etihad is now working across 16 
workstreams that will define Etihad’s home 
as something very special and completely on 
brand, from the lounges and premium spaces, 
to the overall guest experience in the terminal.

Aircraft Interiors International will report  
on the project as it progresses, but Laming 
hints at what is to come: “We need to be  
future-looking and recognize the needs of all 
segments that travel in our network, and use 
and leverage technology, but not remove the 
human element that is so important to us as  
a brand. It’s about offering our guests choice of 
how they interact with the process – that will be 
a big thing at Midfield.”

X MARKS THE SPOT

“ We’re very 
interested in 
satisfaction, to help 
us in our mission to 
be the best airline”

WITH A DEDICATED DOUBLE 
BEDROOM, THE RESIDENCE 
HAS CREATED A NEW LEVEL OF 
SATISFACTION IN FIRST CLASS
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policies – and there are people that 
proactively choose to fly economy with  
us every time. When you reach the more 
premium tiers in our frequent flyer 
program, while you’re still flying economy, 
you can benefit from priority check-in  
and baggage handling, and enjoy  
lounge access.”

ARE THE A380 AND B787 
INTERIORS GENERATING 
PASSENGER SATISFACTION?
“We are very proactive on research and data, and it is very 
important for us to track the performance of our projects, 
in terms of commercial performance, financial 
performance and also guest performance, in terms of 
satisfaction. All of those are key measures that I report on 
a monthly basis, and I am pleased to say that our A380s, 
B787s and lounges always generate great 
satisfaction – I can’t say what the figures 
are, but I can say they have worked.”

WHICH OF THE PRODUCTS 
ON BOARD THE A380s 
GENERATE THE MOST 
SATISFACTION?
“The Residence creates satisfaction in a 
part of the market we didn’t previously 
have an offering for on our aircraft, so that 
has led to a huge growth in satisfaction. 
And if you look at satisfaction in terms  
of the first class apartments versus the 
already award-winning first class suite  
we had, then yes, we have seen people 
proactively switch to A380 services where 
possible, such as the New York, Sydney 
and London routes. A lot of that is to do 
with sampling it for the first time, and 
some of it is to do with it being a new 
product and experience, which creates a 
lot of satisfaction and ‘wow’ factor. We still 
have the ‘wow’ factor today when people 
get on board, and I still get it on the B787 
Dreamliner too.

“ We have the ‘wow’  
factor today when  
people get on board  
our aircraft”

“What’s really encouraging for us is that we have the 
same soft product across the entire network, including 
meal services, amenities, blankets and menus. These have 
all definitely increased satisfaction, but what is really 
encouraging is that we’re not seeing a decline in 
satisfaction in the other aircraft types [following the A380 
and B787 launches], which is always a concern when you 
have different products in the fleet.”

WHAT HAS RATED LOWER ON THE 
SATISFACTION SCALE?

“We certainly haven’t had any failures, and 
satisfaction has grown across the entire  

guest experience journey with the new 
aircraft and lounges, but we do need to 
familiarize people with some products, 
such as the Lantal air cushion system used 
in the first class suites, and the B787 
business class studio. It’s not that the 
systems have not been well received,  
just that we need to promote them. 
Considerable investment in innovation 
went into these products, and we want to 
make sure passengers are aware that they 
can use them.

“The only thing we’ve changed since 
the launch of our new onboard product is 
that our business class blanket is so wildly 
popular that it has been reintroduced into 
first class. They loved the throw in first 
class, but they wanted the business class 
blanket as well – it wasn’t that they were 
unhappy – they just wanted more.

“We are known for innovation, have 
delivered innovation, and must continue 
to deliver and innovate, and strive to 
always be better.” 

TOP RIGHT: AMONG THE 
PASSENGER-PLEASING FEATURES 
IN THE A380’S FIRST CLASS 
APARTMENTS IS A VANITY UNIT 

ABOVE: THE HEADREST OF THE 
ECONOMY SMART SEAT OFFERS  
A SHOULDER TO LEAN ON

As part of its innovation process for each project, 
Etihad arranges a worldwide research program of 
co-creation workshops called the Etihad Big Talks, 
at which Etihad frequent flyers, Etihad rejecters 
and frequent flyers from other airlines give 
opinions that help shape the future of the airline. 
The Big Talks were a key part of Etihad’s A380 and 
B787 aircraft interiors projects and also took place 
in 2015 when developing the guest experience for 
the new Midfield Terminal at Abu Dhabi.
The most recent Big Talks have been regarding 
the future of the airline passenger experience for 
the airline’s next onboard product development 
– the B777X and A320neo – deliveries of which 
begin at the end of the decade. The Etihad Design 
Consortium for onboard product – comprising 
Honour Branding, Acumen and Factorydesign –  
will again be co-creating the interiors with Etihad.

BIG TALKS FOR 
BIG PLANS
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SOME OF THE BIGGEST GATHERERS OF DATA 
– FACEBOOK AND GOOGLE – SHARE HOW 
AIRLINES CAN EXPLOIT BIG DATA TO CREATE 
BIG OPPORTUNITIES, INCLUDING INCREASED 
REVENUE, PERSONALIZATION AND EFFICIENCY

Wo rd s  b y  Ma r i s a  G a rc i a .  I l l u s t ra t i o n  b y  B ra t i s l a v  Mi l e n k o v i c

big money
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big money
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“ Speed of collection and 
analysis is less important than 
the full context for that data”

B ig data is a big concept to wrap one’s head 
around, but at its core it is simply intelligence 
gathering. This intelligence is gained by 

correlating information from various sources and helps 
companies pinpoint consumers’ opinions and preferences. 

Airlines can use big data to improve the passenger 
experience, improve their products, and maximize 
revenue. There are near-infinite applications, from 
improving operations and the passenger experience,  
to targeted and personalized marketing.

WHAT DATA, AND WHEN?
Tim-Jasper Schaaf, director of marketing and sales at  
IATA, suggests that the collection methods and the 
usefulness of the data gathered differ, in keeping with  
the intended application. For example, if you look at 
immediate service recovery – how an airline solves a 
problem that occurs in service – you want to get the data 
as quickly as possible. “For service recovery, you want it 
within 24-48 hours,” Schaaf says.

Connected aircraft can help gather and process  
that information quickly, although the same can be 
accomplished through crew reports filed on the ground.

The value of ‘live’ data depends on how quickly it can 
be processed, analyzed and acted on. For example, issuing 
maintenance requests while the aircraft is still in the air 
can shorten an aircraft’s turnaround time.

When the objective is strategic planning, Schaaf 
believes the speed of collection and analysis is less 

important than the full context for that data. Ideally,  
he suggests, airlines should benchmark data against 
competitors. IATA compiles data like this in its own 
Airs@t report, an independent customer satisfaction 
survey of more than 61,000 travelers on 30 major airlines. 

Schaaf sees such data as crucial for aircraft interiors 
and fleet planning. “Say you need a new aircraft and  
a new premium onboard product. If you want to know 
what is more important – direct aisle access, privacy or 
the size of the IFE screen – global data is important to 
ensure that you have a solid basis on which to make your 
decision,” he explains. “I think benchmarking is useful. 
Some airlines may be surveying their own passengers,  
but they may not be looking at what others are doing. 
What is best practice? That’s important.”

DATA SOURCES
Data sources vary. Some information may already reside 
in airlines’ customer loyalty data, reservations data, 
surveys and ancillary sales records. Data from passenger 
cell device use, airline apps, wi-fi portals, crew tablets and 
even IFE systems can deliver ‘live’ data.

“Airlines have tried hosting questionnaires on the IFE 
system,” Schaaf says. “In my personal observation, they 
are often hidden somewhere in the IFE menu. If you want 
to capture something through the IFE system, you need  
to be very sure about getting the user’s attention.”

Schaaf suggests that airlines encourage customers to 
give feedback as part of the conditions for complimentary 
access to the inflight wi-fi. “Handing out wi-fi vouchers, 
and getting passengers to fill out surveys, is a better way 
to go about gathering passenger feedback,” he says.

Airlines also use their social media departments for 
customer intelligence. “Some airlines monitor social 
media very closely, and seem to react to it very quickly,” 
says Schaaf. “I think social media is essential, but you 
have to keep up with changes in the platforms.”

It is also important to consider the context of 
information gathered from social media, and in flight,  
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to avoid skewed data. The data points collected must be 
sufficient for a valid comparison and must consider one-
off events that could affect results. And sometimes data 
gathered in the heat of the moment is not the best gauge 
of performance.

“When you’re very emotional, you will have extreme 
variations,” Schaaf says. “If you conduct a survey during  
a foggy weekday at Heathrow, you will get a very different 
response from a sunny Sunday. Negative emotions will 
generally prompt stronger reactions. You have more 
emotional outcomes at the airport or at the baggage 
carousel. Giving people 24 hours to cool off before they 
take an online survey is a good idea. It’s also dependent 
on whether you’re taking a representative sample. You 

xxxxxx

While some consumers have become accustomed to 
big data being gathered on their activities, others find 
it jarring. For example, the Pew Research Center, an 
issues, attitudes and trends ‘fact-tank’, has conducted 
surveys that suggest that many US consumers are 
sensitive about privacy.

“When they are asked to think about all their daily 
interactions – both online and offline – and the extent 
to which certain privacy-related values are important 
to them, clear majorities believe that every dimension 
is at least ‘somewhat important’ and many express the 
view that these aspects of personal information control 
are ‘very important’,” wrote Mary Madden and Lee Raine 
in their Pew Research Center report, Americans’ views 
about data collection and security. 

Some 93% of adults surveyed for the report stated 
that being in control of who can get information about 
you is important, of whom 74% felt this point is ‘very 
important’. Many also worry how long records of their 
activity will be retained and have little confidence that 
their data will remain private or secure.

A report titled Privacy Bridges presented at the  
37th International Privacy Conference in Amsterdam 
in September 2015 stated: “Individuals are concerned 
by the lack of transparency with regard to how their 
personal data is processed, and they are frustrated by 
a lack of control over such data. Companies that rely on 
behavioral advertising select and display ads based on 
highly detailed user profiles, which only intensifies the 
collection and sharing of personal data… Individuals also 
have an abiding feeling of distrust in how most online 
companies use their personal information.”

As companies become more sophisticated with their 
use of big data, they must also monitor legal changes  
on privacy and security.

BIG DATA, BIG 
 WORRIES

WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY IS AN 
IMPORTANT NEW SOURCE OF 
DATA. AIR NEW ZEALAND HAS 
EMBRACED WEARABLES WITH 
THE AIRBAND (SEE PAGE 124)

have to do it over ‘x’ number of days, ‘x’ passengers and  
‘x’ flights. Otherwise, you won’t have good results. You 
have to find a way to eliminate bias.” 

Breaking down the departmental ‘silos’ where this  
data is gathered to create sufficient data points for valid 
conclusions, is essential to personalization and passenger 
experience improvements.

Managing big data might seem overwhelming, but 
Schaaf believes that airlines are up to the task. He argues 
that airlines already process large volumes of data in day-
to-day operations.

“Data processing has become a lot easier,” Schaaf says. 
“Surveying 50,000 passengers a day, and gathering their 
comments on different passenger experience attributes, is 
a non-issue compared with some other data patterns. You 
have other data from flight performance and operational 
data that is more technical. I think it used to be more 
complex, but now, with today’s processing speed, it has  
all become a non-issue.”

Still, some airlines feel they lack sufficient passenger 
experience data to plan improvements. “I don’t think that 
there’s a single airline out there that would say they have 
all the data they want,” says Schaaf. “Every airline feels 
that there’s more that they should do and more that they 
want to do.”

HOW FACEBOOK DOES IT
Let’s take a look at the masters of big data: Facebook and 
Google. Facebook is applying the big data it gathers about 
its members to help brands develop targeted, personalized 
marketing.
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During the APEX Asia Conference in Singapore in 
November 2015, Simrat Sawhney, travel and e-commerce 
strategist at Facebook, explained how the social network 
has evolved into a targeted advertising medium.  
“The fact that you are your true self on Facebook,  
that you have your own log-in ID and you have shared 
your demographic profile, makes this a lot more accurate 
as a platform than many other online media out there,” 
she said.

By gathering user data, Facebook can tailor the 
messages that appear on consumers’ newsfeeds. “One of 
the things we talk about at Facebook is personalization  
on scale. You can personalize your strategy with a 
richness of focus,” she added.

The increased use of mobile social media via apps 
provides a new source of ‘live’ data, encouraged by 
consumers’ fear of being offline.

“They fear that they will lose something important; 
63% of young people said they would rather give up their 
TV than their cell phone,” Sawhney said. “This is how 
people are consuming content right now. Time spent on 
smartphones is greater than on other devices. To stay 
connected to the brands they care about, people are 
turning to their mobile apps more than to their mobile  
or desktop browsers.” 

Her advice to airlines? “Make sure you have the right 
software developer working on your airline apps and web 
design, to properly encode these for cross-platform 
customer identification.”

However, when we asked her, Sawhney acknowledged 
that Facebook cannot verify that actual sales transactions 
result from any activity on its site.

While in theory Facebook profiles should reflect the 
users’ real identities, the information shared by 
individuals on social media may not paint a full picture  
of their interests and preferences. A user who shares little 
of their ‘real life’ online, or an ‘online persona’ who shares 
plenty but may not act as presented online, could each 
yield skewed data.

MOBILE DATA RULES, SAYS GOOGLE
Google tracks users’ online activities and transactions,  
to measure consumer behavior and interests. Much like 
Facebook, the search giant places great emphasis on 
mobile data gathering.

“We created Google Now to give people information 
before they even know they need it,” Scott Friesen, 
industry manager, travel sector, at Google, said during  
his presentation at the 2015 World Low Cost Airlines 
Congress in London. “Say you were looking for a flight 
between Munich and San Francisco, and we know that 
flight fare has just dropped by US$60, we can give you  
an alert to say the fare you were looking at has dropped.  
Or if we’ve already booked your flight, but it’s disrupted, 
we can tell you how late you’re going to be, or provide 
other options if you’re going to miss your flight 
connection to another city,” said Friesen.

“Not only is my passenger information already 
available for search, and I can look at my trip 
information, but because Google knows where I’m 
staying it can suggest bars near my hotel. If I have an 
important business meeting it can suggest a translation  
so I can say ‘hello’ and greet my clients on arrival.”

Friesen added, “Mobile is changing the way we  
travel more than any technology since the internet. 
Personalization is more than just merchandising faster; 
it’s about creating a great experience and making users 
love your brand. Data will pull all this together to help 
make the best possible customer journey.”

DATA MEANS 
DOLLARS
Finnair is one of a growing 
group of airlines currently 
applying big data to 
improve the 
passenger experience 
and onboard product. 

“ One of the things we talk 
about at Facebook is 
personalization on scale”
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As Juha Järvinen, the airline’s chief commercial officer, 
reveals, the airline is only just beginning to reap the 
benefits of big data, and plans to make its systems more 
sophisticated.

“During 2016 we will be introducing passenger 
surveys and movie rankings into our Nordic Sky W-IFE 
portal, to receive instant feedback from customers and 
also to provide passengers with valuable insights on 
movie preferences and rankings,” says Järvinen.

The airline also uses its IFE system to sell passengers 
extra legroom seats on board (branded Economy 
Comfort) prior to take-off. “We currently use IFE as a 
promotional channel,” Järvinen says. “The actual seat 
purchase takes place through the cabin crew’s handheld 
devices, and is tracked to monitor Economy Comfort  
seat popularity.”

For inflight service issues, Järvinen states, “Our cabin 
crew can write reports post-flight to respective units 
regarding customer feedback and/or improvement 
proposals in our customer experience flow. Our target  
is to enable mobile, instant feedback from crew and 
passengers, as soon as all our long-haul aircraft have  
wi-fi installed.”

Finnair will have installed wi-fi on all its long-haul 
aircraft by summer 2017, and on its narrow-body Airbus 
A320 fleet by 2018.

Järvinen believes ‘live’ data, gathered in flight, can be 
an invaluable resource. “It should be close to instant, to 
ensure relevance,” he says.

Finnair also gathers cabin maintenance data generated 
directly through IFE systems on new aircraft. “On the 
A350 it is an automated process, and many of the errors 
can be corrected on board,” Järvinen says.

With only a few months of operational data to review 
since the launch of Finnair’s A350, Järvinen says it is too 
soon to measure the effectiveness of this live reporting 
on the aircraft, but he is optimistic that it will help to 
minimize downtime and customer dissatisfaction.

The airline also sends personalized preflight 
email promotions to its customers, offering various 
ancillary services and seat upgrades that can be 
bought for cash or bid on at auction.

After the trip is complete, Finnair sends online survey 
requests to travelers, which helps the airline gauge 
overall passenger satisfaction.

While some technology reveals can seem frivolous or 
unnecessary, or driven purely to benefit airline profits, Air New 
Zealand’s Airband innovation delivers a true benefit to children 
traveling alone, and their nervous parents.

Unaccompanied minors with the airline now receive an 
Airband at check-in. It is a wristband embedded with a chip 
that is scanned at key stages of the journey to trigger text 
notifications to up to five nominated contacts.

“We believe this is the first time this type of technology has 
been used by an airline anywhere in the world for the purpose 
of providing caregivers greater peace of mind when their child 
is traveling alone,” explains Air New Zealand’s general manager 
of customer experience, Carrie Hurihanganui. “We have been 
trialling it across our network over recent months and the 
feedback from parents and guardians has been very positive, 
with many welcoming the additional reassurance of knowing 
where in the journey their child is.”

BIG DATA  
CALMS PARENTS

“Our customer relations/loyalty teams process the 
customer feedback, and improvement proposals are 
managed in our customer experience management and 
development process teams, which are cross-functional,” 
says Järvinen. “Our target is to deliver and monitor seat- 
and passenger-based data on purchasing behavior,  
linking it to data-driven marketing activities, with 
personalization and relevance as key drivers. We are  
not there yet, but that is the target.”

Big data, gathered both on board and online, helps 
Finnair generate additional revenue. “With data-driven 
loyalty and passenger tracking, we are able to offer even 
more relevant, instant and rewarding offers, and thereby 
become customers’ true travel companion. For us as an 
airline, it enables a higher share of wallet and increased 
total spend,” Järvinen says. “The ‘next big thing’ is next-
generation revenue management tools, which can also 

cater to ancillary and loyalty optimization, ultimately 
leading to real personalized offers.”

The usefulness of big data is vast. Airlines that learn 
to make the most of it will have an advantage over their 
competitors, but the big challenge of big data for airlines 
will be to select and connect the right dots, to depict the 
big picture of their passenger experience landscape. 

“ Live data, gathered 
in flight, can be 
an invaluable 
resource”
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PERSONAL 
NETWORKS
As passengers have gotten over 
the initial excitement of inflight 
connectivity, they are becoming 
more cunning in its use. For 
example, an inflight wi-fi pass is 
typically good for only one device 
at a time. A recent development is 
that flyers are using portable travel 
routers to create their own private 
wi-fi networks that run across 
multiple devices. If the number of 
devices connected to the inflight 
network multiplies, this will put 
greater strain on the network, 
which has big implications for the 
user experience.
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US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
regulations prohibit the use of equipment 
operating in the frequency range of 57-64GHz 
on aircraft in order to protect Radio Astronomy 
Service (RAS) operations. However, Microsoft has 
applied to the FCC to allow unlicensed devices to 
operate on aircraft across the entire expanded 
60GHz band, which could clear the way for 
forthcoming 5G network use on board.

The application states that, “Microsoft sees 
60GHz band WLAN and WPAN use cases aboard 
aircraft. These include one or more access points 
beaming a high-bandwidth 60GHz signal directly 
to the seatback as part of an in-flight 
entertainment system, one or more access points 
beaming a high-bandwidth 60GHz signal directly 
to consumer devices, and 60GHz-enabled 
devices communicating directly with one 
another. The expectation, though, is that the vast 
majority of the data traffic will be in one direction 
– downloaded from the aircraft to the seatback 
or the mobile device.”

Microsoft believes that unlicensed 60GHz 
devices will be able to operate aboard 

commercial 
aircraft 
without causing 
harmful 
interference to RAS 
operations due to the 
enclosed and regulated cabin environment  
in which the network operating parameters  
and topology will be controlled.

With the large channels available in the  
60GHz band, video downloads that might  
have been otherwise streamed at 2.4GHz or 
5GHz will appear to be transmitted almost 
instantaneously. Microsoft adds that it might  
be worth exploring whether portable devices 
operating in the 60GHz band should  
incorporate transmit power control so that  
the communication can be completed at  
the lowest possible power level.

5G inbound?

FLEXIBLE FUTURE
Whether wrapped around seatbacks or sidewalls, flexible 
displays could have a big future in aircraft cabins. 
Researchers at the UK’s University of Manchester and 
University of Sheffield have discovered that graphene 
and related 2D materials could be used to create 
light-emitting devices for the next generation of displays, 
to make them thin, flexible, and even semi-transparent.

The team, led by Nobel laureate Sir Kostya Novoselov, 
made the breakthrough by creating LEDs that were 
engineered on an atomic level. The team has constructed 
a prototype device that combines 2D crystals and emits 
light from across its whole surface. Being only 10-40 
atoms thick, these components can form the basis for 
the first generation of semi-transparent smart devices.

By building heterostructures – stacked layers of 
various 2D materials – and introducing quantum wells  
to control the movement of electrons, new possibilities 
for graphene-based optoelectronics are being realized.

“Despite these being early days in the manufacture  
of the raw materials, the quantum efficiency [photons 
emitted per electron injected] is already comparable  
to that of organic LEDs,” said Professor Alexander 
Tartakovskii from the Department of Physics and 
Astronomy at the University of Sheffield.
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Blue-sky thinking
Scientists at Nanyang Technological University (NTU) in 
Singapore have developed a smart window that can darken 
or brighten without the need for an external power source. 
While initially developed for residential use, this technology 
could have clear benefits for passenger comfort and cabin 
temperature, but there is a further benefit: the window can 
also store energy to be used for powering or charging 
low-powered electronics.

The smart window can be turned into a cool blue tint in 
bright daylight, cutting light penetration by about half, and 
then revert back to clear glass at night or as required.

The research was led by NTU’s Professor Sun Xiaowei,  
who explains, “Our new smart electrochromic window is 
bifunctional; it is also a transparent battery. It charges up 
and turns blue when there is oxygen present in the 
electrolyte. In other words, it breathes.”

The window contains liquid electrolyte between two glass 
sheets coated with indium tin oxide, commonly used as a 
transparent conductive coating for televisions. One sheet is 
coated with an additional layer of the pigment Prussian blue 
and the other is attached to a thin strip of aluminum foil. The 
Prussian blue gives the glass a blue tint when fully charged.

The two glass sheets are connected by typical electrical 
cables. When the electrical circuit between them is broken, 
a chemical reaction starts between the Prussian blue and 
the dissolved oxygen in the electrolyte, turning the glass 
blue. To turn off the blue tint, the electrical circuit is closed 
to discharge the battery, turning the glass colorless.

THINGS ARE 
HEATING UP
If translated into the cabin environment, 
automotive technology from the Mercedes-
Benz S-Class could enhance IFE viewing 
comfort – or even become complementary  
to the content being watched.

This flagship sedan offers not just the usual 
heated seats, but also a heated steering wheel, 
armrests, doors and cupholders – potential ideas  
in themselves for cabin seating.

However, where the system gets really clever is the 
massage programs, which include the world’s first 
use of an energizing massage function based on the 
hot-stone principle, operated using 14 separately 
actuated air cushions in the backrest, as well as an 
integrated warming function. So-called reversing 
fans are used in the active seat ventilation system, 
and when the ventilation function starts, cooler 
surrounding air is first drawn onto the seat surface. 
This enables the surface temperature of a heated-
up seat to be reduced much faster than with the 
previous active cooling systems.

There are clear comfort benefits, but just imagine 
if the system could be linked to the IFE – though 
perhaps Everest would be an unpopular movie choice.

Z CARS
The 2015 Tokyo Motor Show saw 
Mercedes-Benz unveil Vision Tokyo,  
a concept that shows how the car of 
the future could become a hip living 
space, with a particular focus on 
urban Generation Z – people born 
since 1995 who have grown up with 
new media types. If this is how they 
are transported on the ground, they 
will certainly expect the future airline 
experience to be at least its match.

Algorithms enable Vision Tokyo to 
evolve constantly, with deep machine 
learning and an intelligent predictive 
engine meaning that, with each 
journey, the car becomes more familiar 
with its occupants’ preferences. 
Perhaps elements of this could be 
implemented into IFE systems so that 
frequent flyers’ preferences are 
updated as they change, for a more 
personalized experience.

The concept car also includes large 
wraparound LED screens, backlit 
perforated seats that contrast a 
high-tech ambience with soft leather, 
and an entertainment system that 
presents apps, maps and displays as 
3D holograms. Whatever generation 
you are, these are amazing ideas.



http://www.ggi-international.com
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Another idea from the automotive world… In 2015 BMW 
launched its flagship 7-Series sedan with the optional 
BMW Gesture Control system. By making specific hand 
movements in the vicinity of the center console – where 
a 3D sensor registers them – commonly used 
infotainment system functions can be controlled 

intuitively and conveniently. The various gestures 
serve, for instance, to adjust the audio volume, 

control the 3D view display and accept or 
reject incoming phone calls.

Thales and Panasonic have shown 
concepts that include gesture control, 
but as the public becomes more 
used to the technology we might 
soon see it on board. The 
technology is best suited to 
long-haul first and business class 
suites, where the touchscreen is  
a long stretch away.

Wireless device charging is becoming common in 
consumer electronics, and it now looks to be entering 
the aviation world. Seat manufacturers have found that 
the technology can be included in seat designs without 
the styling compromises of some power sockets. For 
example, Recaro included it in the CL6710 model it 
showed at Aircraft Interiors Expo 2015.

The technology is being enabled by suppliers such  
as Cobalt, which says its charging modules can be 
incorporated into a broad range of cabin surfaces 
including bar tops, tray tables and armrests, and 
Astronics, which has teamed up with SmartTray to  
offer tray tables with wireless charging capability. 

OLEDs were a big theme at the 2015 Consumer 
Electronics Show. LG Display revealed a 
futuristic concept that highlights the 
dynamic forms that OLED can 
achieve, including the world’s 
first display that can be rolled 
up like a newspaper. Whether 
wrapped on surfaces or given 
to passengers for handheld 
IFE, such technology will 
surely play a role in 
tomorrow’s travel experience.

Roll up, roll up

The big gesture

JUICE UP

Unveiled at the 2015 Consumer Electronics 
Show, the ThinkPad X1 Yoga laptop by Lenovo 
is incredibly thin at just 0.66in, and light at only 
2.8 lb. But the real draw is the laptop’s party trick:  
it has an optional Samsung OLED display.

Many in the IFE industry have been discussing the use of 
OLED in aircraft, but now that it is in the hands of consumers, 
we may see the pace of development increase. You can 
find out more about the application of OLEDs in IFE 
systems in the IFEC section of our website.

ORGANIC 
MATTERS
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Could galley design and catering operations benefit from a change  
in the current service trolley standards?
Yes. However, changing catering standards could have a major  
impact on airline and catering service providers throughout the logistics 
chain, from onboard galley shells, to spare parts and maintenance,  
to purchasing, to food storage and transfer operations.

Are the various standards such as ATLAS and KSSU now outdated? 
The ATLAS standard is now recognized as part of the ARINC 810 galley 
inserts specification and therefore seems to have a healthy future. 
KSSU, ACE and other ‘standards’ seem to be waning due to lack of 
commonality with recent trends. Many OEMs are adopting the ARINC 
810 standard to support airline selection from multiple equipment 
suppliers, while maintaining a common standard that minimizes 
physical differences between configurations.

Could a rethink of standards bring benefits in terms of weight?
Equipment suppliers who provide trolleys and stowage units to 
the ATLAS/ARINC standard have made great strides in materials 
application, design and manufacturing techniques to reduce the  
weight and overall environmental footprint of their units.

Standard deviation?

TROLLEY POWER
A clean idea for the future is the MAGIC (Modular 
Autonomous Galley with Integrated power Cell) and 
DACAPO (Distributed Autonomous CAbin POwer) 
concept by Diehl Aerospace, which would see galleys 
operate using an autonomous power supply. At the 
core of the system is Power Cell, a standalone energy 
supply built into standard trolleys and bringing 
alternative energy into the cabin during turnaround 
time at the gate. Propylene glycol/water (PGW) mixture 
is already approved as a coolant for aviation purposes, 
and a PGW reformer is used to bring green energy to 
the cabin.

The DACAPO concept was developed on the basis of 
this energy supply, and it is intended to enable users to 
completely decouple the energy required in the cabin 
from that needed for powering the aircraft. DACAPO 
also opens up the possibility of supplying older 
machines with current technology. In the longer term,  
it will be possible to power all the electrical energy 
consumers (cabin light, IFE, galley, etc) in the cabin  
by connecting several trolleys.

BOMBARDIER’S VIEW
Antonio Ficca, manager of product marketing at Bombardier Commercial 
Aircraft, gives the airframer’s views on the future of food storage.

And what of space efficiency?
As of today, the ATLAS/ARINC standards still provide quite an 
efficient means of managing onboard catering on a single-aisle 
aircraft such as the Bombardier C Series. With the addition of 
modern equipment such as the point-of-use chiller from B/E 
Aerospace, onboard food chilling becomes more integrated into  
the galley shell, providing better weight and space efficiency than 
more traditional onboard chilling systems.

Could there be benefits for operational efficiency?
Operational efficiency needs to be measured at all levels of the 
logistics chain, and a change in standards would require buy-in  
from all stakeholders upon review of improvement opportunities.

BELOW: THE MAGIC 
GALLEY CARTS ARE 
STANDARD ATLAS SIZES
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Etihad’s dreams
Etihad Airways has invested massively in 
rethinking galleys to enhance the passenger 
experience, with projects including working 
with suppliers to introduce hot water 
drawers, as well as new lightweight carts. To 
find out what food storage innovations the 
airline would like to see developed to further 
enhance operations and the passenger 
experience, we spoke to Calum Laming,  
vice president of customer experience at 
Etihad Airways.

“It isn’t that there hasn’t been innovation 
or attempts at innovation, with 
manufacturers coming up with new solutions 
such as lightweight carts,” he says. Regarding 
trolleys, he adds, “It’s about balancing 
lightness with the robustness and service 
durability required of the trolleys, which are 
pushed from pillar to post around the world, 
through security processes, up and down  
on highloaders, and in and out of washing. 
Innovation is key and galley carts have to  
be durable, as lightweight as possible, and  
fit for purpose.”

So what could the next steps be? “We are 
looking in particular at food safety, and also 
at what we can do to make the galley 
equipment more independent from other 
sources of energy – for example if carts 
were better insulated to maintain 
temperature, that would enable our caterers 

to operate more independently from the 
APU to keep everything chilled. More stable 
temperature control would be good.”

Etihad does not use carts in business  
and first class, preferring a more personal, 
restaurant style of service. However, for the 
economy cabins, improvements could be 
made. “The thing we need in economy is 
speed, efficiency and personalization of 
experience for guests, so any technology 
that enables us to make the meal delivery 
quicker are good. The carts themselves 
serve a good purpose, and lightweight carts 
are improving efficiency and crew mobility. If 
something new came up, we would definitely 
take a look.”

And could galley space be further 
optimized? “Every square inch on an aircraft 
is premium real estate, so we need to look at 
how we can get the same amount of stuff on 
board, powered in the same way, but in as 
minimal a space as possible, and with as 
much power efficiency as possible, to reduce 
fuel burn.”

Another suggestion is that galley 
equipment could become more 
multifunctional, perhaps with each insert and 
cart offering two or three functions. “If you 
look back 30 or 40 years, galley equipment 
was more multifunctional, which had a lot  
to do with the service requirements. For 

example, certain Japanese carriers had 
built-in heating plates on their carts, 
although they weren’t very efficient,” Laming 
recalls. “But could we leverage some ideas 
from the past, merge them with emerging 
technology and designs, and deliver 
efficiency for the airline that would also  
offer a better experience for the guest?”

Asked if current equipment requires 
compromises in Etihad’s service aspirations, 
Laming adds, “I don’t think we have to 
compromise, but we can always do more. 
Wouldn’t it be great if we could do the same 
in less space?”

A good example is Etihad’s long-haul A320 
and A321 flights on routes such as Moscow, 
Minsk, Athens and Astana. The airline has a 
dine-on-demand service on its wide-body 
business and first class, whereby guests can 
order meals whenever they are ready, and 
they are hand-delivered by crew. The hard 
product may differ on the narrow-bodies, 
but to ensure a consistent guest experience 
across the fleet, Etihad has the same service 
on its long-haul narrow-bodies. “It would be 
great for us if galley components could be 
smaller so we could fit more into an A320 – 
that would be fantastic. It’s not about 
compromise; it’s more about workarounds. 
We also look to the future to see what new 
things will help us develop and innovate.”

TROLLEYS IMPACT 
GALLEY DESIGN
Etihad threw out the rulebook to create its 
A380 galley spaces. Some innovative ideas  
were discussed at the beginning of the design 
project, including galley units on the main deck 
that could be moved during flight to create a 
flexible space, and even units that could be 
collapsed down to create more social space 
when not in use. The Etihad Design Consortium 
(Factorydesign, Acumen and Honour Branding) 
found that suppliers were keen to make the 
ideas work, but as the commercial reality of the 
aircraft drove more seats to be added to the 
main deck, more trolleys were required, which 

meant more traditional monuments were 
required to accommodate them.

However, that’s where convention ended, 
with commercial aviation’s first visually 
separated galley in the lower economy deck, 
and a double galley space in the upper deck 
main entranceway with a unique forward/aft 
orientation. Fitting the main, 2.5 metric ton 
upper deck galley in this direction called for 
some major structural work in conjunction with 
the Airbus structures team to support the floor 
in a different way, with extra carbon-fiber 
reinforcement.

INTRICATE FRETWORK 
CONCEALS A FULLY 
FUNCTIONAL GALLEY 
AT ETIHAD’S A380 MAIN 
DECK ENTRANCE
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Autonomous galleys
The notion of the connected aircraft could be applied 
to the galley space. “We believe that future galleys 
must get connected if they are to create smarter 
service and operational solutions,” states Tim 
Manson,  design director at JPA Design.

“We can imagine that galleys, carts, cabin crew, 
passengers and ground services alike will all be 
digitally linked, all talking to one another, collating 
data, streaming information, and providing airlines 

with rich information to analyze and discover  
new and creative ways to be more efficient and  
to add value.

“Taking it a step further, it’s not inconceivable that 
galleys will become fully autonomous, pre-empting 
operational needs, pre-ordering a passenger’s 
favorite foods, optimizing electrical loads and 
managing their own repairs, and even automatically 
ordering parts for their own servicing.”

RIP OUT THE 
GALLEYS

Having considered the catering needs of short-haul 
low-cost carriers, Jean-Pierre Alfano, founder and 
creative director at Airjet Designs in Toulouse, France, 
proposes replacing galleys with vending machines. 
The machines would use NFC technology for payment 
and would be placed over the wing area in narrow-
body aircraft for reasons related to minimizing 
passenger traffic and weight balance.

How would this work in practice? “Passengers 
would order from their seats through the cabin  
wi-fi network and dedicated airline app. The vending 
machine could also possibly be coupled with an 
automated trolley robot or a flying drone that  
would take and deliver the food and beverages  
to passengers,” explains Alfano.

ABOVE: JPA’S VISION 
OF A DIGITALLY LINKED 
GALLEY THAT BENEFITS 
CREW, PASSENGERS AND 
OPERATORS
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Innovation 
too spicy 

ROLLING GALLEY

Help yourself

In 2008, Airbus revealed its SPICE 
(SPace Innovative Catering 
Equipment) galley concept, which 
it believed offered benefits so 
important that the concept could 
become the first industry-wide 
galley standard in over 40 years.

SPICE did away with traditional 
catering trolleys, instead having  
a series of lightweight, low-cost 
boxes and foldable carts for 
service. A transfer table enabled 
better use of storage space above 
the work surface and enhanced 
galley ergonomics. Even better, 
SPICE galley equipment came in 
just one size.

Airbus really meant business 
with this concept, and stated its 
intention to offer it as both a 
line-fit and retrofit option in the 
early 2010s. However, when it 
came to the crunch, the aviation 
industry wasn’t quite ready for 
such a big step and the concept 
was been shelved.

TU Delft has collaborated with 
Zodiac Aerospace to create the 
Modulair concept for a modular, 
easily adaptable galley, which 
enables airlines to react to 
changing catering demands 
and route requirements by 
exchanging functional elements 
or even replacing the whole 
galley with seats.

The galley is built from 
separate modules (trolleys) 

and does not need a frame. 
The galley is no longer a fixed 
monument, but is instead a set 
of modules with inserts on the 
top that are connected to the 
trolley for transportation.

In this way, a whole galley can 
be taken out of the aircraft all 
at once, so that extra seats can 
be installed. Also, inserts can 
be easily swapped, for example 
from ovens to chillers. 

A really innovative concept for food storage was 
launched in the 1970s by British holiday charter airline 
Court Line Aviation. Known as ‘seatback catering’, 
pre-packaged meals were loaded into two 
compartments in the seatbacks of the tourist class 
seats, the top compartment for the outbound leg, and 
the lower one unlocked for the return leg, with dry ice 
to help keep it cool. With meals stored at each seat, 
galleys could be shrunk to free-up space for an extra 
three seats, passengers could decide when they had 
their meal, and cabin crew had more time to spend on 

keeping passengers happy – although in practice this 
time was largely spent promoting bar sales.

It was a really efficient idea, but there were some 
snags. The first was that the locking mechanism was  
so simple that lovers of 1970s airline food could easily 
open the lower compartment with a coin and enjoy a 
second meal – a selfish act that wouldn’t be discovered 
until the occupant on the return leg opened an empty 
compartment. The second snag went some way to 
ameliorating the first: the dry ice wasn’t particularly 
effective, so the return meal was perhaps best avoided.

COOL IDEAS
Lufthansa was one of the 
instigators of the ATLAS 
standard. We asked a 
spokesperson what advances 
the carrier would like to see: 
“The need to stock return 
catering on short- and 
medium-haul flights requires 
much better 
insulated trolleys to 
avoid interruption 
in the cold chain. 
Conventional 
aluminum carts are 
outdated in terms of 
weight, functionality 
and the increasing 
certification 
requirements.

“Of course, new materials 
and designs will bring further 
weight reductions, better 
handling for the cabin crew  
and caterers, as well as more 
space efficiency in combination 
with other product 
developments.”
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“   The success of an aircraft 
interior is only as strong as 
its weakest link”

T he cabin divider curtain is so much more than 
just a piece of fabric. It is a blocker of sound 
and light, a symbolic barrier between people, 

and of course an aesthetic tool. But in the highly 
engineered cabin environment, is a curtain really the 
optimum design for the task? Is it a charming hark back 
to the ‘golden years’ of air travel, or a cabin element 
overdue a rethink? What do cabin design experts think?

DRAPE EXPECTATIONS
So what’s wrong with the curtain? Technically, nothing – 
but the main problem with some of today’s designs is 
perhaps best expressed by Anthony Harcup, an associate 
at London-based design studio Acumen: “The success of 
an interior is only as strong as its weakest link.”

For Harcup, the curtain was definitely the weakest link 
during a recent flight on an A320. “After take-off, the 
aircraft was settling into cruise as I turned and remarked 
to my companion how much the industry has 
moved forward, noting the quality of the 
leather on the seats, the stylish design of the 
seats, the clean and integrated aircraft walls, 
bins and PSU rail – and then right on cue the 
stewardess pulled an odd little curtain past my 
face and across the back of the seats in front of 
me, and then another across the aisle. I was 
now looking at four awkward and crumpled 
curtains hastily Velcroed together.”

It does seem incongruous to be sitting in  
a US$100m flying machine and looking at a 
crumpled curtain, and Harcup certainly views 
the curtain as being part of the interior due for 
an upgrade – along with corner extrusions, 
kick strips and industrial latches – as they jar 
with the considered designs of contemporary 
seating products and cabin interiors.

“Some airlines use curtains that are a 
transparent mesh to enhance cabin visibility, 

but that negates all the sound and light insulation 
properties of the curtain. This serves to highlight that for 
those airlines, a major requirement of the curtain is to 
discourage movement of people between the classes.

“Curtains are also the only barrier between passengers 
and the noisy galleys. In many cases, much of this noise  
is masked by the hum of the engines,” Harcup adds. 
“However, with the greatly enhanced sound insulation 
and quieter engines on the newer aircraft types, 
passengers are far more aware of this noise than ever.  
A new solution is greatly needed.”

Across London, John Tighe, design director at JPA 
Design, views designing fabrics for curtains an enjoyable 
part of cabin design – “a rare opportunity for a large-scale 
textile ‘artwork’ hung in a highly visible place”. However, 
he has found that when benchmarked as a complete 
solution against what is acceptable on the ground, there  
is “enormous room for improvement”.

As Tighe says, “The action of moving through a 
curtain can be quite awkward, with a risk of colliding with 
another person. They aren’t great at blocking noise, smell 
or light, and often look messy. You also get cabin crew 
rushing to the curtain upon disembarkation, to ‘defend’ 
the business class or first class passengers from those 
travelers towards the back of the aircraft. Not a 
satisfactory situation for anyone involved.”

DID SOMEONE SAY LASER BEAMS?
The curtain may have scope for improvements, but in the 
longer term, and given technological advances, what 
could the future hold? 

“There are some straightforward ways of 
addressing curtain design, perhaps by using already 
certified materials such as acoustic panels or soft 
panels and imbuing them with brand identity, or by 
using laser-cutting techniques. Light washes can 
also be used for dramatic effect.

“The use of other materials such as movable 
glass or plastic panels can be more challenging 
to certify, but is an interesting area where we can 
push the boundaries of material development.  

The use of electrochromatic glass, for instance,  
also provides a surface that can be used to display  
flight information and passenger entertainment.

“One important point to note, however, is that 
your curtain can be beautifully designed, but if 
it does not hang right, its effect is lost. There 
are often problems with tracks due to cabin 
architecture, which leave gaps between curtains. 
Therefore a key to improving the cabin divider is 
also improving the hardware that surrounds it.”

CURTAIN CALL
We asked Maria Kafel-Bentkowska, senior CMF designer at the PriestmanGoode 
design studio in London, for her opinion on how to make a curtain look its best

BELOW: DREAMLUX HAS 
DEVELOPED FABRICS ENHANCED 
WITH FIBER-OPTIC TECHNOLOGY
BOTTOM: AIRJET’S VISION OF HOW 
FIBER-OPTIC FABRICS COULD BE 
APPLIED IN THE CABIN
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Jean-Pierre Alfano, founder and creative director  
at Airjet Designs, is particularly excited about the 
possibilities of the curtain’s evolution. “For me, the ideal 
way to replace curtains would be to find a technology 
such as laser beams that could create an opaque light wall, 
with no risk to passengers. Today’s technologies of fog 
walls and laser beams are not compatible with integration 
inside a commercial aircraft for many reasons, but this 
might change within a few years.

“Alternatively we can think of many ways to enhance 
current aircraft curtains with various concepts that are 
readily available using today’s technology: roll-up 
concepts (vertical or lateral, manual or electrical), fabric 
enhanced with fiber-optic technology, or fabric enhanced 
with flexible OLED displays,” adds Alfano.

Tighe also has some visions for the future. “At some 
point a forward-thinking client will see an opportunity 
here and work with a design agency to create a better 
solution,” he says. Tighe’s vision is of a fully closed-out 
cabin divider, with a foam core to deaden sound and 
absorb smell, motion activated for easy access and using 
sensors that change the color of the fabric to make 
passengers aware if there is a hazard on the opposite side, 
such as a crew member carrying a tray.

“It could be supplemented by an air curtain,” he adds. 
“Or become a double curtain on some aircraft types to 
further isolate each zone – this will become increasingly 
important as seats and cabins support more differentiated 
experiences for different zones. And before long, people 
will wonder why we ever put up with the old curtain.”

Another view comes from Harcup: “The curtain  
of the future must look good, must not cause noise  
or inconvenience to deploy or stow, and must allow 
passengers through in normal use and in an emergency. 
Could vertical blinds with magnetized edges be the 
answer? They would be space-efficient, stylish and could 
provide excellent sound insulation.

“Yet another way of looking at these partitions might 
be along the lines of a 3D-printed platelet structure that 
would hang like chain mail – perfectly draped with no 
material memory,” he adds.

This structure could unfurl like a blind to replace the 
miniature half-curtains that currently divide narrow-body 
classes, as Harcup experienced on that A320 flight. 
Further benefits are that this technical ‘fabric’ would not 
need washing, would never crease, and certain shapes 
might even make for improved acoustic performance – 
disrupted surfaces would absorb sound.

Further high-tech thinking comes from Cristian 
Sutter, a cabin design specialist with experience at 
Thomson Airways, British Airways and Jet Aviation Basel. 
“Apart from materials, and trim and finish customization, 
the curtain seems to be a long-forgotten element in cabin 
design,” he states.

“   Laser beams could 
create an opaque 
light wall, with no 
risk to passengers”

André Castro, design manager and partner at 
Lisbon-based Almadesign, sees greater functions 
for the cabin dividers of the future.

“We will see a lot more variety in cabin dividers. 
Textiles and hard furnishing composite versions 
will still be available, but other options will 
arise. The use of smart panels, light, projections 
and patterned screens will become available. 
Solutions will tend to allow quick LOPA changes 
and become more dematerialized, enabling single 
journey customization and reducing overall 
weight,” he says.

QUICK 
CHANGE

LOOK, NO HANDS! JPA SKETCHED 
THIS CONCEPT FOR A CURTAIN 
THAT OPENS IN RESPONSE 
TO A GESTURE FROM THE 
CREW – A WAVE OF THE FOOT 
FOR EXAMPLE – SO THEY CAN 
ELEGANTLY WAFT THROUGH 
THEM WHILE CARRYING TRAYS 
OR OTHER ITEMS
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For cabins with low privacy and sound isolation 
requirements, Sutter thinks that the use of light projection 
technology could create a visual barrier that could be 
designed to enhance the look and feel of the cabin, rather 
than creating a divisive ‘keep out’ feeling.

HOW ABOUT A DOOR?
There is a seldom-specified Boeing option for a sliding 
door, which is now flying in the first class cabin of Swiss’s 
new B777-300ERs. Going a step further, Sutter would like 
to see an option for automatic sliding doors, a solution 
from the VIP cabin world, which he thinks could  
be easily incorporated to create private zones with  
high sound-deadening properties – something very 
important for first class cabins.

“However, costs, weight, maintenance and certification 
issues have forced airlines to steer clear from this 
solution,” he warns.

In the near future, he would like to see the 
development of electrochromatic cabin dividers and 
bulkhead units that can be electronically darkened at the 
touch of button and incorporate lightweight sliding doors. 
He feels this technology would overcome the current 
issues associated with the use of such doors in 
commercial aircraft, “and at the same time make the 
humble curtain look like a solution from the last century”.

Harcup, however, has some reservations about 
automatic doors. “Solid sliding doors are a nice thought – 
but if you have ever sat near the automatic sliding doors 
on a train, you will no doubt agree that they are extremely 
irritating. Perhaps the ideal solution is more like a thin 
padded panel on sliding rails and weighted at the bottom. 
The panels could have molded details to add decorative or 

functional interest, and could also have additional sound 
and light insulation properties.”

A STAGGERING IDEA
As a final thought, perhaps some alternative thinking 
could see the curtain become obsolete.

“Maybe the solutions lie in the layouts of galleys and 
lavatories so that working areas are sufficiently private for 
a curtain not to be needed to block light pollution and 
lines of sight. Perhaps cleverly staggered walls could 
create privacy,” suggests Harcup.

“It raises a bigger question of the holistic design 
needed to bring cabin design into one harmonious space 
that works and flows as one, and not separate entities 
created by separate manufacturers, with everything 
separated by 1in so as to not affect the next element.”

While electric doors, blinds and laser beams all sound 
exciting, there is a pleasant softness and visual interest in 
the familiar curtain, and a lightweight efficiency in its 
function. Perhaps the simplest advance could be for crew 
to consider passenger perceptions as they pull the curtain, 
conveying a warmth and softness to match the material. 

Brian Conner, creative director at Teague, sees e-ink as a potential advance for 
cabin divider curtains. “Technology could easily make the cabin divider curtain 
smarter. E-ink is a low-power, efficient way to turn just about any surface into an 
information surface – technology like that would be ideal for the curtain. Lavatory 
availability, time to destination (or the next meal) and other useful information 
could be brought into the cabin in a way that doesn’t increase light pollution.”

INFORMATION AGE

“   Light projection 
technology could 
create a visual 
barrier”

TOP: THE HAMBURG-BASED 
ZWEIGRAD DESIGN STUDIO 
DEVISED THE STARLIGHT 
CONCEPT. FELT SHADES ARE 
CONNECTED WITH A SOFTER 
FABRIC, WITH LEDs BETWEEN. 
DURING A NIGHT FLIGHT, THE 
LEDs CAN GIVE A PLEASANT 
STARRY SKY EFFECT
ABOVE: THE SOUND-ABSORBENT 
FELT COMB CONCEPT AFFORDS 
AN OPEN FEEL AND GIVES CREW 
A GOOD VIEW OF THE WHOLE 
CABIN IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
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Enjoy a taste of life in the fast lane with Malaysia Airlines’ (MAS) 
reusable Porsche Design branded hard case kits, which will be 
available in a range of eight colors over the next two years. The 
durable cases, created by Formia, are made from high-tech materials 
and contain various items from the Acca Kappa Green Mandarin 
toiletries range. As well as the Porsche Design logo, the cases 
feature a customized batik MAS motif.

Malaysia Airlines

The latest enhancement to the business class 
offer on board Etihad is a colorful range of 
collectable limited edition amenity kits, the 
result of a collaboration between the airline, 
amenity supplier Buzz, and Luxe City Guides. 

Six kit designs have been created, inspired 
by cities on the airline’s network, with the 
designs for Abu Dhabi, London and Madrid 
specially produced for Etihad, while the Los 
Angeles, Sydney and Hong Kong kits feature 
bespoke Luxe artwork. Each kit contains a 
customized Etihad Airways Luxe City Guide 
corresponding to the showcased city, a sleep 
pack, as well as unisex comfort and skincare 
items from Scaramouche + Fandango.

While most Middle East carriers 
are keen to offer ‘designer label’ kits, 
Etihad has taken a slightly different 
approach. Calum Laming, Etihad’s VP 
of guest experience, explains that these 
kits are not about providing brand names: 
“It is about intelligent design, functionality 
and providing them with products that are 
attractive, natural, useful and reusable.”

Alison Davies, director of business 
development at Buzz adds, “With airlines 
seeking to differentiate, they are seeking 
new ways to deliver aspirational appeal and 
a quality experience. Collaborations between 
airlines and lifestyle brands offer an enhanced 
passenger experience, by matching the airline’s 
brand proposition with a brand partner that 
enhances that vision.”

ETIHAD

First class female flyers with Oman 
Air can land ready for an evening 
out, as their amenity kit takes the 
form of a fashionable clutch bag, 
designed in collaboration with 
Swarovski. The clutch features a 
Swarovski crystal and a long strap, 
and includes cosmetic items from 
luxury Omani brand Amouage such 
as hand and body lotion, facial 
moisturizer, eye gel and lip balm, 
as well as comfort items such as 
a dental set, mouthwash, socks, 
eyeshade, hair brush and mirror, 
earplugs and a pen.

Oman Air

Calum Laming 

explains the 

Etihad approach 

to passenger 

satisfaction on 

page 110
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As part of the celebrations to mark the arrival of its 
B777-300ERs (full details in the Case Study section  
of our website), China Airlines commissioned three 
unisex amenity kits for passengers in business class 
and premium economy. The airline worked with 
international guest amenity and hospitality specialist 
Formia, and Taiwanese design consultancy Kuan’s 
Living, and together they devised bespoke kits in the 
form of modern pouches, with brightly colored 
linings holding comfort items from the Acca Kappa 
1869 cosmetic range.

Of particular note is the quality of the premium 
economy kit. As Roland Grohmann, managing 
director of Formia, comments, “The fact that the 
premium economy kit is so similar in design and 
contents to the business class offering speaks 
volumes for China Airlines’ focus on improving  
flight facilities for all its customers.”

Following good customer feedback on the kits  
from B777 passengers, they are being rolled out 
across the rest of the China Airlines fleet.

China Airlines

AMERICAN AIRLINES

Qantas

JAL

Airline enthusiasts are loving 
American Airlines’ new limited edition 
amenity kits for international and 
transcontinental flights, which pay 
tribute to the nine airlines that laid 
the foundation for the new American. 
First and business class flyers can 
identify the historic logos and colors of 
the airlines, which comprise American 
Airlines, PSA, AirCal, Reno Air, Allegheny, 

TWA, America West, US Airways and 
Piedmont. Even better, the collectable 
felt cases can be used as mini-tablet 
computer cases and include all-natural, 
boutique toiletry products from Red 
Flower, a New York-based beauty and 
lifestyle brand, as well as eye masks 
branded with the retro logos. The 
legacy themes will debut in batches  
of three every four months.

To celebrate the launch of its A330 business 
suite, Qantas is offering business class 
passengers on selected international 
flights from Asia a limited edition amenity 
kit, created with Australian luxury fashion 
accessories company Oroton.

The kit is customized with signature 
Oroton hardware, trimmed with elegant 
metallic zips, and is large enough to 
accommodate travel essentials or a tablet 
on future trips. The spacious kit is presented 
stuffed with treats including pyjamas as 
well as Aurora Spa products such as sweet 
orange and shea hand cream, vanilla and 
orange lip moisturizer, and an ultra hydrating 
face moisturizer.

It’s a lovely kit, and a video on our website 
shows how the partners worked together to 
create it.

Fancy a kit made by the people 
who made cases for the Apollo 11 
mission? Fly business class with 
Japan Airlines (JAL) and you will 
receive the first amenity kits to 
be created with Zero Haliburton, a 
luggage manufacturer famous for its 
aluminum cases, which were used 
on Apollo 11 in 1969 to carry moon 
rocks back to Earth.

Soft case kits are offered on 
outbound flights from Japan, and 
semi-hard cases on inbound flights. 
The colors will change through the 
seasons, with dark green or orange 
on outbound flights, and red or 
black on inbound flights. Amenities 
include lip balm, dental kit, moisture 
mask, eye mask, earplugs and 
pocket tissues.

Visit our 

website for 

regular amenity 

kit updates and a 

guide to creating 

a great kit
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Delta

SWISS
Guests have been yodelling in 
delight at Swiss International Air 
Lines’ (SWISS) seasonal Winter 
Collection amenity kit for business 
class passengers, which reflects 
the heritage, alpine landscape and 
winter sports commonly associated 
with Switzerland. The kit was  
co-created with Formia and includes 
items to keep you cosy after 
landing, including a trendy beanie 
hat and a neck warmer on flights 
into Switzerland. On departing 
flights, crew offer felt bags made 

from recycled PET bottles, which 
double as tablet cases. Both the 
inbound and outbound kits include 
comfort items such as lip balm, 
socks, eyeshades, ear plugs, dental 
products and Ricola throat lozenges.

Sarah Klatt-Walsh, director of 
inflight products and services at 
SWISS, explains the unusual kits: 
“We wanted to bring something 
new and different to the onboard 
amenity offering, and our seasonal 
collection enables this beautifully. 
Our goal was to create unique – yet 
recognizably Swiss – products for 
the winter that are sustainable and 
provide a second use.”

BMW
In order to whisk executives and key personnel around 
the globe between its 17 production facilities in six 
countries, BMW runs its own private airline – BMW 
Flight Service, based in Munich – with a small fleet 
of Gulfstream G550s. This may already sound like 
the pinnacle of luxurious corporate travel, but the 
car manufacturer has also commissioned a bespoke 
unisex amenity kit for its passengers, branded with 
the company’s M-Design logo. The leather bag is 
finished in a racy carbon fiber effect and contains 
L’Occitane organic cosmetics as well as an M-Sport 
keyring. Well, what else would the passengers drive?

In 2013 Buzz facilitated a US-first brand collaboration with 
luxury travel goods brand TUMI for Delta Air Lines, to offer 
Delta One (US domestic business class) passengers a 
premium amenity kit. The kits have now been refreshed 
with new features including a TUMI soft-touch pen and 
eye shades, Malin+Goetz lip moisturizer, body lotion 
and mouthwash, striped socks, a dental kit, facial 
tissues and earplugs. Passengers will receive  
a different bag on eastbound and westbound 
flights – there are hard and soft case versions 
– enabling them to collect one each way on 
round trips.

This deal – facilitated by and co-
designed with amenity kit specialist 
Buzz – marks the first time that 
TUMI has offered a hard case 
amenity kit. 
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“ Anywhere someone has a 
laptop or tablet, they can go 
through simulation training”

F or decades, in aviation, virtual crew training  
has primarily consisted of flight simulators 
developed to help pilots improve their skills.  

As computer systems advance to make 360° virtual reality 
imaging more readily available, airlines are finding new 
ways to extend this training methodology to cabin crew 
training, with the aim of improving skills building.

Dr Karl M Kapp, assistant director at the Institute for 
Interactive Technologies, at Bloomsburg University in 
Pennsylvania, and author of The Gamification of Learning 
and Instruction, comments, “Virtual training can be 
highly effective for duties that require a quick response to 
emergency situations, because a virtual environment can 
place learners into almost any type of emergency and 
require them to react under many situations. Virtual 
training enables the learner to practice the correct 
response and correct actions over and over again until 
they are performed effortlessly.

“A well-designed virtual training program will require 
the learner to go through the same cognitive functions 
they would perform in the actual situations. The goal is  
to provide a realistic virtual environment in which they 
must react, interact and respond just as they would on  
an aircraft in the actual situation,” he says.

FLEXIBLE LEARNING
Virtual training is flexible in ways that could be 
impractical or costly in live training scenarios. “In one 
instance the aircraft can be empty and in the next practice 
round the aircraft can be filled with passengers, adding  
a level of complexity from one training situation to 
another,” Kapp explains. “The other thing virtual training 
can do really well is measure response times. How long 
did the learner take before sounding the fire alarm? How 
long did the learner take before reacting? How many 
seconds passed between communications? All these 
elements and others can be tracked with virtual training, 
so response times can be measured, corrected and 
critiqued as the virtual training is used repeatedly  
to practice and reinforce skills and reaction times.”

Kapp points out that classroom environments do not 
build skills memory as effectively as practice that 
simulates live scenarios. Mock-ups, commonly used in 
crew training centers, more realistically simulate the cabin 
environment, but are expensive to build and maintain, 
especially as additional units are required as new aircraft 
types are introduced to a fleet.

Kapp also points out that the logistics of getting crew 
to a training center for practice in mock-ups can make 
frequent, repetitive practice difficult to arrange.

“Virtual training, however, where a virtual airplane 
cabin is created, might be expensive to build initially but 
has several advantages,” he tells us. “One is that it’s 
portable. Anywhere someone has a laptop or tablet, they 
can go through simulation training. Second, since it’s just 
software, it can be programmed to have many emergency 
situations. It can be totally destroyed on screen and then 
‘played’ again to provide more practice. Third, an 
employee is not limited in how much time can be spent  
in this type of practice environment.”

MOBILE CLASSROOM
Virgin Atlantic has introduced virtual training to 
complement its live training activities. Dominic Hodge, 
manager of training design at Virgin Atlantic, explains, 
“For any existing crew that are learning to work on a new 
type of aircraft, such as our new B787-9 Dreamliners, the 
virtual training allows them to learn the cabin interiors 

TOP AND ABOVE: CREW REST 
TRAINING TECHNOLOGIES SUCH 
AS THIS SYSTEM FROM ACA CAN 
HELP SAVE TIME – AND LIVES – IN 
AN EMERGENCY

See our  

website for  

a feature on  

the latest crew  

training 

technologies
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and the locations of safety and security features without 
having to go on the actual aircraft.”

Virtual training also enables Virgin Atlantic to 
maintain optimum fleet use. “As time for training is 
limited on the aircraft – given the quick turnaround time 
needed to clean, cater and prepare for the next flight – 
virtual training is very convenient,” says Hodge.

Virtual training enables Virgin Atlantic’s crew to 
become familiar with all the airline’s aircraft at a time  
that works with their busy schedules. “As well as from  
the new B787-9 Dreamliners, we have three other types  
of aircraft in our fleet – the B747-400s, the A330-300s  
and the A340-600s – and it’s important for cabin crew  
to remain familiar with all of them,” Hodge says. “As  
crew are frequently on the go, virtual training offers  
them the flexibility anywhere in the world, at any time,  
to log in and view the files on their phone, tablet,  
laptop or PC.”

That mobility is one of the dominant trends Kapp feels 
will promote the use of virtual training. Although some 
systems still have limited performance – especially on cell 
phones – he believes that systems are improving and 
newer technologies, such as immersive visual training, 
will become increasingly useful.

“Tools like the Microsoft HoloLens and the Oculus 
Rift will make virtual learning even more immersive,” 
Kapp says. “If the learner puts on a pair of VR glasses,  
he or she could be instantly transported to an aircraft 
cabin in a 3D environment, and the feeling is very similar 
to actually being on the aircraft in flight. This type of 
immersive realism means training can take place 
anywhere. It is wonderful for refresher training and for 
training on new rules and regulations without having to 
bring everyone to the same place for group instruction.”

VIRTUAL WORLD AND REAL-LIFE 
TRAINING
Kapp and Hodge both see virtual training as a 
complement to live training, not a substitute. “I think  
all training should be thought of as a process or a 
continuum, and not as a bunch of discrete events. It  
might make sense, for example, to start with classroom 

training on a specific topic and then use some virtual 
training, and finally move on to a physical mock-up of an 
aircraft cabin and finally some on-the-job training under 
the watchful guidance of another crew member,” says 
Kapp. “It is important to weave different types of training 
together to reach the desired result. We should think of 
virtual training as just another element in the trainer’s 
toolkit and not as a wholesale replacement for traditional 
instruction. Instead, look at virtual training as a way of 
providing training and instruction more cost-effectively 

and in a more timely fashion than more 
traditional training methods; determine 
when virtual training is the right method  
of instruction and when others make  
more sense.”

Hodge adds, “We still use the traditional 
style of aircraft visits for brand-new crew as 
we feel it’s important for them to experience 
the environment and the other sensory 

Virgin Atlantic developed its virtual 
training in-house. New technology, 
including better cameras and 
software, have helped the airline 
improve its realism. The airline has 
also found ways to make its virtual 
cabins useful, beyond crew training, 
in creative applications that benefit 
the organization as a whole, and its 
customers.

“While virtual training was initiated 
within the cabin crew training 
department, it has been further used 

by other areas of the business, from 
familiarizing contact center staff with 
the cabin and products, to informing 
check-in staff about seat numbering,” 
says Dominic Hodge, manager of 
training design at Virgin Atlantic.

“Our sales team recently 
experimented with virtual reality  
using a tool called IDA, an immersive 
digital adventure created in 
partnership with Microsoft that 
enables us to bring the Upper Class 
experience to corporate clients.”

REALITY CHECK

ABOVE LEFT: GULF AIR STAFF 
SIMULATING A FLIGHT TO TRY TO 
PERFECT FIRST CLASS SERVICE
BELOW: THE FLASHEST MOCK-
UPS IN THE WORLD CAN BE 
FOUND AT ETIHAD’S INNOVATION 
CENTER IN ABU DHABI
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experiences that the actual aircraft delivers – smell, noise, 
etc. It also provides the chance for crew to go to the 
airport and understand the various safety and security 
processes there.

“However, when we are familiarizing crew with the 
aircraft we still use a blended approach of the physical 
equipment in the training center together with the visuals 
shown in the virtual training. So, for example, once our 
crew have viewed the doors on our virtual aircraft, they 
can go to our state-of-the-art Boeing 787 door trainer  
in our training center to put what they have learned  
into action.”

THE LEARNING GAME
Emirates Airline, which has developed one of the world’s 
top state-of-the-art training centers on-site in Dubai, with 

advanced mock-ups and simulators capable of duplicating 
live emergency conditions including severe turbulence 
and smoke, has recently introduced virtual training to its 
skills building practices, using a method of gamification 
developed in conjunction with training specialist Cubic 
Global Defense.

 This game-based virtual training program will be a 
first for a commercial airline and will integrate with the 
airline’s comprehensive training at the Emirates Aviation 
College in Dubai. The gamification and virtual training 
curriculum will be offered both online and in a classroom 
environment.

“We constantly revise our training curriculum to use 
innovative and cutting-edge learning tools. This is our 
biggest investment in crew training since we introduced 
our full-motion, high-fidelity aircraft simulators,” explains 

“ The game-based virtual 
training program will  
be a first for an airline”

ABOVE: FROM WATER LANDINGS, 
TO FIRES, TO SERVICE, EVERY 
EVENTUALITY CAN BE SIMULATED 
AND TRAINED FOR 
BELOW: THE EMIRATES TRAINING 
ACADEMY IN DUBAI CERTAINLY 
PUTS YOU IN AN AVIATION MOOD

Emirates is  

hiring more than 

5,000 cabin crew 

this year  

alone
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Catherine Baird, Emirates’ senior vice president of cabin 
crew training. “As the airline expands, our main goal is  
to cater to our growing crew numbers without 
compromising our world-class training program. This 
new technology will engage our crew and complement 
their learning, giving them all the skills necessary to 
deliver our signature service and keeping safety at the 
heart of our operation.”

Emirates’ crew has been growing as the airline adds 
new aircraft and routes. “With 16 more aircraft deliveries 
expected by March 2016, Emirates is hiring more than 
5,000 new cabin crew this year alone,” the airline states.

The airline references Kapp’s research on virtual 
training and gamification as guiding its decision to move 

forward with its virtual training program. “It will facilitate 
a more immersive learning experience, which has been 
proved to increase knowledge retention by 65%.”

Kapp explains why gamification works so well in skills 
building: “Gaming can be effective in a number of ways to 
create effective instruction. One is that if we take the 
elements of games, such as challenge, feedback and story, 
we can incorporate them into other types of instruction 
and end up creating engaging learning rather than a set of 
boring lectures. So using game elements in the design of 
instruction, even if the end result is not an actual game, 
can aid engagement,” he says.

“Second, if we build an engaging instructional game 
correctly it will be fun, so the learner will play many 
times,” Kapp adds. He contrasts this method with 
traditional instruction, a weakness of which is that 
learners may not review more than once. “This means 
they are building memories of skills, rethinking concepts, 
and spending deep processing time on the topics that are 
part of the game.”

Because gamification makes learning fun, it also 
encourages people to share their training with others, 
encouraging colleagues to participate. “This means that 
subject matter of value is being discussed outside the 
training environment and we can keep topics that are 
important to the organization on the minds of the 
learners as they discuss how they did or how they played 
a game outside the instructional experience,” Kapp says. 
“So repetition, rethinking of subject matter and keeping 
subject matter ‘top of mind’ are all ways in which games 
help to build skill memory.” 

“ Because gamification makes 
learning fun, it encourages 
people to share their training”

Sadly safety on board an isn’t all about issues related to aviation; a far 
more common risk to passenger safety is other passengers. Reports of 
passenger violence are an all too common occurrence today, with some 
attacks being made on fellow passengers, and some on the crew.

In response to some violent occurrences on flights in mainland China, 
Hong Kong Airlines has added a slightly unusual element to its cabin 
crew training program: martial arts. The airline had been suffering 
an average of three violent passenger incidents a week, and to help 
crew protect themselves and innocent passengers, they now receive 
compulsory training in wing chun, a form of kung fu that focuses on 
self-defense at close quarters. The benefit of wing chun is that unruly 
passengers can be subdued without requiring much physical strength.

CREW GET THEIR KICKS

ABOVE: WHEN TRAINING FOR 
EVENTUALITIES WHERE MUSCLE 
MEMORY IS OF BENEFIT, THERE 
IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR PHYSICAL 
LEARNING TOOLS
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• A company called C&D Aerospace was doing well with its 
regional jet seating products, being the OEM manufacturer 
for Bombardier and Embraer, but was keen to get the 
message out that it was becoming a player in the mainstream 
passenger seating market. It seems this went rather well!

• Akbar Al Baker, CEO of Qatar Airways, announced at the 
show that the airline would be the first Airbus customer to 
operate the A319 Long Range. Named the Oryx Long Range, 
Qatar Airways planned to operate the 110-seat aircraft in  
a two-class configuration.

• Britax showed a vending machine concept, which would 
enable passengers to purchase snacks, drinks and other 
items during a flight. The idea was partly inspired by America 
West’s recently introduced no-frills, low-cost service that 
gave passengers a choice between snacks at US$5 or US$10.

• Bucher showed Airbus’s first lower-deck galley, developed  
in association with Lufthansa for the A340-600.

Many visitors to the first Aircraft Interiors Expo in 
2000 can scarcely believe how the event has grown. In 
that first year, in the glamorous French coastal city of 
Cannes, 60 exhibitors showed their cabin innovations 
to 1,600 visitors, which rapidly grew to more than 160 
exhibitors the following year, attracting 2,600 visitors.

When the event moved to Hamburg in 2002 and  
more than 4,000 visitors walked through the doors, it 
was decided that Hamburg should be the new home 
for the event – a sound decision given that in 2016 the 
event hosts more than 500 exhibitors and over 14,000 
attendees from around the world.

So what have been the landmark moments in the 
history of the event?

The first years

FLIPPING OUT
A surprisingly regular sight at the Expo has been 

‘upright’ seating. While Aviointeriors hit the headlines 
the world over in 2010 with its saddle-like Skyrider 

concept, way back in 2003 Britax had shown a flip-up 
seat, designed to ease aisle congestion and offer a 

‘perch’ position during flight to stretch legs, and in 2004 
Airbus unveiled the Foldable Passenger Seat, designed 

with Aida Development for the A320.
In 2008 Thompson Solutions debuted its economy-

class Cozy Suite, complete with ‘tip-up’ seat pan. The 
latest folding concept was shown in 2015 by Rebel.Aero: 
a design that offers a booster position for leg-stretching 

during a flight, or even for use as a child seat.

ABOVE: THE FOLDABLE PASSENGER 
SEAT CONCEPT BY AIRBUS AND AIDA
FAR LEFT: ANOTHER AIDA CONCEPT, 
FOR AN UPRIGHT STYLE OF SEATING
LEFT: THE LATEST PROPOSITION BY 
REBEL.AERO IS A PRACTICAL DESIGN
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Mock-ups

In 2002, the Airbus stand 
drew crowds with an 
A340-600 cabin mock-up. 
Mock-ups have since 
become a popular feature 
of the show, with the 2003 
expo featuring the debut of 
Airbus’s A319 Long Range cabin 
design for all business class 
operations, as well as Boeing’s 
soft-look Signature Interior for B767-300 
retrofits. In 2003, Boeing made the European 
debut of a the 7E7 Dreamliner, with an interior 
mock-up demonstrating how cabin design can 
lift passenger satisfaction, as well as its 
Enhanced Interior for B767 retrofits.

There was another Airbus mock-up in  
2004, this time an A340 long-range cabin 

demonstrator, complete with a Tenzing inflight 
email system and a Diehl mood lighting 
system. There was also a hint of what was to 
come, with a virtual reality version of the A380 

interior. Visitors donned 3D glasses to 
explore potential first, business 

and standard class 
configurations, as well  

as a rear stairwell  
area leading to an 
upper-deck lounge.

The following 
year brought the 
big one, though:  
a full-scale, 
two-deck mock-up 

of the A380, giving 
the industry its first 

opportunity to check 
out the cabin of the 

eagerly anticipated 
aircraft. There were long lines 

of people keen to get a feel for  
the forward stairs, fully functional lighting, 
delivery-standard walls and ceilings, 
10-abreast main deck economy section 
(without central overhead bins), and the 
six-abreast business class on the upper deck. 
At the show, Airbus confirmed that at least one 
customer would offer showers on board – no 

mention of Emirates, but Virgin Atlantic had 
already gone public in expressing its desire to 
provide such amenities. It was also revealed 
that launch customer Singapore Airlines was 
looking at fitting “no more than 480 seats” in 
the cabin – quite a reduction from the 
555-seat configuration envisaged by Airbus.

In 2006, Airbus presented a 12m-long 
full-scale cross-section mock-up of the A350 
XWB – marking the first public display of the 
A350 cabin together with a new ‘cabin vision’, 
encompassing the latest lighting, materials and 
cabin technologies. Across the halls, Boeing 
was showing its breakthrough architecture for 
the 787 Dreamliner.

In 2008, the centerpiece of the Boeing 
display was a stairway from the B747-8, 
designed to enhance passenger appeal and 
create a strong first impression, as well as to 
facilitate improved passenger flow during 
boarding and deplaning.

Suppliers have also been regular mock-up 
makers, with 2010 seeing the debut of Heath 
Tecna’s Project Amber retrofit interior upgrade 
system for the B737 and B757; 2011 seeing B/E’s 
mock-up of the lighting system for saw Boeing 
Sky Interior; and 2013 brought the debut of 
Zodiac Aerospace’s Innovative Space Interior 
System (ISIS) for the Airbus A320, now flying 
with Delta.

• Britax Aircraft Seating was promoting its recent 
rebranding as Contour Premium Aircraft Seating, a member 
of the Britax Premium Aircraft Interior Group. Contour also 
detailed its involvement in the new Upper Class seating 
product for Virgin Atlantic. 

• Matsushita Avionics Systems Corporation (now 
Panasonic Avionics) presented the next-generation eX2  
IFE system – a common sight in today’s long-haul aircraft.

• Lantal displayed a pneumatic seat concept (pictured 
right) that uses air-filled (instead of foam-filled) cushions 
and pneumatic actuators in place of heavy electric motors. 
The system proved popular and is flying with the most 
recent airline launch: the SWISS B777.

• W.E.T. Automotive Systems (now Gentherm) presented 
“the first ever air-conditioned aircraft seat”. Developed  
in cooperation with EADS, the seats featured fans for 
ventilation, air permeable leather covers, and a system  
that could warm or cool the seat.



               Really, aeroplanes just fly from A to B.
                      But while they’re doing that, they give their passengers
        something decisive: a feeling.
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• The master samples of AIM Aviation’s 
Amazon Teak wood veneer finish for 
Emirates’ A380 bar area were signed off 
during the Expo.

• Visitors could try out MGR Foamtex’s 
new aircraft seat upholstery system, 
developed for British Airways to give 
the carrier’s Club World flat bed softer 
and more supportive seat cushions. The 
system passed extensive 14g testing.

• Thompson Solutions (now Thompson 
Aero Seating) showed a staggered 
economy seat, designed with passenger 
privacy and cabin density in mind. The 
design was ready for certification and 
weighed in at 11.5kg per pax place. The 
seat has received many design and 
engineering updates in the years since, 
and is now named the CozySuite, and we 
hope to see it flying soon. Thompson also 
declared that it had chosen Factorydesign 
to help it develop a business class version 
of its staggered seat design.

• OnAir announced a partnership with 
Airbus to develop and seek certification 
for the world’s first airborne system 
for the commercial use of cell phones 
on board aircraft. Airbus and OnAir 
revealed plans to design, develop and 
certify a system ready for installation or 
retrofit on any of the Airbus A320 series 
of aircraft flying on routes in Western 
Europe by mid-2006.

2006

• This year saw the first Crystal Cabin Awards, 
donated by the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg, 
and supported by Aircraft Interiors International 
magazine. The awards celebrate the very best in 
cabin innovation and design across several individual 
category awards and one outright winner, and have 
grown in stature every year since.

• Panasonic built its first Cool Room, where the 
company’s expert trend-watchers demonstrate 
future consumer products and technologies and how 
they are working to bring them to the commercial 
passenger environment. The Cool Room is still a 
popular draw for IFE enthusiasts.

• BMW DesignworksUSA showed the response to the 
challenge by Boeing Business Jets for a conceptual 
private B787 interior for a fictitious, affluent Russian 
client in his mid-thirties. Employing the idea of 
continuous spaces, the design team created a visually 
simplified interior (pictured middle left) with semi-
translucent walls, residential-style furniture, and a 
vertical architectural that takes advantage of the 
generous cargo space in the aircraft.

• The loss of Connexion By Boeing prompted many 
newcomers into the Ku-band connectivity market. 
Panasonic reiterated its commitment to provide its 
Ku-band service (cell phone, internet and live 
television), delivered courtesy of Starling’s MiJet 
antenna, which was going through final certification. 
Panasonic confirmed it was in discussions with three 
carriers interested in its Ku-band connectivity.

• Teague was celebrating 60 years 
in the aviation business. The 
Seattle-based industrial design 
firm has worked with Boeing 
since 1946, creating visionary 
architecture and interiors for the 
entire range of commercial 
aircraft. Teague’s latest project 
was a partnership with Panasonic, 
to help design the new Personal 
Media Player (PMP), which 
entered into service with Mexican 
Airlines in April 2006.

• A big one: Panasonic announced 
it was entering the broadband 
communications market. The 
company showed a new antenna 
system housed in a small, light 
and low-drag radome, which 
could also be paired with a direct 
broadcast television antenna to 
simplify installation. 

2007

LEFT: THE 2005 BOEING 
DREAMLINER MOCKUP
RIGHT: IN 2006 EMIRATES’  
STARRY SKY CEILING EFFECT  
FOR FIRST CLASS WAS SHOWN
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2009
• In 2009, connectivity really came of age.  
But it brought disappointment for one  
aspiring Ku-band satellite broadband  
supplier. T-Mobile and its partners finally  
let the cat out of the bag at the 2009 show, 
revealing they were in contention to replace 
Connexion By Boeing with a Lufthansa system. 
However, in the weeks following the show, the 
German carrier decided in favor of Panasonic’s 
eXconnect system.

• EADS Sogerma invited airlines for a private 
viewing of Ultimate 17, its new super-first-class 
seat designed for great passenger space and 
comfort, privacy and storage. The company also 
unveiled its Solstys premium business class 
seat, which has proved a success.

• Dasell intrigued 
visitors with its 
newly developed 
shower spa for 
Emirates’ A380 
(pictured left and 
right). Emirates has 
two shower/spa units 
on its A380s, positioned 
at either side of the stairwell 
in first class, which include a vanity unit and 
washbasin, along with amenities including a hair 
dryer, full-length mirror, and 15.4in LCD monitor 
displaying Airshow and the tail camera. 
Passengers have five minutes to enjoy the 
running water, with a traffic light system to 
indicate how much time they have left.

• Boeing’s director of passenger satisfaction and 
revenue, Klaus Brauer, stated at the opening of the event 
that airlines need to diversify their economy cabins  
to appeal to the differing needs of tourists on the one 
hand, and business travelers on a budget on the other. 
“My vision of the future is that there will be a lot more 
premium economy cabins as we see a division between 
tourist economy passengers and premium economy 
passengers,” he said.

• The big talking point was Airbus’s reveal of SPICE, a 
daring galley concept that saw traditional catering 
trolleys replaced with lightweight low-cost boxes and 
foldable carts for service. Airbus claimed that the space 
efficiency of the concept could enable an airline to add 
from 2 to 11 seats in a wide-body aircraft, with weight 
savings of 10-20%. Airbus hoped for SPICE to be available 
for installation on newly delivered aircraft, as well as for 
retrofit on in-service fleets, from the early 2010s.

• Heath Tecna showed Ful/Fil, a bar and social zone 
seating concept designed for use within a door area, 
integrated with the interior sidewall curvature. The zone 
was finished with a leather-upholstered sofa, built-in 
literature racks and a series of lighting options.

• Remember Koito? They were presenting Koi, a 
single-beam economy class seat, developed in 
collaboration with the Pierrejean Design Studio. 
Standard features included a four-way adjustable 
headrest, hydraulically operated recline, leg rest and 
‘bottom swing’, with selectable features including a 9in 
IFE display, in-seat power and data port, and air lumbar.
Pretty impressive for 2008!

ABOVE: HEATH TECNA’S FUL/FIL  
BAR AND SOCIAL AREA CONCEPT
ABOVE RIGHT:  THE 2008 HARMONY 
LOUNGE CONCEPT FOR THE FRONT 
UPPER DECK OF THE A380
RIGHT: THOMPSON’S COZYSUITE IS  
A REGULAR DRAW AT THE EXPO
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• Airbus presented a mock-up of a space-saving rear 
lavatory and galley concept for the A320 family. Called 
Space-Flex, the concept sees two lavatories and a 
galley accommodated in this space, offering airlines the 
possibility to install up to three more seats in the cabin 
and/or to improve seat pitch.

• Shopaholics rejoice! AIM Aviation caused a stir with the reveal of 
the duty-free shop it developed with Korean Air (KAL) for the airline’s 
A380s. The fully staffed duty-free shop was set to be positioned at 
the back of the main cabin, where passengers could browse and buy 
cosmetics, fragrances, alcohol and accessories, all kept in place on the 
shelves with magnets.

• Panasonic revealed the latest evolution of its X Series portfolio – 
eX3. Headline features include solid-state storage, proximity sensors, 
touchscreen handsets, next-generation processors, broadband 
connectivity and GSM services, and social networking. Premium 
passengers can enjoy large HD and even 3D displays, productivity tools 
such as video conferencing, and a “home theater experience”.

• Across the hall, Thales unveiled its new TopSeries IFE system, 
TopSeries Avant, which combines the strengths of earlier generation 
systems with new technologies such as HD video, solid-state hard 
drives and faster processors. “We are in high gear now with our new-
generation system. The market will see Thales maneuver into new 
market segments and deliver new innovation for the latest aircraft 
types,” said Alan Pellegrini, MD for Thales’ IFE activities, at the launch.

2
0

10
• Optimares entered the aircraft 
seating market with five new 
seats, one each for single-aisle 
economy class, twin-aisle 
economy class, and premium 
economy; a ‘mini’ business class 
seat for single-aisle aircraft; and a 
twin-aisle business/first class seat.

• Contour Premium Aircraft Seating announced it had 
been awarded the contract to manufacture Spaceseat, 
Air New Zealand’s new premium economy seat. The 
striking herringbone design offers two options – an 
angled double seat suitable for couples, or a more 
private option for single travelers. Initially to be 

installed on Air New Zealand’s 
B777-300ERs, the design 
enabled couples to dine at the 

same table, while also providing 
extra lounging space.

• B/E Aerospace unveiled Pinnacle, its 
newest economy class seating platform, 

designed to reduce cost of ownership, simplify 
maintenance and increase overall passenger living 
space. The company said the seat offered a 15% weight 
saving over the lightest seat on the market at the time, 
achieved through an increased use of composites, an 
integrated lightweight comfort suspension system, 
and a new design that reduces parts by more than 25%.

2
0

12

• Lufthansa Technik was peddling the Skycycle, an 
exercise bike certified for permanent installation 
in the cabin. In cooperation with sports equipment 
manufacturer Technogym, Lufthansa Technik modified 
an off-the-shelf exercise bike to comply with EASA 
airworthiness regulations (mainly trim and electrical 
shielding). The Skycycle attachment could be invisibly 
integrated into the floor structure under the floor 
covering, with fitting or removal in less than 30 minutes.

• Lufthansa Systems presented the BoardConnect 
wireless IFE system, which can be fitted during routine 
overnight layovers or maintenance checks. Condor and 
Virgin America were announced as the first airlines to 
opt for the system.

• PGA Electronic introduced an HD 3D IFE monitor 
that enables passengers to watch 3D movies in high 
resolution without special glasses, a well as a massive 
64in full HD monitor.

ABOVE: 2010 SAW THE REVEAL OF PINNACLE
FAR LEFT: HEATH TECNA REVEALED THE 
PROJECT AMBER CABIN CONCEPT IN 2011
LEFT: 2011’S ‘NOT FOR WIMPS’ GAMING SEAT 
CONCEPT BY CONTOUR AND FACTORYDESIGN
BELOW: THE HELIOJET LED LIGHTING SYSTEM 
WAS LAUNCHED IN 2012
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• ViaSat said it offered ”the best wi-fi in the sky”. 
While traditional inflight services share bandwidth 
among passengers, Exede In The Air delivers 
12Mbps per passenger, regardless of how many 
connect – ideal for media streaming. JetBlue 
Airways and United are early adopters of the 
service, with Israeli carrier El Al soon to follow.

• Panasonic revealed its Jazz seat concept, 
developed with B/E Aerospace and Teague, 
a clean-sheet slimline seat design featuring 
the latest IFEC technology, including a 13.3in 
1080-pixel LCD touchscreen integrated into 
a seamless edge-to-edge glass structure. 
Passengers are able to control the ambience of 
their seat environment through mood lighting, 
reading lights, and communication with the cabin 
crew through integrated attendant call lights. AC 
power, inductive charging, USB ports, Bluetooth 4.0 
and NFC payment seamlessly integrate PEDs for  
a fully personalized passenger experience.

• Research into production processes and 
environmentally responsible products led to 
Scocchetti’s cork collection. The company found 
that cork, the outer bark of the cork oak tree, is 
suitable for seat covers, panels, floors and more. 
With more than 40 million natural ‘cushion cells’ 
per cubic centimeter, cork is a natural sound and 
thermal insulator. 

2013
• Wide cabin cross-sections, which can afford 
airlines 18in-wide seats in economy class, are  
a big marketing tool for Airbus. Nonetheless,  
in response to trends in demographics, Airbus 
revealed the Extra Wide Seat for the A320 Family. 
In a triple seat, two seats were made an inch 
narrower (17in) and those inches added to the aisle 
seat (20in), which could be sold for a higher fare.

• Something slightly different: the Aeras seat, a 
collaboration between Greiner aerospace, Kobleder and 
ludekedesign, was revealed. It uses state-of-the-art knit 
technology to save approximately one-third the weight of  
a conventional cushion and cover combination. The seat  
can adapt to various body sizes, shapes and weights, giving 
support in all positions while reducing pressure points.

So what does the 

2016 event have in 

store? Turn to page 

185 to find out!

2014
• Seat width was again a talking point  
at Airbus. The airframer was showing 
visitors how it is seeking to 
future-proof its wide-body 
product line by building in the 
ability to accommodate 
passengers who, on average, 
are taller and wider than 
their predecessors. The key 
argument was that Airbus 
offers at least 18in-wide 
seats in economy, with the 
A380 offering 18.5in. Airbus 
shared scientific research 
conducted with The London Sleep 
Centre, which claimed that an extra 
inch of seat width can contribute to  
a 53% improvement in sleep quality.

RECARO SHOWED A BUSINESS 
CLASS CONCEPT IN 2013 
(PICTURED RIGHT) THAT EVOLVED 
A LITTLE IN 2014 (BELOW) AND 
FINALLY BECAME THE CL6710 AS 
REVEALED IN 2015 (BOTTOM)
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The world’s largest aircraft interiors event is upon us again.  
Join us for a sneak preview of the launches and reveals  

taking place in Hamburg on April 5-7
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STAND: 7A02 & 7B02

THOMPSON DEVELOPS SUPER 
BUSINESS/FIRST CLASS PRODUCT
A major debut at Hamburg will 
be the new Vantage First concept 
from Thompson Aero Seating, 
designed to offer airlines the 
opportunity to provide a first 
class/super business cabin at  
the same density as standard 
business class cabin.

Incorporating an integrated 
cabin divider, Vantage First 
provides seamless integration 
with the company’s Vantage XL 
business class seat. The claimed 
result is no loss of cabin space 
compared with conventional 
business class seating and no 
need for additional monuments 
between cabins. The Vantage 
First offers extensive personal 
space for relaxation, fine dining 
and sleeping, with features 

including a 23in IFE monitor, a 
large executive table, a fully flat 
80in-long bed and optional suite 
doors for privacy.

Also being launched is the new 
Vantage Solo. Designed to 
address the increasing demand 
for lie-flat business class seating 
on single-aisle aircraft, this 
model offers all direct aisle 
access and a fully flat 78in bed 
from only a 33in seat pitch. The 
fixed IFE monitor and a relaxed 
TTL position maximize 
passengers’ relaxation time as 
soon as they board the aircraft. 
The Vantage Solo joins the 
award-winning Thompson 
Vantage already flying with 
several airlines including 
jetBlue’s A321 Mint fleet.

Series drama
Acro Aircraft Seating will be exhibiting its new Series 7 
premium economy class seat, alongside a further evolution  
of its Series 6 economy class seat.

The fully composite construction of the Series 6 has  
enabled a design that maximizes legroom while creating 
weight savings of up to 15% compared with some rival seats. 
The seat is available in both fixed-back and reclining versions, 
and Acro expects to have it available for retrofit installation 
in Q1 2017. The Series 6 and Series 7 models have both been 
designed together with Factorydesign, a London-based 
product design consultancy.

LIFT’S INITIAL ECONOMY 
CLASS SEAT DESIGN 
MAKES EXTENSIVE USE 
OF CARBON FIBER

seating

EXPO NEWS 2016
14-16 APRIL 2015

Keep checking 

our website 

during the  

Expo for news 

updates

STAND: 6D40

ENCORE TO  
LAUNCH NEW SEAT
Since its launch at last year’s expo, EnCore’s 
newest division, Lift, has been busy continuing 
to develop tourist class seats. EnCore has been 
working very closely with Boeing and intends to 
have several new products and announcements 
ready for the Hamburg show.



Let your Need Time 
Define our Lead Time!

Seats delivered in 6 months
Fully customised in 12 months

Contact Us Today
Andy Morris, VP Sales & Marketing

E: andy.morris@thompsonaero.com
T: +44 (0) 28 3833 4000

www.thompsonaero.com

Hall 7 Stand A02
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STAND: 6F60

STAND: 5A21

REBEL.AERO FURTHER 
DEVELOPS FOLDING SEAT
A big draw at AIX 2015 was  
Rebel.aero’s folding economy seat.  
At this year’s event the company  
will be introducing the S:two, an 
economy class seat design that is 
billed to offer multiple benefits to 
passengers and operators. 

By incorporating a new structural 
design with patented features,  
Rebel.aero says the seat will offer  
each passenger a maximized living 
space, combined with new levels of 
comfort and safety, including an 
AmSafe three-point safety system.

The unique folding booster seat 
offers passengers the ability to change 
to an alternative seating position 
during flight to prevent stiffness or 
discomfort. When in the boosted 
position, passengers can stand up in 

their own seat to aid boarding or 
exiting the aircraft, or they can use it as 
an integral child booster seat that adds 
no additional weight to the soon-to-be 
ETSO certified seat.

REBEL.AERO HAS 
REPORTED STRONG 

INTEREST IN THE 
INITIAL DESIGN

Also keep an  

eye out for  

Rebel.aero in the 

Crystal Cabin 

Awards

Supracor to fly with Swiss
Promoting VIP comfort for all classes, 
Supracor has announced that its 
Stimulite honeycomb cushions will 
feature in the economy cabin of Swiss 
International Airlines’ new B777s entering 
service this year. Stimulite’s lightweight 
cellular matrix contours to the body, 
while perforations in the cell walls 
circulate air and evaporate moisture, 
eliminating the heat build-up common 
with traditional foam cushions.

The cushions, which are installed  
on Zodiac seats, feature Elastollan 
thermoplastic urethane (TPU) developed 
specifically for the aerospace industry  
in close cooperation with BASF. This 
aerospace grade of TPU has been 
engineered to meet the industry’s fire, 
smoke and toxicity standards while 

providing exceptional durability. The 
material is naturally antimicrobial with 
excellent hydrolytic stability, and 
because there are no adhesives used to 
fabricate the cushions, they are also 

washable. If coffee is spilled on the seat, 
the cushion can be removed from its 
cover, washed and put back into service. 
In addition to being washable, the 
cushions are also completely recyclable.



http://www.liftbyencore.com
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STAND: 7B40

STAND: 7D55

ZODIAC TO SHOW  
SMART BUSINESS SEAT
At Aircraft Interiors Expo in 2015, 
Zodiac Seats decided to analyze and 
take a holistic look at the business 
class cabin. A key finding was the 
fact that passengers have new and 
evolving needs throughout the various 
flight phases.

The aviation industry is 
transforming, and with great pressure 
to innovate, some major trends are 
impacting business class air travel and 
need to be understood and considered 
in future business class products.

Passengers practice innovation and 
technology in their everyday life, and 

they are used to being in control of 
the way they deal with products and 
services. They are also shifting their 
focus from products to experiences.

Zodiac Seats endeavors to offer 
a memorable, personalized and 
controllable experience, an approach 
that will be encapsulated in a 
demonstrator seat at the expo, with 
the aim of proving that above and 
beyond the cabin layouts, there are 
new territories to explore.

By offering a smart business class 
seat, passengers will fully enjoy the 
various flight phases and will manage 

their own environment. Passengers 
will be able to control their own 
sensorial cocoon, to enjoy a unique 
individualized experience thanks to the 
integration of the latest technologies.

Zodiac’s vision is that the aviation 
industry is at the dawn of a new era 
in business class air travel and will 
demonstrate this at Aircraft Interiors 
Expo 2016.

Zodiac Seats’ whole product range, 
from the super lightweight Z85 to the 
highly sophisticated Cirrus NG super 
business class, will be displayed on the 
group’s stand.

During the development stage, the 

engineers from ZIM Flugsitz did not just 

have comfortable seats in their sights; 

they also placed their focus on weight, 

technical features and design. 

Singapore Airlines is one of the 

company’s latest customers, for a 

premium economy seat featuring 

optional lazy-Z articulating seat pans.  

At the request of the airline, the leather 

covers on its seats were finished with 

decoratively crafted diagonal seams. 

New features, such as a 13.3in IFE 

screen, lowerable armrest and an 

individually adjustable reading lamp 

were also integrated into the seats. 

Around 1,440 of these seats are being 

fitted in Singapore Airlines’ Boeing 

777-300 and Airbus A380-800 long-haul 

aircraft. The initial fit-out will involve 220 

seats being supplied direct to Airbus.

Eurowings, a subsidiary of Lufthansa, 

has also launched a premium economy 

concept and has ordered this class of 

seats from ZIM to complement its 

existing economy seats. Eurowings will 

mainly use these seats on long-haul 

A330-200 aircraft.

Strong demand for ZIM’s 
premium economy seats

THE ZIMUNIQUE 
ECONOMY CLASS  
SEAT FOR SHORT- 
HAUL FLIGHTS

Zodiac  

previously 

revealed the Halo 

super first class 

concept – see  

our website for 

details
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STAND: 1C54

ITALIAN STYLE, 
WORLDWIDE COMFORT
Comfort and weight were the two 
main criteria considered by the 
ComFly team during the 
development of its new seat. The 
slim design, created in accordance 
with Aeronautical Authority 
specifications and OEM 
requirements, draws on Italian 
style, with simple and minimal lines.

Seat ingress has been eased 
through considered design of the 
seat legs and the short, movable 
armrests, while head clearance has 
been increased by reducing the 
thickness of the backrest in the 
upper zone, knee clearance 
increased by the curved backrest 
shape in the armrest zone, and shin 

clearance increased by using a 
short STS dimension and a very 
small endbay.

In collaboration with leading 
designers including GV Design and 
Get-Shaped, the seat has been 
created to demonstrate ComFly’s 
knowledge and ability to create a 
seat that is reliable and comfortable. 

ComFly’s  

MARE armrest 

has been entered 

in the Crystal 

Cabin Awards

STAND: 5A20

STELIA TO REVEAL SEAT DESIGNS
Stelia Aerospace will be showcasing its range of 
premium business and first class seats, as well as 
unveiling the results of its collaborations with design 
house AGI, which are a continuation of the themes 
Stelia laid out at last year’s show, in the exploration 
of how future materials are changing the face of  
the industry. 

For 2016 Stelia Aerospace will take this idea of the 
changing face of the airline industry a step further 
and put the passenger truly at the heart of the 
seat, creating environments that are comfortable, 
designed for the well-being of the traveler, and 
conscious of the value of the premium class spaces 
within the cabin.



http://rebel.aero/
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STAND: 6B90

STAND: 5D10

ZAL BOOSTS HAMBURG  
ON THE WORLD STAGE
The ZAL Center of Applied 
Aeronautical Research opened at 
the beginning of 2016 in Hamburg 
Germany. Following its completion, 
the ZAL TechCenter, the technical 
research and development 
network of civil aviation, moved 
in to boost Hamburg as the 
third-biggest location in civil 
aviation engineering. ZAL is a joint 
undertaking by industry, science 
and senate, and a total of €82.4m 
(US$90.7m) has been invested in 
the building. 

In the research center, scientists 
and developers will come together 
as equal partners. To this end, 
high-quality test infrastructure, 
presentation rooms, offices 
and laboratories – and thus 
around 600 jobs for aviation and 

development – have been created 
on the 28,000m2 site in Hamburg-
Finkenwerder.

Among ZAL’s focal points will 
be cabin innovation, aerospace 
production, air and power 
systems and acoustics. All major 
stakeholders in the region’s 
aviation – industry, universities 
and research institutes – are 
represented in ZAL’s shareholder 
circle and will use the new 
infrastructure to work on joint 
innovation projects.

Senator Frank Horch from 
Germany’s Ministry of Economy, 
Transport and Innovation, 
stated, “Hamburg aviation is 
getting a place with cutting-
edge infrastructure in many 
future sectors to do research and 

development together. The ZAL 
TechCenter will be an innovation 
hub for visionary ideas, which will 
ultimately result in innovative 
products for the aviation industry. 
It will be the envy of many 
competitors worldwide.”

HAECO expands 
capacity in North 
Carolina
The big news at HAECO Cabin Solutions is that it is expanding its design 
engineering and interiors product manufacturing capacity into a new, 
24,060m2 facility in High Point, North Carolina, with operations to begin 
in Q1 2016. The building is close to the company’s headquarters in 
Greensboro and will provide a large, single location for non-seat 
interiors production work such as galleys and lavatories.

Up to 400 employees are expected to work at the new facility, 
including a mix of new hires and transfers from other HAECO locations. 
The company will continue to operate its dedicated seat engineering 
and manufacturing facility in nearby Wallburg, North Carolina.

Interested  

in ZAL’s  

capabilities? See 

our website for 

an in-depth look 

at the center
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STAND: 5A40

STAND: 5D60

STAND: 6D40

Universal vest  
enables streamlining
EAM’s universal vest enables 
clients to simplify the 
purchasing, tracking and 
maintenance of their life vests. 
The universal vest meets the 
passenger requirement for 
adults, children and infants 
with a single vest type. The life 
vest has been outfitted with an 
additional buckle, adjusting 
cord and adjusting slits to 

enable the transition into a life 
preserver, making it one of the 
only vests on the market also 
suitable for infant use.

Clients cite the adoption of 
the EAM universal vest as a 
proponent for increasing 
internal efficiency and cost 
savings, and it enables the 
consolidation of onboard vest 
part numbers. The EAM 

universal vest is manufactured 
on-site at EAM’s headquarters 
in Miami, Florida, ensuring 
top-notch quality control.

Since the launch of EAM’s 
universal vest in late 2014, 
multiple domestic and 
international carriers have 
selected it for their aircraft  
on order as well as for entire 
fleet retrofits. 

Bucher Group, a lightweight-
construction specialist, will be 
showcasing several new and 
improved products. On display will 
be a center galley, which is a part 
of the company’s new galley 
system for the Boeing 777. The 
lightweight galley has received  
a styling refresh to blend in with 
the cabin architecture.

The design team has gone a 
step further with its entry area 
complex, for which it has applied a 
new design approach, including a 
galley that features innovative 
equipment and features. Visitors 

to the Expo can try out the galley 
for themselves, and see its 
innovative and space-saving 
combination of self-service 
counter and front-row business 
class monument.

For aircraft seating applications, 
Bucher will be showing a variety of 
sleek IFE and tray table 
deployment systems with 
improved reliability, simplicity and 
feel. An air transport stretcher will 
also be on show, which is now 
certified for most Boeing and 
Airbus aircraft, including the B787 
and A350.

STRONG GROWTH AT ENCORE
About to celebrate its fifth year in 
business, EnCore is continuing to 
expand beyond even its loftiest 
expectations. The company’s largest 
division, EnCore Composite Structures, 
delivered three development programs 
in 2015, which greatly increased its 
product on board the Boeing 737 and 
the 787 platforms.

The EnCore Interiors division has also 
been busier than ever, and to date has 

secured orders for more than 500 
shipsets of MAX galleys, with a further 
contract just awarded for the B787-10 
sidewall and cargo liner packages.

To support all this growth, EnCore  
has recently announced that it has 
completed the construction of a 
90,000ft2 manufacturing facility in 
Tijuana, Mexico, which will soon have 
the ability to manufacture composites 
and metals for all EnCore divisions.
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Jamco to reveal 
galley concept
Only a lucky few visitors to the 2015 
expo entered the secret room at 
Jamco’s stand to see a mock-up of the 
company’s vision of how technologies 
could be integrated into galleys. This 
year, however, the prototype unit will  
be open to a wider audience.

There are several innovative features 
in the unit, which has been designed  
in conjunction with SW Design to be  
a simple and stylish monument, with 
striking lighting features, and all 
controls tidily linked to a touch panel 
control system.

As passengers enter the aircraft,  
the doors and counters will be shut, 
creating a simple and stylish aesthetic 
finished in a glossy piano black for 
example, giving the impression of  
a piece of high-quality furniture. The 
digital signage monitor can be used  

to display a welcome message or 
branding display, to show destination 
and flight information, or to advertise 
products from the inflight retail offer.

When the crew need to work at the 
galley, the nesting doors can be opened 
and slid out of the way, and the counter 
lid automatically opens with a push.

There are several key functions 
related to carts. For example, several 
containers can be stacked on wheels 
and used as a cart, allowing more ‘carts’ 
to be stowed in the galley without 
increasing the footprint.

The cart lifter, powered by a zip chain 
actuator, can raise a cart from below. 
With the lifting mechanism operating 
within the ceiling area, storage space 
for carts is maximized. To further 
optimize galley space, the lifter can  
also be specified as an independent 

monument, using any appropriate dead 
space outside the galley.

The container lifter is also a clever 
design, which can stow four containers 
per row, and even one above the 
ceiling in what would have otherwise 
been dead space. The device can lower 
containers to a position where the cabin 
attendants can safely take out and stow 
the heavy boxes, with no rope needed 
to pull out the containers.

At the touch of a button on the 
control panel, all the doors in the galley 
unit can be locked, which is particularly 
useful for moments when speed is 
required, such as turbulence or 
landing. Each door can also be locked 
and unlocked individually.

LAV AND GALLEY 
ENHANCEMENTS
Schüschke Solid Solutions will be showing a range 
of its products for the sanitary and hygiene sector, 
with distinct themes. ‘World of colors’ is centered 
on lavatory washbasins made of the Varicor solid 
surface material, and available in a wide range  
of colors, with options for individual and special 
requirements.

The company is currently developing a heat 
release composite system for Varicor that will fulfill 

the safety requirements of the FAA and the Joint 
Aviation Requirements (JAR) for use in galleys.

Schüschke will also demonstrate ‘Light on 
Demand’, a portfolio of lighting options for 
lavatories and galleys, and ‘Glass Bowl’, a range  
of washbowls. In addition to the existing range of 
washbowls made from Varicor or stainless steel, 
Schüschke will be presenting a new design made 
from glass, pitched at the first class sector.

STAND: 5B11

STAND: 6E110
What could  

the future hold 

 for galleys? Visit  

the Articles  

section of our  

website to  

find out
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STAND: 6B40

STAND: 7A40

Upholstery for the entire journey
The seat dominates the travel 
experience, which makes upholstery 
choices critical. Many of the world’s 
top airlines have chosen E-Leather 
upholstery due to its durability 
and easy maintenance, which help 
maintain a consistent level of comfort 
throughout the entire journey.

For example, E-Leather can be 
used across many parts of the travel 
experience, including airport shuttles, 

transit seating, lounge and departure 
gate areas. 

Once inside the aircraft, E-Leather 
applications can include upholstery for 
economy, business class and first class, 
together with cladding on monuments 
and bulkheads.

On the E-Leather stand at the expo, 
you can experience gate seating and 
upholstery panel designs that reflect 
the latest trends. The multi-award 

winning material provides the texture, 
look and styling flexibility to give an 
outstanding passenger experience, 
whatever the application.

E-Leather, an eco-material supplier, 
has been awarded a place on the 
prestigious 2015 Global Cleantech 
100 list, which recognizes the top 
100 companies in clean technology 
which reduce waste and operate a 
sustainable business.

Desso has collaborated with Dutch designer 
Laura Lynn Jansen to develop a trend report 
for 2016-2017. The report consists of five key 
trends: Deep Delight; Purity of Nature; Added; 
Handwise; and Style Lifes, and contains a 
collection of inspiring images for each trend.

The trends have been used to develop the 
new Desso carpet trend collection that will be 
presented in Hamburg. Desso will be hosting  
a trend-inspired drinks reception from 4:00pm 
on the Tuesday and Wednesday (the first and 
second days of the show).

TRENDS 
INSPIRE 
CARPETS 

Join  

Desso for a 

trends-inspired 

drinks reception 

on April 5 and 7 

at stand 7A40

cabin materials

CATCH UP WITH 
THE LATEST 

CABIN TRENDS 
ON OUR 
WEBSITE

RIGHT: DUTCH DESIGNER 
LAURA LYNN JANSEN 

WORKING ON DESSO’S TREND 
REPORT FOR 2016/2017



Lightest weight product available

Heat & moisture management

Eco-friendly, animal-free

Low operational costs

Superior durability

Easy to clean

www.tapiscorp.com
Visit us at Aircraft Interiors Expo in Hamburg - Booth 7C20

Innovative Fabrics 
for Aviation Seating
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STAND: 6E70

Conceptual Forecast 2016 
Visitors to Lantal Textiles’ booth can 
explore the world of interior textiles, 
ready-made parts and the popular 
Pneumatic Comfort System for seating, 
as well as an extensive line-up of 
value-adding services.

As it does every year at the Expo, 
Lantal will be revealing its new 
Conceptual Forecast collection, which 
includes seat cover fabrics, carpets, 
leathers and curtains, with a balanced 
overall design concept. The collection 
has been designed to point the way  
to next-generation passenger 
environments, including megatrends 
that are relevant for air travelers with 
different requirements, as well as  
a rigorous benchmarking process.

STAND: 6C111

NEW POSSIBILITIES IN 
INJECTION MOLDING
Victrex will be launching PAEK-
based composites for the 
aerospace industry in the form  
of unidirectional (UD) tape and 
laminate panels. Branded as 
Victrex AE250 composites, the  
new product group enables the 
production of the continuously 
reinforced hybrid components used 
throughout the aircraft in primary 
and secondary structures. 

The hybrid process uses the 
composites as inserts in existing 
injection-molding equipment, 
enabling the over-molding  
of a continuously reinforced 
thermoplastic composite  
with Victrex Peek injection  
molding polymers.

One advantage of the process  
is faster manufacturing through 
smarter designs, contributing to 
cost savings and improved 
installation times. Victrex claims 
that the AE250 composites have 
also shown weight savings of up  
to 60% and up to five-times higher 
specific strength compared with 
metal equivalents.

Tim Herr, aerospace director  
at Victrex, states, “Our innovative 
PAEK composites, paired with  
the revolutionary hybrid molding 
technology, bridge the gap between 
composites and injection molding. 
It enables the manufacture of 
complex composite parts that  
have not been possible until now.”

cabin materials

See p90 to 

learn more about 

lightweight 

materials

A SELECTION FROM  
LANTAL’S 2016 CONCEPTUAL 

FORECAST COLLECTION

THE NEW VICTREX 
AE250 COMPOSITES 

PRODUCT GROUP
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Neotex will attend Aircraft Interiors Expo 2016 in Hamburg. Visit us at stand 7B21

http://www.neotex.com
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STAND: 7C20

Ultraleather, ultra good
Faced with increasing pressure to cut 
operational costs, airlines are being challenged 
to find lightweight seating materials that 
are durable yet comfortable. Tapis’s latest 
developments in the Ultraleather range do 
just that. According to Tapis, constructing seat 
covers using lightweight Ultraleather products 
enables a consistent cut and sew process, with 
excellent yields, color retention properties and 
overall quality. 

Ultraleather’s Takumi construction provides 
a balance of comfort, durability, weight and 

ease of maintenance. The product can also 
be customized to include features such as 
technology to protect against tough stains, 
including ink and denim dye transfer.

Tapis has announced that its in-house lab 
has been accepted as a certified FAA testing 
facility for smoke density, OSU heat release 
and Bunsen burner testing, enabling quick 
turnaround and the ability to conduct tests 
as needed. Tapis Corporation’s operations 
are certified to the AS9100 and ISO 9001:2008 
international quality system standards.

STAND: 6A20

 

LEATHER ON DEMAND 
Wollsdorf Leather is celebrating its  
80th anniversary in 2016. Its range  
of leathers are made from the finest 
European cattle hides in its fully 
integrated tannery in Austria, while 
further branches in Europe, China,  
Hong Kong, USA and Australia offer  
a global presence.

At AIX, Wollsdorf will be presenting  
its Ambassador stock program, which  
is available from stock out of Austria 
and the USA without minimum order 
quantities, alongside its Amba Eco 
lightweight leather.

Amba Eco is billed as being 
potentially the lightest bovine leather in 
the world, and it has been successfully 

used on more than 110,000 aircraft 
seats worldwide.

We have a 

feature on 

flammability 

testing in the 

Articles section  

of our website

IN 2014 WOLLSDORF LEATHER 
WAS NAMED ‘EUROPEAN AND 
GLOBAL TANNERY OF THE YEAR’



has landed in the USA!
O�ered globally and now exclusively  

in the USA for aviation by Perrone Aerospace

For more information contact us  
by phone at 1-518-853-4300  

or email at sales@perroneaero.com 
www.perroneaero.com
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STAND: 5D40

STAND: 1A48

SUBTLE 
CHANGES, 

MAJOR 
IMPACT

At this year’s show Schneller 
will highlight how subtle 
changes can have a great 
impact on an overall aircraft 
interior. To emphasize this 
point, the company will 
be featuring Opulence, its 
2016 design collection. The 
collection will demonstrate 
how a change in texture can 
move a design from being 
clean and crisp, to soft and 
warm. Varying levels of 
metallic and pearl effects can 
dramatically shift the play of 

light, while subtle variations 
in color can transform a 
space. Intelligent alterations 
in pattern can create vividly 
different effects on a design.

These aesthetic changes 
can be achieved through 
a selection of products, 
including a new product line 
that includes the AerTrim 
sofTouch decorative laminate 
for a luxurious feel to the 
market, while the AerFilm 
Flex laminate pushes the 
boundaries of formability.

Polymer technology

cabin materials

For polymer technology specialist 
Nitto, the highlight of the 2016 AIX 
show will be the introduction of its 
N55 green flame-retardant 
double-coated mounting tape that 
meets AIMS 10-05-008A as well as 
AITM2-0002B and AITM2-0053. The 
company will also be introducing 
two corrosion protection tapes – 
Aeroseal SC-140 (single coated) 
and DC-260 (double coated) – 
specially developed for passenger 

and cargo support beams.  
They both offer easy installation 
(repositionable) and clean  
removal (no adhesive residues)  
for effective and lower cost 
maintenance operations.

At the show, Nitto will also be 
launching a moisture barrier PU 
film specially designed for the 
sealing of galley and toilet floors. 
All these products meet and 
exceed FAR25-853 specifications.

Remember: 

Industry 

Networking Party 

on April 4 at 

6:00pm

SCHNELLER’S 
2016 COLLECTION 

PLAYS WITH 
TEXTURES AND 

FINISHES



http://www.spsaircraftservices.com/
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STAND: 5C60

Thermoplastics milestones
Sekisui Polymer Innovations, LLC made 
history last year by being the first 
thermoplastics manufacturer with an 
aviation interiors product line of fully 
compliant materials, from flight deck to 
economy. SPI also introduced Infused 
Imaging technology, making pattern-
in-product in thermoplastic sheet 
extrusion possible for the first time and 
eliminating the need for capped or 
painted surfaces, which can peel and 
scratch. This year SPI intends to 
achieve another industry milestone 
with Kydex 6565HI, a material 
specifically engineered for high-impact 
properties, improving passenger safety 
when used in seat components 
requiring Head Injury Criterion (HIC) 
test approval.

STAND: 7B70

PLASTICS OFFER OPPORTUNITIES
Many aircraft interior components 
today, such as seatbacks and cover 
parts, IFE screen housings, passenger 
service units and window frames, are 
fabricated using injection molding of 
thermoplastics that have been specially 
formulated to meet the various 
regulatory and OEM standards for flame, 
smoke and toxicity. Tier suppliers often 
seek ways to deliver these components 
more quickly, with less wastage and 
employing fewer secondary operations, 
such as painting.

At Hamburg, SABIC will be introducing 
a next-generation solution that meets 
stringent criteria for compliance while 
offering manufacturing efficiency and 

aesthetics. Lexan FST9405 resin  
has been engineered to deliver high 
flowability through a mold, facilitating 
complex or thin wall designs, the latter 
supporting the goal of lightweighting. 
Importantly, the material’s chemistry 
allows it to be provided in a wide range 
of colors which, in turn, can reduce the 
need for secondary operations such as 
painting to achieve the desired color.

A transparent version, Lexan 
FST9405T, will also be available. The 
materials also provide strong scratch 
resistance versus standard 
polycarbonate while passing FAR 25.853 
for heat release, flame and smoke 
density and OEM toxicity standards.

PATTERN IN PRODUCT 
EXTRUSION CAN KEEP 
SURFACES LOOKING 
GOOD FOR YEARS

It is worth 

seeking out 

Sekisui’s trends 

room at their 

stand



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Love our  
Wireless Charging? 
 

Then you’ll be amazed by our  
tiny Seat Electronics Boxes… 
 

Who’d have thought a seat electronics box 
could rest in the palm of your hand? 
 
From USB outlets and wireless charging to 
seat electronics boxes that fit inside the 
seat spar tube, at Cobalt Aerospace we see 
that the world is a changing place and 
develop new products for the next 
generation of aircraft cabins.  
 
The Cobalt Juiced range of cabin power 
products work for economy seating, 
business seating and VIP interiors. 
 
See our full range of cabin power and LED 
lighting products at AIX 2016, Stand 6C40. 
Can’t wait? Visit our website! 
 
www.cobaltaerospace.com 
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STAND: 6C29

STAND: 2C40

CABIN CONFIGURATOR ADVANCES
Berlin-based aerospace software 
provider PACE will release a new 
version of its Pacelab Cabin aircraft 
configurator, featuring new and 
enhanced functionalities and a mobile 
app to further enhance the cabin 
definition process.

Building on Pacelab Cabin’s catalog-
style item library, the apps will enable 
an easy and highly visual composition 
of cabin items. Visitors to the expo 

can try a preview version of a galley 
configurator, which will demonstrate 
how selected monuments can be 
individually equipped with components 
such as coffee makers, ovens and 
sinks, offering flexibility for suppliers 
and customers to showcase or explore 
product offerings.

A sneak preview of Pacelab Cabin 7.6 
will also be presented live at the PACE 
stand, so visitors can experience the 

latest 3D visualization technologies 
for cabin layouts for an even better 
understanding of configured options.

Minimize jack 
breakages
There will be two main attractions at 
IFPL’s booth, the first of which is the 
result of the company’s research 
findings that approximately 10% of 
headsets or jacks used by airlines 
suffered failures primarily attributed 
to customer-induced damage (CID), 
and that many airlines typically do  
not have a budget allocated to  
resolve this issue.

To solve this problem, IFPL has 
developed dual and triple breakaway 
jacks. MagSignal technology allows 
the headset cable to be pulled from 
any angle without damaging the 
socket, jack or headset cable. The 

simple design means that the headset 
and plug can be produced at the 
same price as a conventional long-life 
jack, while also benefitting from the 
same durability (tested to over 
100,000 insertions). Two single pins 
plugs (that can act as a dual pin) are 
included, giving airlines a choice of 
headsets (A1, A2, B1 or B2) and 
passengers the option to use them  
in their own devices.

IFPL will also be demonstrating a 
seatback NFC contactless payment 
terminal, compatible with USB-A 
Reversible, USB-3, USB-C and 
Passenger Control Units.

electronics and software

THE DUAL BREAKAWAY 
DESIGN OF THESE JACKS  

REDUCES DAMAGE ISSUES

VISITORS CAN TRY OUT A 
GALLEY CONFIGURATOR 
SOFTWARE AND 
COMPLEMENTARY APP

STAND: 5A29

INNOVATIVE SEAT 
CONTROLS 
Having enjoyed much success with its seat and 
suite control units, designed for the first and 
business class seats of many of the world’s leading 
commercial airlines, Wessex Advanced Switching 
Product (WASP) will be showcasing examples of its 
expertise in seat controls for use in the business jet 
sector at AIX 2016.

These controls include multifunction displays 
using membrane keypads, touchscreens and 
specially designed panels incorporating 
thumbwheels and status displays, using a variety 
of materials including machined metals, molded 
plastic and printed polyester, all of which will be on 
show at the Expo. Metal-finished products can also 
be plated, anodized or painted to suit specific 
liveries or color schemes.

Other products that will be on display on WASP’s 
stand include mood lights, wash lights, puddle 
lights and seat/suite information panels (SIPs), 
along with customized reading and feature lights.

Seat controls  

are a key haptic 

element. See the 

Articles section of 

our website for 

more details



http://www.astronics.com
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STAND: 1E57

ELIMINATE PAPER TRAILS
Brady has developed lightweight RFID labels 
that can provide complete birth records and 
be attached to any component, making huge 
paper trails obsolete. The self-adhesive RFID 
labels weigh less than 2g, do not need an 
overlaminate, and perform well on and off 
metal, and on flat or curved surfaces. The 
manufacturer states that the labels are 
durable enough to withstand the abrasion, 
temperatures and chemicals that aircraft are 
exposed to during production, flight and 
maintenance.

Brady’s print and program solution enables 
users to simultaneously program the RFID 
chip and print information on the label at 
600dpi in less than 15 seconds. Various data 
entry options are available in the software, 
from manual to fully automated, as well as a 
validation process for accurate part marking, 
compliant with ATA Spec 2000. The labels can 
be delivered to customers preprinted and 
programmed, or an on-site print and program 
setup can be supplied for on-demand RFID 
label creation.

Strong and light
Powered and non-powered aircraft 
seat actuation and control 
specialist Crane Aerospace & 
Electronics will unveil a new main 
cabin seat lock, the HG Hydrolok. 
This mechanical seat recline device 
delivers the performance and 
reliability of a hydraulic lock with  
a claimed weight 20% less than 
that of a gas lock and 50% less  
than conventional hydraulic locks. 
Ideal for main cabin seating, the 

HG Hydrolok is configurable for  
all typical recline applications and 
can be used in both seat recline 
and leg rest applications. It can 
support loads up to 16,400N and 
offers an adjustable stroke with  
a five-year warranty.

Crane will have demonstrator 
units available at Stand 5C50 so  
show attendees can try out  
the new Hydrolok  
for themselves.

THE HG HYDROLOK IS 
CLAIMED TO BE HALF THE 
WEIGHT OF CONVENTIONAL 
HYDRAULIC SEAT LOCKS

RFID LABELS CAN BE 
PRE-PRINTED, OR PRINTED 
ON-SITE, ON DEMAND

STAND: 1C60

WASH LAMP 
SYSTEM
Aircraft Lighting International (ALI) 
will be unveiling a 115V AC direct 
replacement wash lamp system. 
Much like its 28VDC L-Series lamps, 
ALI’s 115VAC system is designed to 
simply connect to an existing lighting 
system while only drawing a small 
fraction of the energy necessary for 
fluorescent lamps. The 115V AC 
system is available in any length and 
can be customized for aircraft-
specific monuments. 

More than  

14,000 industry 

professionals are 

expected to  

attend the  

Expo

VISIT THE CABINSPACE LIVE 
ARENA AT HALL B1 UPPER 

FOR INDUSTRY INSIGHT



AIX 2016
Come and see us in the IFE Zone!

Booth # 2B60

SKYfi club –
Your mobile theatre 

Staying in touch and streaming content via smartphones, tablets and laptops are now top wishes for air travellers. 
And SKYfi is one of the most advanced and cost-effective ways to meet these demands – for satisfied passengers 
who keep coming back. Plus, SKYfi club lets you create personalised entertainment and information programmes 
streamed directly to passengers’ devices – for the ultimate in in-flight customisation.

www.kid-systeme.com

KID-Systeme GmbH 
Lüneburger Schanze 30, D-21614 Buxtehude
Phone +49 40 743 716 33 Fax +49 40 743 838 29
E-Mail info@kid-systeme.com

http://www.kid-systeme.com
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STAND: 6E90

STAND: 6B31

TRAINING AND  
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Mint Software Systems will present 
the latest release of Mint TRMS, a 
training and resource management 
system used by major aviation players 
around the globe. The fully web-based 
system manages all qualification and 
training-related processes, records and 
compliance management, training and 
resource planning, authority reporting 
and much more. This software is 
particularly useful for helping to meet 
the record-keeping requirements for 
employee qualifications of EASA Part-21, 
145 and 147. It supports the description 
of employee skills, making them 

transparent in order to ensure the 
transfer, use and development of skills 
in terms of operational and strategic 
business objectives.

The latest release of Mint TRMS 
will contain many new features, such 
as an integrated LMS that delivers 
e-learning content and gives immediate 
feedback on each trainee’s learning 
progress. Further new developments 
to the software include planning tools 
such as fully automated training career 
path tracking, flexible tools to create any 
kind of electronic forms, and in-depth 
reporting capabilities.

THE MINT SYSTEM IS USEFUL FOR 
RECORD-KEEPING OF EMPLOYEE 
QUALIFICATIONS FOR EASA

Lighting innovation
Providing the best possible light to set  
the stage in aircraft cabins is both a 
science and an art, and Schott Aviation 
has been cultivating both disciplines to 
create its lighting collection of diodes  
and glass fibers. 

The HelioJet cabin illumination system 
offers 16 million color shades for ambient 
scenarios and functional lighting, with 
every LED permanently sensor 

controlled. With HelioStar, cabin ceilings 
can be turned into a firmament of 
sparking spots, while HelioLine, a new 
side-emitting optical fiber solution, 
provides almost unlimited possibilities to 
create fascinating impressions on every 
contour and surface. For monuments, 
toe kick areas, rolling shapes, and even 
edges, HelioLine can enhance design  
and functionality.

Come and  

meet the  

Aircraft Interiors 

team at stand 

6C131



Technology in Quality
TQ-Systems GmbH | Gut Delling | Mühlstraße 2 | 82229 Seefeld | Germany
Phone +49 8153 9308-0 | Fax +49 8153 4223 | info@tq-group.com | www.tq-group.com

Our capabilities to serve your needs:

¢  Certification according to EN9100
¢  Part-21J, 21G and Part-145 in preparation
¢  Product Change Notification and End Of Life-Service 
¢  Transparent configuration management with long-term storage 
¢  First Article Inspection (FAI), Final Acceptance Test (FAT) 
¢  Global procurement network of aviation-certified suppliers
¢  State-of-the-art production process

About TQ: More than 1300 employees at 13 facilities and  
an actual annual turnover of 188 million Euro.

Get ready to take off
Your EMS service provider for aviation electronics
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2KU IS IN THE 
RUNNING FOR 

A CRYSTAL 
CABIN AWARD

STAND: 3C10

STAND: 3B30

GX AVIATION CONNECTIVITY 
LAUNCH IMMINENT
Inmarsat, a provider of global mobile 
satellite communications services, will 
introduce its Global Xpress (GX) Aviation 
high-speed connectivity service this 
year, with airline customers including 
Lufthansa, Singapore Airlines and  
Jazeera Airways.

The company recently achieved global 
Commercial Service Introduction (CSI) 
with its fifth-generation GX constellation, 
which consists of three Ka-band, high-
speed mobile broadband communications 
satellites. A fourth satellite is currently 
being constructed by Boeing and is likely 
to be launched in the second half of 2016, 
providing additional GX network capacity.

In other Inmarsat news, the company 
has awarded Airbus Defence and Space 
a contract valued in the region of US$600 
million to build the first two satellites 
for its sixth-generation fleet. Uniquely 
for Inmarsat, the fleet will feature a dual 
payload, with each satellite supporting 
L-band and Ka-band services.

“The Inmarsat-6 constellation confirms 
our continued commitment to delivering 

advanced L-band services for decades 
to come and to maximizing the growth 
opportunities we see in this spectrum,” 
says Rupert Pearce, CEO of Inmarsat. “The 
Ka-band co-payload adds depth to the 
breadth of the unique capabilities of our 
GX constellation. We are confident that 
demand for GX will deliver incremental 
revenue opportunities, more than 
justifying our further investment in 
extending the capabilities of our  
Ka-band services.”

Inflight connectivity giant Gogo will be 
showcasing its next-generation satellite 
technology, 2Ku. Featuring proprietary 
low-profile, phased array antennas, 2Ku  
is a game-changer for aviation, with major 
benefits in terms of capacity, cost, coverage 
and reliability. 

2Ku technology delivers 20 times more 
bandwidth to aircraft than Gogo’s first-
generation technology. This technology will 
enable passengers to stream movies and 
experience Gogo’s new live television  

product, Gogo TV, which allows passengers  
to watch live television on their own personal 
electronic devices.

Since Gogo announced 2Ku in 2014, eight 
airlines totalling more than 550 aircraft have 
adopted the technology for fleet deployment 
or a trial of the service.

Gogo is working to expand its portfolio  
of products and services beyond passenger 
connectivity into every aspect of the airline 
experience, from the last row, to the cockpit,  
to the aircraft itself.

2Ku and beyond

Confused  

by talk of Ka, Ku 

and L-bands? 

Learn more in the 

IFEC section of 

our website

connectivity



Experience home HD in the sky
with ACS retractable monitors

Aircraft Cabin Systems
18080 NE 68th St.Bldg.B Redmond, WA. 98052 USA
tel 425.883.8008  mail@aircraftcabinsystems.com   
www.aircraftcabinsystems.com 
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STAND: 3B28

Wow! It’s a wireless 
IFE innovation
At this year’s event Bluebox Avionics 
will introduce an addition to its range 
of portable and wireless IFE solutions. 
According to Bluebox, the Walk-on 
w-IFE system (Wow for short) is a 
simple and inexpensive first step to 
introducing wireless streamed content 
to passengers in any aircraft cabin.  
No long lead time is required, there  
are no cabin installation costs, and  
no passenger app is needed.

The system is billed to deliver a 
flexible wireless capability supporting 
streamed video and audio content, 
games, digital publications and a new 

Seat2Seat networked messaging 
application. It all comes in a lightweight 
unit about the size of a lunchbox.

Wow can be taken onboard fully 
loaded, charged and ready to go, with 
the battery typically lasting up to 15 
hours and able to support up to 50 
devices simultaneously. For greater 
flexibility, the rechargeable battery 
is easy to replace during a flight 
turnaround, ensuring service continuity 
for even the longest sectors. It is easy 
to switch units between aircraft as 
needed, and scalable from the smallest 
business or regional aircraft to the 

largest cabin deployments simply by 
using multiple Bluebox Wow units.

Bluebox Wow supports free-to-seat 
and pay-for-access commercial models, 
and it is simple to switch between 
them. The system can also interface 
with the Bluebox Hybrid (iPad) units, 
which are approved by Hollywood 
studios to host pre-loaded EWC 
movies and enable access to streamed 
content, so as Bluebox Wow reaches 
all personal devices, airlines can offer a 
superior service proposition to premium 
passengers or generate ancillary 
revenue from onboard iPad rental.

STAND: 2D50
 

IFE EMPOWERMENT
Infrastructure costs are driving airlines to 
rethink their current onboard solutions, 
and to adapt the best practices and new 
technologies from the consumer 
electronics industry. Connectivity offers 
a big opportunity to deliver innovative 
applications and open new revenue 
opportunities.

Using the previous generation of 
management solutions, customers are 
forced to manage and update premium 
content manually on the premises. Early 
window movies delivered by Hollywood 
studios require MPAA-approved 
workflows and IT infrastructure, which  
is expensive to build and technically 
demanding.

At the Hamburg show, Axinom will 
introduce its new range of products 
created to empower IFE service 
providers to create, manage and 
maintain the next generation of wireless 
IFE, e-commerce and connectivity 
services in a simplified, cost-effective 
and secure way.

A new CMS ensures scalable handling 
of all types of content and services on 
the ground, while the CDS innovates 
ways to deliver, pull and synchronize 
content, data and services intelligently 
between on-ground and onboard 
systems. The new DRM enables secure 
delivery to passenger and crew devices 
on board.

Portable w-IFE 

systems are 

creating new 

options for short-

haul carriers 
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STAND: 6C40

Avionics server 
Designed to speed development and 
deployment of IFE and ground 
communications systems, the new 
Cobalt 904 airborne server being 
launched by Kontron features the 
comprehensive avionics interface 
support required by commercial 
airlines, business jets and VIP aircraft 
for improved cabin services and faster 
infotainment content updates.

The Cobalt 904 model is light and 
compact and offers highly ruggedized 
features and a sealed design optimized 
for the space constraints of avionics 
deployment. Based on the 
fourth-generation Intel 
dual-core i5 processor, 
the system enables 
performance beyond 
the needs of IFE 
systems, easily handling 
not only applications 

such as HD video streaming, but also 
enhanced connectivity for crew 
services and communications. The 
system’s high-speed data transfer 
capabilities improve data loading via a 
dedicated USB 3.0 port, for connecting 
with flight and ground crew and 
enabling fast content updates.

The certification process for the 
DO-160G avionics standard is currently 
underway and the company 
anticipates it will be completed  
in the first quarter of 2016.

STAND: 2D70

BOARDCONNECT 
PORTABLE TO LAUNCH 
Lufthansa Systems will be 
launching a new version of its 
BoardConnect Portable IFE 
solution. According to the company, 
BoardConnect Portable will be 
easier to use and more flexible 
than the conventional 
BoardConnect solution, and is 
suitable for carriers wishing to 
avoid high capital outlay in 
permanently installed hardware for 
single-aisle aircraft. The advantage 
of this system is that all the 
technical components needed for 
an IFE system – such as a server 
and access points – are combined 
in a single device: the Mobile 
Streaming Unit (MSU).

A single MSU can supply up to 50 
passengers with streamed content, 
and with each unit about the size 
of a tablet computer and weighing 
less than 1.5kg, installation is 
simple. MSUs qualify as non-
permanently installed equipment 
and can therefore be mounted or 
removed without affecting other 
components in the aircraft. This 
design minimizes hardware, fitting 
and certification costs, and for 
leased aircraft the system can be 
transferred immediately to another 
aircraft for further use. An 
integrated modem enables rapid 
wireless updates of content while 
the aircraft is on the ground. 

AN MSU MAY NOT BE 
PERMANENTLY INSTALLED 
EQUIPMENT, BUT IT CAN STILL  
BE MOUNTED ON A BULKHEAD 
WALL FOR EASY CREW ACCESS

STAND: 4B10

IFE UPGRADES
IFE products supplier 
Imagik will be introducing 
the latest upgrade to its 
USB charging system, the 
Quatro Plus+, and new 
17, 32 and 42in IFE 
monitors that have been 
developed in-house for 
lower weight and lower 

power consumption.  
The company is also 
recently added 
engineering and 
certification capabilities, 
enabling its product 
process to go from 
design to installation 
approval, all in-house.

IFE
M

AN
FRED N

ERLICH



Easy to install
SOLUTIONS
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Effective
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SATCOM
integration
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IFEC SYSTEMS
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CarlisleIT designs and manufactures high performance interconnect solutions 
including cable assemblies, specialty connectors and structures. With a 
team of dedicated DER and DAR personnel in-house, CarlisleIT has the 
resources and expertise to meet your engineering and qualification needs.

Enabling the
 Connected Cabin
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IFE

STAND: 4C11

STAND: 6C80

LIGHTWEIGHT, LOW-COST WIRELESS IFE
More than a quarter of the world’s 
population own a smartphone or 
tablet, and according to eMarketer 
this proportion will grow to a third by 
2018. As more devices are brought 
onboard aircraft, airlines are beginning 
to embrace their use during flight and 
many now even allow them to operate 
in transmission mode. This shift in 
attitude presents opportunities for IFE.

Phitek has recognized this progress 
with its new wireless content delivery 

solution for PEDs, a hardware and 
software package designed to deliver 
passenger content provision for low-
cost carriers or network airlines looking 
for an effective alternative to full-blown  
IFE systems.

Using the system, passengers can 
watch movies, play games, purchase 
services and duty free, and view  
inflight magazines on their own  
devices without the need to connect  
to the internet. For airlines, this means 

substantially less weight and aircraft 
power use, as well as a cost-effective 
and revenue-generating means to 
entertain passengers.

The system’s network architecture 
is designed to enhance network 
redundancy and media propagation, 
offering reliable content streaming, 
cost-effective installation, ancillary 
revenue generation, streamlined 
operations, and response to changing 
passenger entertainment requirements. 

STAND: 2C10

IFE APP ADVANCES

PEDs such as notebooks, tablet 
computers, smartphones, e-cigarettes, 
iPods, etc are everyday items, and are 
thus part of every flight the world over. 
However, the rising use of Li-ion 
batteries in PEDs increases the 
likelihood of incidents, as these battery 
types pose a fire risk known as thermal 
runaway, caused either by mechanical 
defects, incorrect charging methods 
or simply heat.

Innovint Aircraft Interior has 
developed the PED Containment Bag 
to support airlines and crew members 
in handling these incidents. 
Due to its robust 
construction, with a 
temperature resistance  

of up to 1,000°C, when a hot PED is 
placed in the bag, the bag is able to 
withstand highly intensive thermal 
runaways and protect the surrounding 
cabin environment from open fire and 
excessive heat when containing 
defective PEDs.

Paxlife offers custom, branded PED-based IFE that 
also gives airlines access to a global advertising 
network and geographically targeted content. 
New for AIX 2016 is Cloud10, a lifestyle app 
that gives passengers access to entertainment 
shopping and destination services through their 
own devices, while creating ancillary revenue 
streams for airlines. A new feature is the capability 
for passengers to chat with friends, family and 
colleagues on the ground or on board while their 
device is in flight mode. Paxlife experts will be 
on hand at the Expo to explain how they acquire 
users, collect data and target them on their devices, 
whether in flight or on the ground.

PED containment bag

The PED 

Containment Bag 

is in the running 

for a Crystal 

Cabin Award

PHITEK’S DELIVERY SYSTEM IS 
GREAT FOR LOW-COST CARRIERS 
AND NARROW-BODY AIRCRAFT



Visit us at AIX booth 2C10
www.paxlife.aero

Free Hardware • Free Content • Free Chat
So, why pay for IFE?

PaxLife Managed
Wireless IFE
Creating real bottom-line 
value from inflight 
entertainment.

http://www.paxlife.aero
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STAND: 3B12

NEW MULTIMEDIA  
CONTENT TO BE UNVEILED

STAND: 3C50

Fueled by new partnerships, 
PXCom will be demonstrating its 
multimedia solutions at the 
show, with interactive travel 
guide content seamlessly 
integrated into the IFE system.

“Thanks to its destination 
content catalog and local 
partnerships, airlines can now 
be supplied with 100% coverage 
of their operated destinations,” 
says Cyril Jean, PXCom’s CEO. 
“Moreover, additional features 
such as booking while in the air, 
and a favorites selection that 

can be sent to passengers’ 
PEDs, are now standard for all 
our destination guides.

“Our end-to-end solution is 
also an ancillary generator for 
airlines,” adds Jean, “which 
comes in addition to their legacy 
advertisers. 90% of our tourism 
partners did not previously 
advertise on board, due to a lack 
of targeting. We are currently on 
board the first airlines and we 
are looking forward to showing 
our first ancillary track records 
at AIX.”

VIRGIN AMERICA PASSENGERS 
CAN NOW LIVE STREAM NETFLIX 
CONTENT DURING FLIGHTS

Live streaming  

is bringing the 

home TV viewing 

experience on 

board

ViaSat passes  
the litmus test
The ability to live stream over the internet has 
become the ‘litmus test‘ of IFEC quality. ViaSat’s 
in-flight internet service has met this test and is 
capable of delivering the freedom to stream rich 
content to all passengers onboard, regardless of how 
many connect. The ViaSat service is demonstrating 
value to airlines by attracting high passenger 
engagement and content sponsorship deals feasible 
only with superior service performance and 
favorable bandwidth economics.

JetBlue is using the service to offer passengers free 
internet streaming of tens of thousands of movies, TV 

episodes, music, and e-books for Amazon Prime 
members, and free access to MLB.TV from MLBAM, 
baseball’s interactive media and internet company.

Meanwhile, Virgin America offers complimentary 
inflight wi-fi that allows Netflix members to enjoy the 
entire Netflix catalog of films and shows while on 
ViaSat wi-fi-equipped aircraft. Virgin America 
passengers can also stream more than 30 million 
songs from Spotify, enjoy complimentary inflight 
access to breaking news from The New York Times, 
and access 18 channels of live Dish Network TV over 
the ViaSat network to the airline’s Red inflight 
entertainment system.

Operating today in the USA, the global geographic 
expansion of ViaSat is underway. The launch of flights 
by Israeli carrier El Al between the Middle East and 
Europe in mid-2016 will mark the next region served 
by ViaSat. The ViaSat-2 satellite, launching in late 
2016, will provide twice the bandwidth economics of 
ViaSat-1 and expand coverage across high-traffic 
transatlantic routes.

IFE

THE DESTINATION GUIDES ARE A 
PERFECT MEDIUM FOR TOURISM 
STAKEHOLDERS TO PROMOTE 
THEIR ACTIVITY



To discover more, visit us at Aircraft Interiors Expo
Stand 4C11, or email info@phitek.com
phitek.com

Increase headphone performance by
combining with Phitek connectors.

Magnetic connectors will also
significantly increase the life of the

jack and eliminate pin breakage.

The best
in-flight

sound
...just got

better
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IFE

STAND: 2E21

STAND: 2E60

Content solutions
The Spafax Group is excited to be making its 
Aircraft Interiors Expo debut this year. The 
company is known for its leading content 
service business, as well as its expertise in 
media sales and content marketing for major 
international airlines.

Spafax will be sharing a range of content-
based solutions at AIX, including the recently 
launched Icon suite of interactive products. Icon 
can provide airlines with a powerful platform 
that ties together entertainment, media and 

advertising to create meaningful customer 
engagement. Another system, Icon Profile, 
helps create entertainment recommendations 
for passengers using viewing algorithms, and 
will be launching this year with Lufthansa.

Content is becoming an increasingly 
important part of cabin integration, and with 
that in mind Spafax will also be demonstrating 
its full array of content marketing capabilities 
including custom publishing, digital media and 
event creation/management.

YOU CAN READ MORE 
VIRTUAL REALITY  
HEADSET NEWS  

ON PAGE 14

MOVIE THEATER 
IN THE SKY
Skylights offers a new way for 
airlines to improve their customer 
experience by giving passengers 
an immersive cinema experience 
on board. The SkyTheater package 
includes specially designed 
glasses that allow both two- and 
three-dimensional movie viewing 
on HD screens, offering users an 
experience akin to sitting right in 
the middle of a movie theater.

SkyTheater has been developed 
to satisfy numerous inflight 
requirements, including comfort, 
unit size, battery life, content 

protection and conditioning. 
Skylights combines its glasses 
with software, flight servicing and 
device management. Taking care 
of all the logistics outside the 
aircraft, the company can supply 
each aircraft with glasses that are 
conditioned and ready for 
passenger use. The SkyTheater 
glasses are therefore embedded 
in an end-to-end revenue-sharing 
ancillary service to make it a 
hassle-free, cost-free, and 
ancillary-revenue generating 
opportunity for airlines.

The IFEC  

Zone has 

increased in size  

by 31% compared 

with the 2015  

event



http://www.blueboxavionics.com
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With a dynamic start in the Galley Industry, TCI understands 

your needs very well, keeping up a customer-focused 

approach with smart design, lightness and durability. 

With its competitive prices, TCI develops day by day 

and extends its range of products. www.tci.aero

We know  what you want...  
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CI Cabin Interiors, a joint 
venture of Turkish Airlines and 
Turkish Aerospace Industries, 

started its journey five years ago with the 
aim of fulfilling customer expectations in 
the cabin interior market in an effective 
way. During this time, the company has  
designed and manufactured more than 
200 monuments, including galleys, 
stowages, cabinets, bars and ceiling 
panels, in various line-fit and retrofit 
programs for different customers.

TCI understands the needs of the 
cabin sector and has adopted a 
customer-focused approach combined 
with a smart design philosophy that 
focuses on lightness and durability.  
As a well-established company, TCI  
has successfully won orders for many 
prestigious Airbus and Boeing programs. 
TCI is a certified Boeing supplier and has 
just been added to the Global Offerable 
List for the B737.

Hasan Burak Gültemiz, sales and 
business development manager at  
TCI, explains more:

What makes your galleys different from 
the competition in this market?
“TCI makes full use of its engineering 
capabilities to serve its customers in the 
most efficient way, in the knowledge  
that inflight service is one of the most 
sensitive issues for airlines. TCI offers 
flexible configuration options and tailor-
made engineering solutions.

“Moreover, TCI products are 
lightweight, competitive and tailored to 
customer needs. We embrace modularity 
and functionality in our designs.”

What is the latest news at TCI?
“In late 2015, TCI delivered five ship-sets 
of an A330 twin-aisle galley program and 
successfully completed Airbus Industrial 
Maturity Assessments. We believe that 

In just five years, TCI has grown into a big player in the 
monuments market, with the latest news being its global 

offerability for the B737

T

MAJOR OFFER

“We are continuing to contact a large 
portfolio of customers who are looking 
for new solutions for use in their aircraft 
cabin interiors.

“We also participated in international 
cabin interior exhibitions and airshows 
during 2015, where we had the 
opportunity to display our products to 
aircraft manufacturers, and to meet new 
suppliers and airliners.”

How are your plans to expand your 
aircraft fitment range beyond B737s and 
A330s progressing?
We are working on several Boeing and 
Airbus programs, including retrofit 
programs. However, our first aim is to 
expand our market share in the galleys, 
and in the near term we are planning to 
expand our product portfolio with other 
cabin interior items. For example, we are 
working on a trolley project that will be 
commercialized soon. 

TCI demonstrated its success through 
investing in organizational development. 
We expect Airbus to award TCI some new 
galley programs in the near future, which 
will strengthen our progress.

“We are planning to introduce a new 
type of galley into the market, with a new 
type of interface for passengers, cabin 
crew and maintenance operators.

“Passengers will be able to place food 
and beverage orders via their IFE screen, 
and crew will receive those orders 
through a touchscreen in the galley, 
reducing service time. The system is also 
safe and easy to operate and maintain, 
with sensors in the galley structure 
monitoring and storing all working data.

Since TCI galleys became globally 
offerable for the B737, what level  
of interest have you received?
“Since its establishment, TCI has been 
getting a lot of attention from airlines 
and other potential customers. Through 
achieving global offerability, TCI is 
respected as a major player in the 
industry and the company is preparing 
for more intensive commercial activities.

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from TCI Cabin Interiors,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

231

You can visit  

TCI at Aircraft 

Interiors Expo, 

booth 6A100

TCI IS ENJOYING GROWING 
SUCCESS WITH ITS VARIOUS 
GALLEY DESIGNS

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim


As I’ve spent my life travelling around the world I’ve been inspired to 

create a new type of passenger experience.  We’ve been busy at digEcor 

expanding our product offering to cover embedded entertainment, 

passenger power and cabin lighting solutions all at a cost that enables 

all airlines to create extraordinary travel experiences.  We call it an 

Integrated Flight Experience, you call it IFE.  We’d love to show you how.

Visit us in Hall B3 on stand 3C30

AIX 2016 Hamburg, Germany

“

“
DAVID WITHERS

Chief Executive Officer 

digEcor

INTEGRATED 
FLIGHT 
EXPERIENCE

http://www.digecor.com/
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ver the past two years, 
Astronics PGA Avionics has 
invested in the development  

of a new optimized seat motion control 
unit with an unprecedented number of 
features housed in a highly compact unit. 
The final product, named the ECU Gen VII, 
is complete and ready for installation, 
having reached and surpassed all the 
company’s targets in addition to passing 
all the latest Airbus and Boeing tests.  
It is already certified for the latest A350 
family and is even ready for the incoming 
B777X model.

At its final size and weight, the ECU 
Gen VII has a better form factor, more 
functions and better performance than 
the preceding unit, and was designed to 
meet the needs and requirements of  
end users well into the future. Weight 
reduction is also impressive, with a 
saving of 650g from the current product 
family, down from 1.85kg to 1.2kg. Overall 
weight and volume are down 30%, which 
facilitates maintenance and integration 
into even the most demanding of seat 
frames, reducing service costs per  
flight hour.

An improved power supply technology 
was designed that allows in-depth 
diagnostics to reduce service times for 
maintenance teams, though Astronics 
PGA Avionics has a record of nearly 
perfect service reliability, with a rate  
of 99.9% for electrical seats.

Due to its unique hardware design,  
the setup for all power and drive control 
resources for the ECU Gen VII is fully 
customizable through the programmable 
software. This design makes the ECU  
Gen VII compatible with any type of seat 
configuration and adaptable to any 
seating electrical options.

Further, the company is committed to 
protecting the environment by designing 
new products that help make flying 

Astronics PGA’s new avionics control unit  
for motion systems is ready to fly

O

FORWARD MOTION

The combination of lower weight, 
compact design, increased functionality, 
easier maintenance and lower service 
costs makes the company confident that 
the ECU Gen VII will soon become the 
best-in-class product for aircraft seating 
motion control.

The ECU Gen VII will also add to the 
reputation of Astronics PGA Avionics  
as an innovative designer and builder  
of in-seat motion, lighting and in-flight 
entertainment systems suitable for  
use in commercial, VVIP and business  
jet aircraft. 

cleaner. Its development team has 
enlisted environmental design experts  
to bring more environmentally friendly 
designs to the next generation of 
products. The ECU Gen VII was developed 
with special consideration for the 
principles of sustainable development 
and environmental impact. Most notably, 
its reduced weight contributes to lower 
fuel consumption for aircraft.

In developing the ECU Gen VII, 
Astronics PGA Avionics leveraged its 
experience as a long-time provider of 
aircraft motion systems for all major seat 
manufacturers, as well as its record of 
meeting the requirements of all major 
airlines and compliance with the 
strongest Airbus and Boeing certifications 
and regulations.

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Astronics PGA Avionics  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

THE COMPACT SIZE AND LIGHT 
WEIGHT OF THE ECU GEN VII MAKE IT 
EASY TO INTEGRATE INTO EVEN THE 
MOST DEMANDING OF SEAT FRAMES

233

ECU Gen 

 VII is suitable for 

the latest aircraft 

types, including 

A350, B787 and  

B777X

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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WE CREATE SOLUTIONS

AES GmbH   ▄   Hanna-Kunath-Straße 33   ▄   28199 Bremen   ▄   Germany     
    Tel.: +49 (421) 2 40 30-0   ▄   Fax: +49 (421) 2 40 30-77   ▄   info@aes-aero.com   

▄ Electrical Engineering  
▄   Power, Light, Communication
 & Cabin Control Systems

TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM BY AES

  VISIT US AT 

AIX   
2016

HALL B6 ▄ HANSE  

PAVILION 9.3

THA2015
▄ System telephone for the AES communication system
▄ Colour display & illuminated keypad
▄ VoIP telephone, plug & play
▄ Ruggedised and high audio quality

DCP1005
▄ Touch panel for cabin crew interaction
▄ Displays telephone status and connections,   
 satellite bandwidth & resources
▄ Intuitive drag & drop interface

IPX3606
▄ All-In-One router & telephony
▄ SwiftBroadband optimised
▄ Highly customisable & versatile
▄ Ku & Ka band ready
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irline amenities supplier Formia 
aspires to be the world’s most 
desirable travel amenities 

company. It is taking steps to achieve 
this aim and to increase market share by 
focusing primarily on servicing its current 
customers in the best way possible, and 
only then reaching out to work with other 
airlines so that it can maintain focus to 
ensure it adds value to clients, 
passengers and brand partners.

The company’s strategy of adding 
value and maximizing customer 
satisfaction is proving successful, having 
been recognized every year in the Travel 
Plus Awards, a coveted award that 
praises the supplier’s role in creating 
successful airline amenities. Among 
several product innovation accolades won 
over the past years, Formia was awarded 
‘Most innovative Supplier’ in 2012, and 
‘Supplier of the Year’ in 2013 and 2014  
in the Travel Plus Awards.

At the base of the company’s culture 
is an entrepreneurial, business minded, 
value-creation approach fully focused on 
airline amenity products and services, 
which results in flexible, fast and efficient 
customer service.

Formia’s headquarters in Hong Kong 
are mainly focused on product 
development, design, sourcing, logistics 
and quality management. The company 
also has offices in Shanghai (sourcing and 
quality control), Bangkok (marketing and 
sales), and a network of sales 
representations in Europe, Australia and 
America, developed over many years.

The Middle East is now seen as  
a particularly key region for Formia’s 
development plans, and the company has 
therefore recently opened a regional 
operation in Dubai. Formia already 
supplies several airlines in the territory, 
including Qatar Airways, Etihad, Egyptair, 
Oman Air and Gulf Air. Formia has found 

Formia is continuing its expansion activities to further grow 
as a global supplier and innovator in airline amenities

A

LUXURY LIVING

best airline amenities and 
cosmetics. The showroom is a 

great opportunity for airlines to see what 
is happening in the worldwide amenities 
market, all in one room, and is also a 
valued resource for Formia’s 
observations and learnings. Formia’s 
exclusive focus on airline amenities gives 
it a deep and wide understanding of the 
business, and the company is eager to 
share its knowledge in this inspirational 
space with airlines, and brand and  
media partners. 

that Middle Eastern airlines have a 
different approach to amenities from 
Asian carriers in terms of luxury and 
comfort, but with equally high standards.

The luxury amenity offer varies per 
region for various reasons. Luxury itself  
is interpreted and perceived in different 
ways across different cultures, and the 
luxury environments that travelers are 
exposed to when not flying are also 
different. Hence the perception and 
expectations of a premium traveler in 
Asia, the Middle East, Europe or the USA 
are diverse – but the desire for a premium 
product is consistent worldwide.

In addition to its business and product 
development offices, Formia’s Bangkok 
premises also house a specially designed 
showroom that showcases the world’s 50 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Formia  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

ABOVE: THIS CHOPARD AMENITY KIT 
IS ENJOYED BY GULF AIR’S BUSINESS 
CLASS PASSENGERS
LEFT: A KIT CREATED ESPECIALLY 
FOR HAJJ TRAVELERS FLYING WITH 
QATAR AIRWAYS
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Formia now  

has physical 

locations all  

over the world

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim


RAS Completions / Interiors Ltd 
Biggin Hill Airport 

Kent UK 
 

www.rascompletions.co.uk 
+44 (0)1959 576 747 

info@rascompletions.co.uk 
 

EASA Part 21G & 145       ISO 9001:2008 Approved 

Exterior 
11,000 sq ft environmentally controlled spray booths 

Range of designs & colour schemes  
OEM's approval standard 

Full pre and post inspection  
Corrosion treatments 
Teflon - Permagard  

 
Our Biggin Hill facility offers  

the complete "One Stop Shop”  
for exteriors & interiors 

 
Interior 

Design, manufacture and certification  
of new build interior components  

VIP and commercial 
Galleys - Lavatories - Stowages 

Closets - Credenza units 
Tables - Sideledges 

Soft furnishing upholstery                      

http://www.rascompletions.co.uk
mailto:info@rascompletions.co.uk
http://www.gipusa.com
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A new company is aiming to give airlines the opportunity  
to enjoy a completely personalized design and production 

experience for interiors products

C

PERSONAL TOUCH

of a project. Thus the partners will be able 
to define the best product customized for 
a particular customer’s specific needs.

In other words, ComFly will be an  
extra resource for its customers,  
available 24 hours a day. This is made 
possible because ComFly is structured 
and organized in a revolutionary way, 
which is unique among seat suppliers. 
The structure can be summed up in  
the company’s ‘One Project One 
Customer’ motto.

ComFly will work alongside each 
customer, from the beginning until the 
complete realization of their projects.  
The real new ‘niche’ is that this dedication 
to clients means that they will receive 
completely exclusive and tailor- 
made service and assistance for  
their unique projects. 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from ComFly  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[
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ComFly’s focus  

of innovation is in 

its customer 

approach rather 

than extreme 

engineering 

EXPO VISITORS CAN TRY 
OUT COMFLY’S PROTOTYPE 
ECONOMY CLASS SEAT

omFly is a design, seat 
production and aircraft interiors 
company, born from the idea  

of creating an exclusive, unique and  
niche company.

Thanks to the synergy of its founders 
combining tradition, business and 
industrial solidity, skill, experience  
and management, an organization  
was structured that is fully dedicated  
to the needs of its target market.

The shareholders of ComFly consist  
of: FISA, a world leader in the design  
and production of seats, from first to 
economy classes, for public road and rail 
vehicles; DPG, which offers global design 
and services for aircraft seats and 
interiors; and Mario Schisa, a manager 
who has worked in transport seating for 
over 25 years, with some of the most 
important seat manufacturers, as a chief 
executive officer. ComFly is the result of 
these industrial and managerial forces.

The newest and most innovative 
element, the result of this industrial-
management mix, involves a different 
way of approaching the classic base 
product. The team is no longer looking  
for extreme innovation, and the excessive 
weight reductions that could annihilate 
seating comfort.

ComFly does not want to try to  
impose its own concept of seating on  
the industry, but instead to develop it  
in accordance with the needs and 
demands of customers.

At Aircraft Interiors Expo 2016 in 
Hamburg, ComFly will present a seat  
with new basic, structural and comfort 
concepts, intended to serve as a 
demonstrator of the company’s vision, 
certifiable technical ability, and skill.  
The prototype gives the company an 
opportunity to show how it can offer 
differentiated and distinct products in  
the seating market, not just in terms of 

quality and customization, but also  
in terms of production capacity.

The company is looking at 
product characterization and 
diversification, and will work with 
customers on ideas to apply and 
shape them according to their 
changing needs.

Opening the doors of the 
company to airlines will enable 
ComFly’s customers to follow 
and interact with them 
throughout 
all phases 

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim


DEFINING THE FUTURE OF THE
PASSENGER EXPERIENCE INDUSTRY 
This one day conference features plenary sessions exploring future 
trends and innovation, as well as dedicated breakout streams on 
IFEC; the Cabin; and Hospitality, Retail and Service.

Register now and save over 10%
www.passengerexperienceconference.com/register

Includes 

FREE 
entry to the 
INDUSTRY 

NETWORKING 
PARTY

Duncan Abell
Vice President, Creative, 
Global Eagle Entertainment

Garen Moreno
Director, Strategic Partnering, 
BMW Group Designworks

Nigel Duncan 
Chief Executive Officer, 
STG Aerospace

Hicham Seifeddine 
Product Manager, Surveys Portfolio
IATA

Don Buchman
Vice President and General Manager, 
Commercial Mobility, 
ViaSat Inc.

Lori Salazar 
Vice President Product Management 
Thales InFlyt Experience

Charles Johnson 
General Manager - Marketing, PR, Brand & 
Loyalty, 
HK Express Airways

Niels Steenstrup 
Senior Vice President of Global Airline Sales, 
Gogo

Jason Chua
Project Executive, 
A³ by Airbus Group

Scott Savian
Executive Vice President, 
ZEO, Zodiac Aerospace

Paulo Miranda 
Chief Experience Officer, 
GOL Linhas Aéreas Inteligentes

Aubrey Tiedt
Chief Customer Officer, 
Alitalia

Duncan Abell Garen MorenoNigel Duncan Hicham Seifeddine 

Don Buchman Lori Salazar Charles Johnson Niels Steenstrup 

Jason Chua Scott SavianPaulo Miranda Aubrey Tiedt

SPEAKERS INCLUDE

Organised by: Hosted by:

http://www.passengerexperienceconference.com/register
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n perfect step with the ongoing 
trend for increasing cabin 
density, Italian seat supplier 

Geven is now supplying its customers 
with seating for the new increased 
passenger-count cabins on the Airbus 
single-aisle family.

For example, for A320s, Geven is 
providing low-cost carriers including 
VivaAerobus, Volaris, Vietjet and Spring 
Airlines with seats for the new 186-pax 
cabin configuration.

Geven’s longest-standing partner, 
Wizz Air, has also ordered seats for  
its A321s, which have a maximized 
passenger count of 230. Wizz Air is the 
largest low-cost airline in Central and 
Eastern Europe, and Geven expects their 
relationship to last well into the future.

Over the past six years, more than 50 
A320 shipsets of Geven seats were 
delivered to Wizz Air, for a total of about 
4,000 pax places. As a sign of the trust 
given to Geven, the partnership was 
consolidated recently when Wizz Air 
placed a further 18 firm orders for its new 
A321s, plus options for another 75 Airbus 
narrow-body aircraft.

Wizz Air’s new A321 aircraft, expected 
to be delivered by June 2017, will have  
the now very popular high-density 
configuration of up to 230 pax, and will  
be operated on the airline’s most popular 
routes. The highly efficient cabin 
configuration will reduce the airline’s unit 

The high-density cabin configurations available for the Airbus 
narrow-body family are attracting low-cost carriers. In response, 

Geven has created seat designs optimized for this market

I

SIT TIGHT

in the airline’s unmistakable pink and 
burgundy leather upholstery.

For the recent refresh of the Wizz Air 
brand, including a complete restyling of 
the livery, and with the low-cost carrier 
celebrating its 11th anniversary, Wizz Air 
has chosen a new version of this seat, 
which will debut on the A321 family. 

The Piuma with the new pink and 
electric blue trim and finish, dedicated  
to the first A321 – MSN 6848 – was 
delivered to Airbus on September 18, 
2015. The aircraft started its routes in 
Europe in November 2015.

All in all, many of Geven’s customers 
will now be creating more seating slots 
for their passengers, which will also offer 
comfort and living space. Everyone will  
be sitting tight and sitting pretty, from 
Eastern Europe and Asia to Mexico! 

costs considerably, enabling a very 
attractive low fare offer and creating 
more opportunities for passengers to  
find seats on the flights they want.

The partnership between Geven and 
Wizz Air began six years ago with the 
delivery of the first shipset of Geven Slim 
HD seats installed on aircraft MSN 3807 
and delivered to Airbus in January 2009. 
In the years that have followed, the two 
companies have developed a strong 
relationship.

After the Slim HD order, Wizz Air went 
on to order the new Piuma seat, trimmed 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Geven,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

GEVEN IS SUPPLYING THE 
SEATS FOR WIZZ AIR’S 
HIGH-DENSITY A321 FLEET

GEVEN AND WIZZ AIR’S RELATIONSHIP BEGAN WITH THE SLIM HD (LEFT), FOLLOWED BY THE PIUMA (RIGHT)
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Wizz Air’s  

highly efficient 

A321 configuration 

dramatically 

reduces unit  

costs

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim


E - BOOK APP

By Jennifer Coutts Clay  www.jetlinercabins.com

JETLINER CABINS:
EVOLUTION & INNOVATION

■  rapidly navigate Product Branding, Passenger Experience, Cabin Maintenance   
and Marketing Challenge.

■ explore First, Business and Economy Class.
■ click to visit Picture Galleries: 4,000+ all-colour images.
■ link to the websites of the 400+ organizations mentioned in the text.
■ research keywords and the Index; select your preferred topics.
■ read significantly more content than in earlier Editions, including ‘green’
 cabin innovations.
■  access new Case Studies, Guest Essays and Comments from  

50+ international Specialists.
■ view passenger accommodations featured on the latest new-generation aircraft.

DISCOVER THE WORLD OF COMMERCIAL AIRLINER INTERIORS ON  
YOUR iOS, ANDROID AND/OR KINDLE MOBILE DEVICE  

With this sleek and intuitive APP, you can:    

Available on Amazon, Apple iTunes®, and Google Play™ 
www.jetlinercabins.com

Your One Stop Infl ight Trading Partner

WWW.TAMECO.SE

AIRSICKNESS BAG
AMENITY & COMFORT KIT
BLANKET & PILLOW
HEAREST COVER & PILLOW CASE EARPHONE & HEADPHONE
COFFEE POT 
NEW & USED Light Weight Trolley in Stock NEW GALLEY 
EQUIPMENT
NEW Oven Inserts in Stock
USED KSSU & ATLAS EQUIPMENT
NEW KSSU & ATLAS EQUIPMENT

WWW.TAMECO.SE
“PROBABLY THE LARGEST 

INVENTORY OF GALLEY 
EQUIPMENT IN EU”

http://www.jetlinercabins.com
http://www.jetlinercabins.com
http://www.tameco.se
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lobal identification solutions 
expert Brady Corporation has 
launched an innovative and 

ultra-lightweight (<2g) RFID label. The 
self-adhesive label, which can be printed 
and programmed on-site, is extremely 
durable and able to resist the abrasion, 
temperatures and chemicals that aircraft 
are exposed to during production, flight 
and maintenance.

THE BENEFITS OF  
LABELING WITH RFID
Smart RFID part marking is the answer  
to a growing need for efficient and error-
proof component identification in the 
increasingly complex supply chains 
worldwide. Identifying every component 
with an RFID label enables automated 
data entry, real-time production and 
inventory visibility, complete supply chain 
visibility, and streamlined business 
processes for aerospace manufacturers. 
For airline operators, RFID part marking 
enables automated component lifetime 
monitoring, increased safety and 
maintenance efficiency.

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
Brady has created an extremely durable 
identification label with integrated RFID 
chip that weighs less than 2g. The RFID 
label functions equally well on metal  
or composites, and on flat or curved 
surfaces, and is able to withstand 
extreme environmental conditions 
without the use of an overlaminate.  

Ultra-lightweight heavy-duty RFID labels bring many 
advantages to the aerospace industry

G

TAG TEAM

FULL AUTOMATION
Brady Corporation can deliver preprinted 
and programmed RFID labels according  
to manufacturer’s specifications, or 
supply an on-site print and program 
setup with blank labels for on-demand 
and on-site RFID label creation. 

Taking it one step further, production 
lines can be equipped with ERP-linked 
scanners that read and add information 
to the RFID chip to enable complete  
and automated component visibility 
throughout the product assembly line. 
The strategic data that is generated 
automatically through an automated 
RFID setup enables potential process 
improvements, increased component 
production forecast data, reduced  
safety stocks and increased customer 
satisfaction. 

A pressure-sensitive adhesive enables 
easy attachment to many components.

PRINT AND PROGRAM ON-SITE
Brady’s on-site RFID print and program 
solution enables users to simultaneously 
program the RFID chip and print 
information on the label at 600dpi. The 
intuitive software that accompanies the 
printer features manual up to fully 
automated data entry options and an 
integrated validation process for accurate 
part marking.  The software is also fully 
compliant with the aerospace industry 
ATA Spec 2000. The on-site setup should 
enable aerospace manufacturers to print 
and program Brady’s RFID label in under 
15 seconds and provides a complete birth 
record that travels with the component, 
making paper documents obsolete.

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Brady Corporation,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

THE TOUGH AND LIGHTWEIGHT 
LABELS CAN BE PRINTED ON-SITE

241

You can visit 

Brady at Stand 

1E57 at Aircraft 

Interiors Expo 

2016

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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he aircraft industry and its 
regulatory bodies work 
continuously to improve 

passenger safety. Required upgrades 
including seat design have greatly 
increased the likelihood of passengers 
surviving an accident by improving their 
ability to survive impact, fire and 
evacuation.

Consequently, demand for high-
performance materials has increased, 
requiring manufacturers to have special 
technologies, innovative R&D solutions 
and exceptional technical support.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
The technical service department at 
Sekisui Polymer Innovations (Sekisui SPI) 
has evolved from being a troubleshooting 
resource into a vital part of the product 
development process. Dennis Kelso, the 
company’s technical service manager, 
explains, “Our personnel are skilled 
engineers and thermoplastics specialists 
promoted from within Sekisui SPI. We 
assign a single expert to each industry 
we serve, enabling us to anticipate 
market needs and collaborate with  
R&D and customers throughout the 
development process.”

Testing has also become more 
sophisticated and proactive. Kelso 
continues, “From the beginning of 
product development, we confirm 
products will meet specifications long-
term. In our FSTLab, we observe flame 
and smoke generation to understand 
how to improve these properties. On-site 
testing enhances our general knowledge 
of product behavior under extreme 
conditions.” Before commercialization, 
SPI sends out all new products for 
unbiased, third-party testing.

During Aircraft Interiors Expo 2016, SPI 
will introduce Kydex 6565HI to its aviation 
portfolio of materials from one source, 

Increased safety regulations are driving profound changes  
in products and the companies that invent them

T

DRAMATIC IMPACT

automotive industry. As with most 
accidents, head injuries are among the 
most severe and the likely cause of death 
in aviation accidents. HIC compliance for 
seats is based on the entire seat, not any 
one component or material by itself. 
Kelso explains the advantage of Kydex 
6565HI over thermoplastics with lower 
impact properties: “If a thermoplastic fails 
HIC, seat manufacturers must increase 
the material thickness or add 
reinforcements like machined aluminum, 
adding weight and complexity.”

Kydex 6565HI is less brittle and more 
impact resistant, providing seat designers 
a larger design window without 
reinforcements.

SUPPLIER PRIVILEGE
All things considered, suppliers have  
a challenging role. “Contributing to the 
invention of progressing products is 
rewarding,” Kelso reflects. “But our 
greatest privilege is contributing to the 
safety of passengers and crew.” 

from flight deck to economy. Kydex 
6565HI is specifically engineered to 
improve passenger safety when used in 
components requiring the head injury 
criterion (HIC) test.

“It’s a notable achievement”, says 
Vijay Yadav, vice president of R&D at SPI, 
“Traditional thermoplastics fail this 
extremely high g-force testing. It’s been 
challenging for the industry to reach this 
milestone because the additives 
necessary for heat release and smoke 
emissions compliance counteract high-
impact properties.”

HIC COMPLIANT SEAT DESIGN
The more energy aircraft seats absorb 
during an impact, the greater the  
chance of passenger survival. Seats  
must withstand a 16g dynamic force  
in two tests using test dummies, and 
then be evaluated according to injury 
criteria. Before 1988, seats were approved 
to static 9g standard with no occupant 
injury criteria. Seating and fixtures  
cannot impede evacuation, and parts 
cannot become brittle with sharp edges 
upon impact.

The measurement of potential head 
injury is similar to the HIC used in the 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Sekisui SPI,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

THE KYDEX 6565HI THERMOPLASTIC 
IS NOTABLE FOR BEING ABLE TO 
WITHSTAND 16g HIC TESTS
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The HIC test 

(head impact 

criterion) is 

performed at 

16g

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim


Join European business leaders, government
officials, manufacturers, corporate aviation
department personnel and all those
involved in business aviation for the
European Business Aviation Convention
& Exhibition (EBACE2016). Visit the  
EBACE website to learn more and  
register today.

REGISTER TODAY:
www.ebace.aero/aircraftinteriors

http://www.ebace.aero/aircraftinteriors
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aterialise Manufacturing has 
been playing an active role  
in the field of additive 

manufacturing since 1990 and operates 
one of the largest and one of the most 
comprehensive 3D printing facilities  
in the world.

The company works with aerospace 
companies to address their demand for 
lightweight, reliable, flight-ready parts 
and rapid prototypes. Whether you 
require a prototype for a new seating 
shroud project or replacement parts  
for obsolete components, Materialise 
Manufacturing’s vast printing capacity 
ensures that it meets tight production 
deadlines while making the most of 
design innovation.

Materialise Manufacturing can provide rapid prototyping and 
additive manufacturing services for aircraft interiors

M

QUICK THINKING

The company’s additive manufacturing 
services are backed by EN 9100 and EASA 
Part 21G certifications, enabling you to 
put 3D-printed end-use parts directly 
into service. Materialise Manufacturing’s 
engineers use cutting-edge 3D printing 
software developed in-house for design 
optimization and lightweight structure 
generation, to produce airworthy parts or 
high-quality rapid prototypes with short 
lead times, in a wide range of materials 
and finishes.

With its headquarters in Leuven, 
Belgium, and branches worldwide, 
Materialise is a provider of additive 
manufacturing software solutions and 
sophisticated 3D printing services in  
a wide variety of industries, including 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Materialise Manufacturing 
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[
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aerospace, healthcare, automotive,  
art and design, and consumer products. 
Materialise Manufacturing can help 
designers and engineers develop better 
innovations through rapid prototyping 
solutions and certified additive 
manufacturing processes for end-use 
parts in metals and plastics.

Drawing on its 25 years of experience, 
the company can co-create new and 
meaningful applications with customers 
in a variety of industries, ranging from 
automotive and industrial equipment  
to aerospace and consumer goods. 

Find out more  

from Materialise 

Manufacturing at 

Aircraft Interiors 

Expo, Stand  

6F51

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim


PMA APPROVED LED LAMPS FOR THE AIRCRAFT BELOW:
New
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NEW DIRECT-REPLACEMENT
115 VAC LED LAMP

WWW.AIRCRAFTLIGHTING.COM

COME SEE IT AT AIX HAMBURG
STAND 1C60 - APRIL 5-7

http://www.aircraftlighting.com
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ircraft Interiors Expo 2016 in 
Hamburg will see a relaunch of 
Aviointeriors (Avio) as it looks to 

gain position as a top-tier aircraft seating 
manufacturer. The company is planning  
a future that includes a consolidated 
product line defined and designed to 
meet the current and future challenges  
of the aircraft seating market in every 
sector  – including super first class.

The Columbus family is to be extended 
with the arrival of the C4 low-cost 
premium economy product, which will  
be launched at the Expo. The seat 
complements the already certified C1,  
C2 and C3 family of seats from the 
Columbus range. The C4 will have an 
articulated seat pan coupled with a 
recline of up to 10in at a 38in seat pitch.

The design of the Canova model will 
also be updated with a new center 
console to include a single slab meal 
table – a move away from the current 
bi-fold option – and to accommodate new 
seat privacy and comfort enhancements.

Visitors to Hamburg will also see 
Avio launch an RFP for a 

There are big changes happening at Aviointeriors, including new 
products, new production methods and a recent change of CEO

A

ALL CHANGE

premium business class product, to be 
launched at the joint AIX Asia/APEX Expo 
in Singapore this September. The new 
seat will be used in a high-density 
configuration on the larger aircraft 
platforms such as the A380 and B787.

Overall this year will be one of change 
and movement for Avio. Its CEO, Ermanno 
De Vecchi, joined two years ago and is to 
launch a major redesign of the company’s 
production facilities, which will see it build 
seats smarter, faster and lighter for the 
growing market.

De Vecchi commented, “Avio is excited 
about going forward. We have to make 
our products better and more efficiently 
for a demanding customer base that 
demands differentiation,  quality and 
reliability. We are on track for this change 
and we are relishing the impact it will 
have on our products, services and  
customers. Change is good and it is 
happening at Avio.”  

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Aviointeriors  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

THE NEW C4 PREMIUM ECONOMY 
SEAT WILL JOIN THE COLUMBUS 
FAMILY OF SEATS, WHICH ALSO 
INCLUDES THE C2 (ABOVE) AND THE 
Y-BED VARIANTS (BELOW)
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Visit Avio at  

AIX in Hamburg  

to see how they 

intend to grab  

more market  

share

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim


150 yearsImprove airline ef� ciency and passenger well being with BASF’s Aerospace Materials. Our broad portfolio 
of products and technologies provides unique solutions across a wide range of applications — such as 
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he word ‘integrated’ is an 
adjective, meaning the 
combining or coordinating of 

separate elements so as to provide a 
harmonious, interrelated whole. Defining 
a brand and creating the optimum 
customer experience is a common goal  
of airline marketing departments and 
industrial design firms. The selection of 
seat cover materials, IFE, flooring, 
decorative laminates, and other individual 
elements are all combined in the cabin  
to create the ‘look’ and the passenger 
experience each airline is targeting. 

One design element available today 
that is not always considered in a cabin 
upgrade program also happens to have 
one of the most noticeable effects on the 
overall design: cabin lighting. Lighting is  
a truly integrating element, which brings 
together all the colors, textures and 
features in the cabin.

As a supplier of LED plug-and-play 
cabin lighting systems, Bruce Aerospace 
has worked with airlines and industrial 
designers around the world to add the 
lighting element that adds the final touch 
to cabin integration. The positive impact 
on the passenger experience, and the 
relative economy of the lighting, means 
that LED lighting gives a good ‘bang for 
the buck’.

As the founder and CEO of an airline 
that installed Bruce Aerospace’s full-color 
spectrum mood lighting comments, “I 
spent a lot of money on new seats and 
an IFE system, yet the positive comments 
I get from passengers are always about 
the great lighting.”

The LED lighting systems from Bruce 
Aerospace are offered in all-white, 
bi-color or full color spectrum, and are 
already flying and certified today on 
leading airlines. The Bruce design is easy 
to install for a low initial cost, and it also 
provides long-term cost-of-ownership 

LED cabin lighting offers a major benefit to cabin  
aesthetics with minimal financial outlay

T

INTEGRATED THINKING

airline-programmable lighting system 
that is easy and quick to install. The  
new GEN 3 system complements the 
other all-LED cabin products offered  
by Bruce, such as LED work lights, 
passenger reading lights, signage and 
accessory lighting.

The fully user-programmable  
LED lighting systems offer industrial 
designers and airline marketing 
departments a low-cost tool to bring all 
the cabin design elements together. By 
varying the illumination level, the colors, 
and the transition timing from one 
lighting scenario to the next, the 
customer experience is elevated to an 
entirely new level.  

savings as the LED systems weigh less 
than the original fluorescent systems  
and produce less heat in the cabin. Also, 
since the LED systems require less power 
draw than fluorescent systems, this 
frees-up power for other uses such as  
IFE and wi-fi.

With more than 50 years’ experience 
in the aerospace lighting industry, Bruce 
Aerospace continues to create new 
solutions for cabin lighting. The new GEN 
3 LED lighting system offered by Bruce  
is a perfect example of how to bring 
together the latest in high-resolution LED 
technology into a reliable, lightweight, 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Bruce Aerospace  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

IT IS AMAZING TO SEE THE 
DRAMATIC DIFFERENCES THAT 
MOOD LIGHTING CAN MAKE  
TO A CABIN’S APPEARANCE
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Bruce  

Aerospace says  

a customer is 

getting positive 

comments about  

its lighting
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here’s an ongoing power 
struggle on most aircraft today: 
there’s not enough power for  

all the personal electronic devices (PEDs) 
passengers bring on board. These include 
tablets, smartphones, noise-canceling 
headsets, and more. The True Blue Power 
TA102 dual-USB charging port is the 
solution. This compact in-seat, cabin  
or cockpit power source converts the 
aircraft’s power into all the power needed 
for passengers’ portable technology.

The TA102 is engineered to 
simultaneously provide 2.1A of power  
per charging port to any consumer 
product requiring a USB interface. This 
product allows passengers and pilots to 
charge two high-powered devices at the 
same time. Some other dual-charging 

As passengers increasingly demand to charge devices  
on board, True Blue Power powers in

T

PERSONAL POWER

inverters, emergency power supplies  
and advanced lithium-ion batteries. 
Select products feature proprietary 
nanophosphate lithium-ion cell 
chemistry, which offers stable chemistry, 
faster charging, consistent output, 
excellent lifecycle and superior cost 
performance. All this translates into 
smaller, lighter products that can be  
less than half the size and weight  
of some existing solutions. 

to ensure non-stop entertainment  
and business productivity ‘on the fly’.  
This small, economical, easy-to-install 
charging port delivers just that.

Tom Genovese, director of sales at 
True Blue Power, states, “Airlines rely on 
the TA102 as an economical alternative to 
installing digital media equipment in each 
seat. It provides passengers with access 
to uninterrupted IFE via their PEDs.”

True Blue Power specializes in the 
innovative design and manufacturing  
of next-generation power solutions  
for the global aviation community.

The True Blue Power product line 
includes USB charging ports, DC-to-AC 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from True Blue Power,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

ABOVE: ALL UNITS ARE HOUSED IN  
A SIGNATURE ‘TRUE BLUE’ CASING
LEFT: THE TA102 IS SIMPLE AND 
EASY TO INSTALL

devices are built with one low-power  
and one high-power port.

The TA102 is designed and 
manufactured specifically for aviation 
applications by an aerospace company 
with more than 50 years of industry 
experience. FAA TSO and EASA ETSO-
certified, the intelligent power source 
protects itself and the charging devices 
from short-circuit, power surges and 
over-current potential. And while the 
rugged aluminum case withstands 
aircraft vibrations, shock and humidity,  
its compact, 1.5in2 by 1in-deep size fits 
within an armrest, interior cabin wall  
or instrument panel.

A long list of options provides 
flexibility during installation, including  
lit and non-lit (hermetically sealed 
connector) units. The power connection 
can be positioned on the back or the 
bottom of the unit for a tight fit, and four 
mounting options are available: rear, 
circular, an instrument hole adapter, or  
a cosmetic bezel, which can be plated  
to match any aircraft interior.

As demand for support 
of onboard personal 
electronics and 
portable technology 
continues to grow, 
commercial and 
private aircraft look to 
reliable products, like 
True Blue Power’s TA102, 

Two high-

powered devices 

can be charged 

at the same 

time using the 

TA102
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CTT Systems is the leading provider of products for humidity control in aircraft; including anti-condensation  
systems and humidifiers. Customers include both aircraft manufacturers and airlines. Also visit: www.ctt.se

Imagine 
VVIP Humidification  
on your next flight

In partnership with  
B/E Aerospace

For years, our Cair™ humidification has been considered as  
the de-facto standard in prestigious VVIP aircraft; bringing an  
essential wellbeing to important passengers that is recognized  
by the leading completion houses as they race to constantly 
improve these prestigious cabins.

Lately, several airlines have upgraded their premium cabins  
with adapted VVIP aircraft innovations to significantly improve  
passenger comfort, flexibility and privacy.

Cair™ – the Differentiator for wellbeing

 Cair™ humidifies the extremely dry air in (Super) First / (Super)  
Business Class without causing any moisture problems in the aircraft. 

 Cair™ generates a pleasant relative humidity of around 20%,  
compared to 3-5%, thereby reducing dry air related problems*.

 Cair™ humidification catalyzes passengers to relax, sleep and feel 
more at ease!

Average Cabin Humidity with Cair™
Average Cabin Humidity without Cair™

First Class Business Class Economy
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* e.g. fatigue, jet-lag, red eyes, dry skin, dried out membranes lowering the protecting hurdles 
of the immune system.

Feel at ease after long-haul flights - Cair™ empowers passenger wellbeing

Visit Mohawk Group at AIX #6C101

                      Premium Nylon carpet offers permanent 
built-in protection from stains, with 30% recycled content.

Forever Stain Free, Forever Sustainable, Forever Beautiful

Mohawk Group is the global leader in aircraft carpeting. 
Our carpets offer unmatched design flexibility, safety and 
durability and deliver superior value, proven performance 
and lowest cost of ownership.

www.mohawkair.com  |  1.800.554.6637

http://www.ctt.se
http://www.mohawkair.com
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Skycast Solutions has developed a full  
line of tablet holder solutions

T

HANDS FREE

select passengers or classes of service. 
The ‘Swivel’ TabCaddy model is specially 
designed for tray tables that stow in 
armrests, as commonly found in premium 
cabins as well as in bulkhead or exit-row 
coach seats. The Swivel adjusts up and 
down as well as side to side, providing 
the passenger with options of where  
to put it on the tray, as well as offering  
a little privacy from neighboring seats.

All of Skycast’s offerings include areas 
for airlines to promote their own brand,  
or for third-party advertising to create  
a new revenue stream.

Skycast, which is made up entirely  
of former airline employees, is 
encouraged by the many carriers 
inquiring about the TabCaddy line.

Latimer explains, “Our mission  
is to provide high-impact/low-cost 
products to help airlines enhance their 
customer experience. We know that 
accommodating PEDs is high on their  
list right now.” 

Skycast has three categories of tablet 
holder – fixed, semi-permanent and 
portable. The fixed TabCaddy ‘High 
Pocket’ is attached to the seat, and while 
its attachment does not require any 
modification to the seat, it effectively 
becomes a feature of that seat. Skycast 
describes it as its “Ferrari of tablet 
holders” in terms of performance, but  
it comes at a “Mini price tag”.

The semi-permanent TabCaddy – 
named the Clip – is designed to attach  
to the tray using an adhesive decal, and is 
geared for any coach seat that has space 
between the tray and seat when  
in the upright position. The Clip supports 
phones and tablets of all sizes, and 
adjusts for multiple viewing angles. 
According to Skycast, the benefits of this 
approach are low cost, easy installation 
and removal, and not needing to replace 
the tray table. The product is currently 
being developed for US domestic and 
international airlines.

Skycast’s latest innovation in the 
tablet holder space is a range of portable 
offerings. These products are geared for 
airlines that may want to sell the devices 
for ancillary revenue or provide them to 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Skycast Solutions,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[
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The TabCaddy  

High Pocket  

is claimed to be  

the ‘Ferrari of tablet 

holders’, at a  

‘Mini price tag’

LEFT: THE SWIVEL  
MODEL WORKS BEST WITH 
IN-ARM TRAY TABLES
BELOW LEFT: THE ‘CLIP’ 
WRAPS AROUND THE TRAY
BOTTOM LEFT: THE HIGH 
POCKET MODEL IS THE 
NEXT BEST THING TO 
EMBEDDED IFE

he increasing popularity of 
using personal entertainment 
devices (PEDs) on board has 

prompted airlines to face the challenge  
of accommodating the hardware. After 
revealing a low-cost portable tablet 
holder at Aircraft Interiors Expo in 
Hamburg in April 2015, Skycast Solutions 
has announced that it is now ready to go 
to market with its complete range of 
tablet holders, called TabCaddy.

Skycast was founded by Bill Boyer – 
inventor of the digEplayer – in 2011.  
The company is principally focused on 
portable inflight entertainment, but it  
has also been creating tablet holder 
solutions for several years. 

“There is no ‘one size fits all’ tablet 
holder that works for all airlines,” says 
Greg Latimer, president of Skycast. “We 
determined that the best approach was 
to develop a full line of tablet holders that 
meet the various demands of different 
airlines and seat types. And all of them 
had to be low cost and not require any 
modification to the seat, or replacement 
of the tray table.”

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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ircraft cabin interiors have to be 
particularly hard-wearing and 
comfortable, and the products 

created by Boxmark have been 
engineered to offer both qualities, while 
conforming to aviation standards and 
adding a particular charm.

The use of high-quality and special 
materials is a key factor for the well-
being of today’s sophisticated 
passengers. Boxmark’s Xtreme and  
Xlight innovative leathers offer  
a natural look and also excellent  
technical properties.

Xlight leather offers a low weight of 
600g/m2 (already laminated), which helps 
reduce total aircraft weight, resulting in 
fuel savings and consequently lower 
pollutant emissions – meaning cost 
savings and a contribution to 
sustainability.

Xtreme, a hard-wearing leather, 
represents a further advantage in the 
aircraft, VVIP and business jet sector. 
This leather offers excellent hygienic 
properties, as well as easy care and 
resistance. Xtreme meets the highest 
quality standards and has certificates 
that prove excellent resistance to mold, 
bacteria, disinfectants, insulation, dirt, 
chlorinated water, seawater, oil and 
alcohol. It is highly stretch- and tear-
resistant, break-resistant even at  
sub-zero temperatures, highly abrasion-
resistant and flame-retardant. 

Xtreme has been awarded a  
Certificate of Material Excellence by 
global materials consultancy Material 
ConneXion, in recognition of it being  
an advanced, innovative and sustainable 
aviation material.

Boxmark is one of the few suppliers  
of flame-retardant leathers that not  
only meet the aviation industry’s strict 
requirements concerning flame 
protection, smoke gas concentration  

Upholstery leather specialist Boxmark has been busy creating 
some innovative products to enhance cabin ambience and 

reduce operator costs

A

NATURAL CHARM

manufactured products or 
customized workpieces, 
Boxmark offers custom services 
and a full range of leather 
refining and processing services 

for VIP and business aircraft, as  
well as for commercial aircraft.

The company’s latest innovation,  
a leather flooring product for VIP and 
business aircraft, was developed with 
Austria-based flooring expert F/LIST.  
The combination of each company’s 
expertise generated an innovation  
that can be used to create unique 
environments within aircraft cabins  
by adding elegance, sophistication  
and a luxurious appearance.

F/LIST leather flooring is available  
as a customized tiling concept in a wide 
range of colors and structures, and it 
meets all applicable certification 
requirements, such as flammability and 
slip resistance. Additionally, a very 
stringent qualification program ensures 
that F/LIST leather flooring exceeds the 
most demanding customer expectations. 

As with all leather products, the 
material improves with age and does not 
suffer from wear and tear. F/LIST flooring 
develops a rich texture that looks 
beautifully lived in, which can enrich the 
style and charisma of an aircraft cabin.  

and toxicity, but are produced using 
eco-friendly flame inhibitors for 
this purpose.

With its Production Organisation 
Approval certificate, which was 
granted in 2013, Boxmark is a certified 
producer for the aeronautics industry, 
and thus an approved supplier to the 
international aircraft industry.

The projects Boxmark has carried  
out are as unique as the company’s 
customers. Each completed workpiece is 
inspired by the desire to create a perfect 
and unique product.

From leather hides to leather-covered 
components, be they prototypes, serial-

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Boxmark  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

BELOW LEFT: LEATHER CAN BE USED 
FOR STUNNING WALL EFFECTS

BELOW: LEATHER FLOORING ADDS  
A NEW LAYER OF LUXURY

255

Leather flooring  

can be used to 

create a unique 

aircraft cabin 

environment

WITH LUXURY LEATHER 
SEATING TWINNED WITH 
LEATHER FLOORING, 
THE EXECUTIVE TRAVEL 
EXPERIENCE IS COMPLETE

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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RFID labels provide you with a robust, easy to use and reliable solution for durable 
data  management and component history visibility. Combined with a high quality 
print-on-demand system, and ATA Spec 2000 compliant software options, it is the 
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ifferent applications require 
unique product characteristics, 
and Tapis’s ability to customize 

enables it to develop the best product  
for each application. The company’s 
advanced solutions for seating surfaces 
and its new heat release specification for 
vertical surfaces highlight the strength 
and versatility of its product line.

SEATING
Faced with increasing pressure for weight 
savings and ultimately fuel savings, 
airlines must find a seating material that 
balances this concern with passenger 
comfort and durability. Constructing seat 
covers using engineered products allows 
for more consistency and ease of use 
during the cut and sew process. 
Additionally, it provides consistency with 
yield, color, weight and quality. 
Ultraleather’s Takumi construction 
provides a balance of comfort, quality, 
durability and weight. There are several 
key advantages of Ultraleather:

LIGHT WEIGHT
Ultraleather weighs less than genuine 
and lightweight leathers, which 
translates to fuel savings for airlines.  
Based on a standard Boeing 737 seating 
configuration, Brisa HP, Tapis’s lightest 
Ultraleather (330g/m2), can save airlines 
in excess of US$50,000 per aircraft in 
annual operating costs.

COMFORT
Ultraleather cools down 50% faster than 
genuine leather, maintaining a neutral 
seating temperature and creating the 
most comfortable seating experience.

DURABILITY
Ultraleather is engineered using a 
premium-grade polycarbonate, an 
extremely durable polyurethane resin 

Specifying Ultraleather can afford many 
advantages to airline operators

D

MULTI-TALENTED

CUSTOMIZATION
Ultraleather can be engineered to  
achieve customer-specific requirements, 
including grains, colors, finishes and 
technical specifications. The gloss level, 
weight, breathability and thickness can 
be adjusted, and inherent properties such 
as an enhanced ink and stain protection 
are perfect for seating applications. This 
custom process has the ability to resist 
the toughest stains including denim dye 
transfer and ink.

Tapis’s in-house lab has been 
accepted as a certified FAA testing facility 
for smoke density, OSU heat release and 
bunsen burner testing, allowing for quick 
turnaround and the ability to conduct 
tests as needed. 

with the highest durability performance. 
Tapis has conducted extensive 
independent testing at the University of 
Cincinnati that proves Ultraleather is a 
premier product for seating applications. 

EASY TO CLEAN
Ultraleather’s protective surface layer 
keeps surfaces looking their best. Most 
spills and stains can be cleaned easily 
using soap and water, and can be 
disinfected using a water/bleach solution 
without affecting the color or the grain.

BREATHABLE
A true breakthrough in polyurethane 
technology, Ultraleather Brisa HP’s 
proprietary ventilation system offers 
long-haul comfort. Airbus has selected 
Brisa HP for seating in its Ecological 
A330-300 aircraft mock-up in Toulouse, 
France, because of the unique 
characteristics this product provides.

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Tapis  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[
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Tapis’s  

operations  

are certified to  

the AS9100 and 

ISO:9001:2008  

quality  

standards

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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ave you ever left your aircraft 
seat to stretch your legs and 
ended up tangled in the 

headphone cable still attached to the 
audio jack? For frequent travelers the 
answer is probably yes. This might be  
a minor inconvenience for passengers, 
but for airlines this problem creates 
surprisingly major economic and 
logistical burdens.

When the cable gets snagged, the 
angle and force of the tug often breaks 
the pins from the plug, leaving them 
lodged inside the jack. Although the 
headphones may be cheap and easy to 
replace, the audio jack is not. More than 

For airlines, pins can be the curse of the headphone cable, but 
Phitek has developed a much lower maintenance solution

H

PIN DOWN

noise-canceling and non-noise-canceling 
headphones offer a premium level of 
sound and performance when used with 
magnetic connectors.

Phitek has also considered airlines 
that want to transition their headphone 
stock at their own pace by incorporating 
traditional pin sockets into magnetic 
jacks. The unique contact layout of the 
magnetic jack offers many levels of 
functionality to replace all the ARINC 
standard connector types. Functionality 
levels range from basic stereo sound  
to jack-enabled noise-canceling and  
12V power.

Phitek recognizes the variability in 
airline seat configurations and hence 
offers the magnetic jack in a range of 
form factors to suit the seat design and 
IFE system. Whether a replacement for 
the traditional two-pin connector is 
required in an obround shape, or a 
triangle-shaped connector is required  
for business class with active noise-
cancellation electronics inside the jack, 
Phitek has a solution for retrofit and  
line-fit installations.

Magnetic jack technology will 
transform airlines’ perception of 
headphone cables from maintenance-
heavy to relatively maintenance-free. 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Phitek  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[
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Broken plug  

pins can cost 

airlines millions  

of dollars a year  

– magnets are  

the answer

half of all jack failures are 
caused by this problem, 
which costs airlines 
millions of dollars each 
year in part replacement 
and maintenance downtime.

The problem can be slightly 
mitigated by using better quality, 
though more expensive pins. However,  
it can never really be solved without 
removing the ARINC standard 2.5mm  
or 3.5mm pins completely.

In December 2015, the US Patent 
Office granted Phitek a patent for an 
innovative method to completely replace 
jack pins with contacts held in place by 
magnets. When the headphone cable is 
tugged, a force of 7N releases the plug 
from the jack with nothing to break off. 
Phitek went further than just resolving 
the pin breakage issue – it significantly 
extended operational life with its 
magnetic jack product. Rated to 250,000 
connection cycles, which is more than 
eight-times the lifetime of a typical audio 
jack, the magnetic jacks are set to save 
airlines millions in maintenance costs.

Replacing traditional jacks with 
magnetic jacks solves only half the 
problem, as ultimately the best solution 
is to also have headphones with 
magnetic plugs. Luckily, headphones with 
compatible magnetic plugs are available 
from all leading headphone suppliers 
including Linstol, Yes-Hope, Long Prosper 
and Avid. And of course, Phitek active 

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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irtually every thermoplastic 
sheet product used for  
the thermoforming and 

fabricating of cabin components is  
made using one of three methods. Each 
offers distinct advantages and limitations 
that designers should know, in order to 
specify sheets with optimum appearance 
and performance.

Extrusion is a continuous process in 
which plastic compound is melted, mixed 
and conveyed through a heated barrel by 
a screw. The compound’s ingredients are 
converted into a molten plastic mass that 
is forced through a lip die, which flattens 
the mass into a sheet of a specified width  
and thickness. The sheet then passes 
through heated embossing rolls, which 
impart a predetermined surface finish 
prior to trimming to the final sheet 
dimension or (less commonly) winding  
it onto embossing rolls.

Advantages of extruded sheet include 
the availability of medium- and heavy-
gauge sheets suitable for most 
thermoforming, fabricating and 
machining applications; lower minimums 
than calendering; and custom colors and 
gauges. The drawbacks include having a 
monolithic sheet with limited appearance 
options and properties, limited standard 
textures, higher minimums than press 
laminating, and a smaller range of 
standard textures.

With calendering, compound 
ingredients are fed into a two-roll mill 
that mixes and heats the material. A 
continuous strip of homogenized, molten 
compound cut from the mill is then fed 
into calender rolls that compress it to 
form a wide, thin film. Embossing rollers 
then impart a smooth or textured surface 
and begin cooling the film, which is 
wound onto rolls or cut into sheets.

The advantages of calendered film and 
sheets include the availability of thin-

Boltaron explains the basic differences between
three classes of sheets for thermoformed components

V

GOOD FORM

and pressure over relatively long cycle  
times to form composite sheets  
in gauges from medium to heavy.

Advantages of press-laminated  
sheet include having combinations  
of aesthetics and economy that are 
impossible to achieve with extrusion  
or calendering alone; minimum  
gauges equivalent to extruded  
sheet, with maximum gauges of over  
3in; unlimited textures with low 
minimums; unlimited patterns with  
thin (calendered) clear protective  
films permanently fused to substrates  
of any color to achieve unlimited  
visual effects with low minimums; 
custom thicknesses and colors with low 
minimums; and a sheet that is generally  
of higher quality than extruded sheet.

Limitations of press-laminated sheet 
include the higher cost of production  
of conventional (monolithic) sheet  
in longer runs; and the necessity for 
extruded or calendered feedstock. 

gauge films for capping of heavier-gauge 
(extruded) sheet in-line or off-line (with 
low minimums); thin-gauge films for 
creating composites with exceptional 
aesthetic and performance qualities; the 
ability to produce medium gauges more 
economically by calendering than by 
extrusion; greater production efficiency 
and lower cost than extrusion (depending 
on volume); and the availability of custom 
colors and gauges.

Limitations of calendered film and 
sheet include having only a limited 
number of standard surface textures; 
having relatively high minimums; and  
no availability of heavy gauges.

Finally, press laminating combines 
layers of calendered or extruded sheet 
off-line, and fuses them using heat  

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Boltaron,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

CALENDERING CAN HAVE LOWER 
PRODUCTION COSTS THAN EXTRUSION
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Visit Boltaron at 

Aircraft Interiors 

Expo. The team  

will be on  

Stand 5A50

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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Cobalt Aerospace had the courage of its convictions when 
developing the Juiced range of power technologies

BOLD IDEAS

RGBW cabin lighting system has already 
created shockwaves in the ‘plug and play’ 
lighting arena for Airbus aircraft. With 
several fleet fits on the horizon, 
certification work will bring the Cobalt 
system to Boeing aircraft for the first 
time, a move that is eagerly anticipated 
by airlines with mixed fleets.

Cobalt is also seeing rapid uptake in 
its industry-leading consultancy services, 
having won new contracts to provide 
specialist quality and product 
development expertise to seating 
manufacturers and completion centers  
in the UK, the USA and Asia.

With Cobalt’s collaboration with Leki 
Aviation continuing to strengthen, and 
taking advantage of Leki’s reputation for 
customer service and global reach, Cobalt 
expects substantial growth throughout 
2016 and beyond. 

comprehend at first. But when our 
customers see them, they immediately 
wonder why these products have not 
been available before.”

Integrators and designers simply have 
to pick the options they want in order to 
be able to build the power configuration 
they need. It’s a powerful and flexible 
approach that works perfectly for many 
scenarios, from economy class, to 
business class and VIP. 

Cobalt reports that Juiced has 
attracted so much uptake already that 
work is underway to extend the range 
and encompass additional form factors 
and options. In fact, demand overall for 
Cobalt’s products means that the 
company is expanding with a new 
manufacturing facility close to Norwich  
in the UK. It’s a region that is seeing the 
emergence of a commercial aerospace 
cluster, so skilled labor and infrastructure 
is readily available.

Cobalt is building on many already 
successful products and services. Cobalt 
Spectrum, the world’s first ‘drop-in’ full 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Cobalt Aerospace 
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[
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LEFT: THE SLICE SEAT ELECTRONICS 
BOX; ABOVE: THE UNPLUGGED 
WIRELESS CHARGER; ABOVE RIGHT: 
THE INSPAR ELECTRONICS BOX FITS 
INSIDE THE SPAR TUBE OF A SEAT
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The Juiced range 

enables charging  

on any surface in 

the cabinobalt Aerospace is no stranger 
to taking leaps of faith, and for 
this UK-based design and 

production house it is just part of the 
routine cycle of innovation that has 
attracted so much attention from airlines 
and integrators alike. Ben Brown,  
Cobalt’s director of engineering quality, 
comments, “It’s what we do. When you 
come up with ideas that shift the 
paradigm, there will always be naysayers. 
But you have to have the courage of your 
convictions and insist on delivering the 
functionality, quality and value your 
customers want.”

One such leap of faith was for Cobalt 
to develop its latest product range – the 
Juiced family of cabin and seat power 
solutions. We are all familiar with the 
established norms driven by conventional 
seatback IFE systems: chunky boxes the 
size of a desktop PC with exposed and 
vulnerable power sockets, which do not 
survive long in service.

However, there is a sea change 
happening: the industry is recognizing 
that tablet computers have many 
advantages over traditional IFE systems. 
Coupled with the growing use of personal 
electronic devices by passengers, there  
is a clear need to provide an up-to-date 
solution for cabin power.

Cobalt is at the forefront of this 
technology and has created a suite of 
wired and wireless chargers, along with 
seat electronics boxes (SEBs) available  
in miniature and sub-miniature form 
factors. Dan Rust, Cobalt’s director of 
innovation, explains, “Our SEBs are  
so small and light that it’s hard to 

C

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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Shaping A New Future
3D Printing & Professional Moulding Specialist
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Engineering 3D Printing CNC & Injection Moulding

    Western Tool & Mold Limited, with its extensive experience in the moulding 
and prototyping industry, has foreseen the enormous potential of 3D printing 
years ago. 

    As a leading manufacturer for the aerospace and medical equipment markets, 
Western Tool & Mold has combined 3D printing technology and traditional 
manufacturing techniques to provide professional manufacturing services to 
create high-end designed products.
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or more than 16 years, Buzz 
has designed innovative 
products and created brand 

collaborations that enhance the inflight 
passenger experience.

In 2013 Buzz facilitated a US-first 
brand collaboration with TUMI, a leading 
supplier of world-class business and 
travel essentials, for Delta Air Lines, 
providing Delta One (formerly 
BusinessElite) passengers with a 
premium amenity offering.

In July 2015 the kits were refreshed 
with some exciting new features. 
Passengers will now receive TUMI hard 
and soft case kits that include a TUMI 
soft-touch pen and eye shades; 
Malin+Goetz lip moisturizer, body lotion 
and mouthwash; striped socks; a dental 
kit with Crest toothpaste; facial tissues; 
and earplugs. Passengers will receive  
a different bag on eastbound and 
westbound flights, so they can collect  
one each way on round-trips.

This is the first time that world-
renowned global premium lifestyle travel 
brand TUMI has offered a hard case kit 
for amenity use in flight. Buzz’s designers 
worked closely alongside TUMI designers 
to deliver a true reflection of the TUMI 
brand and provide a bespoke amenity kit 
for Delta Air Lines. Inspired by TUMI’s 

Delta Air Lines has launched new TUMI amenity kits,  
designed and supplied by Buzz

F

ON THE CASE

prototyping, manufacturing, testing and 
logistics, and the ability to manage 
projects from brief to delivery, ensuring 
timeliness and quality in its products 
every step of the way.

For more information, visit Buzz at 
World Travel Catering & Onboard Services 
Expo in Hamburg, Germany, April 5-7. 

Astor and Alpha 2 bag collections, Buzz 
ensured the kits remained true to their 
design elements.

Buzz works alongside the world’s 
leading brands and is able to deliver 
world-first collaborations. The company 
prides itself on its full-service offering, 
encompassing ideation, design, 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Buzz,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[
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You can  

see Buzz’s range  

of products at 

WTCE 2016  

in April
DELTA ONE SOFT-SIDED AMENITY 
KIT (INBOUND TO USA)

DELTA ONE HARD-SIDED AMENITY 
KIT (OUTBOUND FROM USA)

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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ounded in 1988 on the 
northwest coast of the  
UK, Aerolux has become  

well known for producing quality  
custom-engineered galley inserts  
for commercial and corporate/ 
business aircraft.

Standards of air travel have  
become increasingly demanding, with 
customers being especially discerning 
about onboard experiences such as the 
quality of food and beverages served.  
For breakfast, lunch or dinner, galley 
equipment is essential to meeting the 
needs of customers. From Nespresso 
coffee to chilled chardonnay, from the 
perfect slice of toast to the smoothest  
ice cream, the range of equipment has  
to be right for the job.

Starting off in the early days with  
a range of refrigeration products, and  
in particular a wine chiller, at the request 
of its customers Aerolux has developed 
specific products to enable differentiation 
of the cabin service, not only for the 
standard and premium galleys, but also 
from airline to airline. These products 
include an award-winning espresso 
coffee maker, a toaster, a skillet,  
a rice cooker, warming ovens and  
fridge/freezers.

Wherever possible, Aerolux has 
designed its galley equipment to meet 

Aerolux has developed a comprehensive range of 
products to offer a full kitchen in the air

F

FIRST-CLASS COOKING

Initially designed for the preparation 
of rice on Asian routes, the rice cooker 
unit has also been adapted for heating 
liquid food such as consommé. The unit 
has been designed and built to maintain 
hygiene and be easy to clean, especially  
in an aircraft environment.

Designed to warm bread rolls or 
plates, the warming oven is adaptable  
to suit the particular requirements of the 
airline. A range of ovens, from high-speed 
convection ovens to steam ovens, is also 
available to heat prepared food. To keep 
food chilled or liquids cold before serving, 
the fridge units have also been adapted 
to keep medical supplies cold for long-
term use. Aerolux’s freezer products have 
also been designed to meet the exacting 
requirements of airlines the world over – 
as well as keeping ice cream frozen and 
preventing ice from melting, 

industry standard configurations such as 
ATLAS galley. Key features of all Aerolux 
galley products include 115/200V AC, 
400Hz aircraft power, safe and hygienic 
operation, and ease of cleaning.

The Aerolux coffee maker is a self-
contained unit specifically designed  
for inflight preparation of espresso 
coffee. This is the only coffee machine 
approved for aircraft use to carry  
the Nespresso brand name, using  
its patented coffee capsules.

Aerolux has also designed a unit  
to help prepare toast or even a toasted 
sandwich in the galley. Just like at home, 
the Aerolux toaster will toast two or four 
slices of bread, from lightly toasted to 
dark. The unit has been designed and 
built from food-grade materials. It 
enables easy cleaning for hygiene 
purposes and minimizes crumbs with  
its removable crumb tray.

For the complete breakfast in the air, 
Aerolux has developed the Aero-Skillet – 
a safe and easy-to-use hot plate, which is 
suitable for cooking eggs or hash browns.

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Aerolux,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[
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You can  

visit Aerolux at 

Stand 6B121 at 

Aircraft Interiors  

Expo 2016

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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SCHROTH is a world leader in aviation restraint technology for fixed wing aircraft and
helicopter applications, offering some of the most advanced restraint solutions
available today.

International aircraft manufacturers, commercial airlines and individual 
customers alike highly value the renowned SCHROTH product quality 
and excellent customer service and use our restraint systems as original 
equipment on their aircraft.

Meet us at the Aircraft Interiors Expo in Hamburg to learn more 
about our innovative new products.
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For more than 60 years Schroth Safety 
Products has been internationally 
successful with numerous safety-related 
solutions and products.

The German-American manufacturer 
of crew restraint systems, commercial 
passenger lap belts and aviation airbag 
applications, will be participating in the 
2016 Aircraft Interiors Expo in Hamburg.

The company will present its latest 
restraint designs and technology 
innovations for improved safety on 
board. Exhibits will include three-point 
premium cabin restraint solutions and 
the all new ultra-lightweight AirLite 
passenger lap belt, which has already 
been selected by many of the world’s 
leading airlines for their aircraft cabins.

Recent design improvements give 
further significant weight savings and 

Once all the preparations for your trip are 
complete, you simply look forward to 
sitting down. But what if your seat does 
not recline, you can’t reposition your 
armrest, or your IFE doesn’t work? And 
now your hot meal almost slides into 
your lap due to a defective tray. 
Discerning passengers are becoming 
more critical and selective about which 
airline to fly with based on their 
experiences. 

The fact is that from the moment a 
passenger steps onto an aircraft, their 
perceptions of the airline and its 
corporate image are influenced. An 
interior part malfunction in particular can 
directly affect a passenger’s experience. 
One key role of a parts distributor is to 

A malfunction of even the smallest part can have a big effect on  
the passenger experience. A skilled parts distributor can help

IMPORTANT PARTS

high-end restraint systems for 
individually designed VIP and business 
jet interior cabins.

In addition, the company offers highly 
customized engineering solutions for 
specific cabin interior applications. The 
company’s major development projects 
include a highly effective energy 
absorption system for cockpit doors  
that protects the crew and the aircraft 
structure in the event of a rapid cockpit 
decompression.

The Schroth Safety Products team  
is looking forward to meeting you in 
Hamburg this April.  

to analyze global parts use and to track 
information from airlines, MROs and 
OEMs to accurately predict the demand 
for aircraft parts, and proactively stock 
them close to airlines or MROs across  
the world. By also providing supply chain 
services, we offer airlines, MROs and 
OEMs the benefit of cost savings.

“Ultimately an optimal synergy 
between the part distributor and an 
airline will ensure that the lack of a part 
will never affect the airline’s performance 
in its goal to offer the ideal passenger 
experience,” he adds. 

increased compatibility with many 
current and future passenger seat 
models offered by the industry’s 
commercial seat manufacturers. Total 
cost of ownership and weight, combined 
with thousands of possible design 
configuration options, make AirLite 
passenger lap belts one of the most 
advanced passenger restraint solutions 
available today. In collaboration with one 
of the world’s largest spare parts 
distribution providers, Schroth maximizes 
worldwide spares availability on an 
around-the-clock basis, including 
dedicated supply chain solutions.

At the Expo, Schroth will also 
showcase airbags and inflatable 
technology for improved safety of  
aircraft crew and passengers, as well  
as a great variety of refined and plated 

predict which parts might malfunction 
and make sure the airline has immediate 
access to those parts without 
maintaining a huge inventory.

Ben Nieuwland from Avio-Diepen’s 
marketing intelligence department 
explains, “To truly stand out from the 
mainstream distributors, it is important 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Avio-Diepen,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[
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FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from  Schroth,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[
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SAFETY FIRST
Passenger safety is paramount to the innovation  

teams at Schroth Safety Products,

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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AeroGlass, the world’s only certified lightweight,  
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For decades, glass has been a desirable 
material for use in cabin interiors. 
However, when engineered to meet all 
the safety standards, glass products have 
always ended up being too thick and 
heavy to make sense in cabin design.

AviationGlass & Technology, a Dutch 
start-up, is changing that situation with a 
new ultra-thin, lightweight yet extremely 
strong glass product: AeroGlass. 
AeroGlass has passed all aviation safety 
tests, giving the company the green light 
to market the product on global 
commercial aircraft and business jets.

Using chemical glass-hardening 
equipment, the molecular structure of the 
glass is altered, making it stronger while 
delivering crystal clear (99% transparent) 
or mirrored glass that is flexible, shock 

As part of its continuous efforts to 
expand and consolidate its customer 
base, ABC International is proud to 
announce the latest companies to install 
its decorative crest products in their 
aircraft: Ethiopian Airlines and Small 
Planet Airlines. Both airlines have 
awarded design, manufacturing and 
certification of their company logos to 
ABC. The new decorative crests will be 
installed on board Ethiopian Airlines’ 
B777, B737 and B787 fleet, and on board 
Small Planet Airlines’ fleet of 18 A320s.

The decorative crest for Small Planet 
Airlines represents planet earth, and is 
made of an aluminum support with 
various layers of colored polycarbonate 
plates, backlit by the LED system. The 
final result looks awesome, with the 

Decorative crests can help enhance cabin appearance and passenger  
experience, and strengthen airline brand awareness

ALL AROUND THE WORLD

superior onboard experience with 
AeroGlass is easy. Passengers can enjoy 
crystal-clear reflections in AeroGlass 
Mirror and scratch-free views through 
AeroGlass Lens. For manufacturers and 
airlines, it is the lightest product of its 
kind ever produced, offering endless 
design possibilities and a faster return on 
investment through its turnkey delivery, 
and easy installation and maintenance.

Interest in AeroGlass is growing 
around the world, and with several global 
contracts signed in 2015, AviationGlass 
seems well on its way to becoming an 
established name in aircraft interiors. 

manufacturing capabilities include 
moveable and fixed class dividers, 
partitions, stowages and dog houses. 
These partitions have been installed  
on Small Planet Airlines’ A320s in the 
forward cabin, including integrated 
decorative crests with customized 
provisions (including cables and wiring  
to connect the LED lights to the aircraft 
power system).

ABC International strives to satisfy all 
customers’ requirements, and thanks to 
its willingness to be flexible, more and 
more of its products are flying all around 
the world. 

absorbent and scratch 
resistant. AeroGlass 
barely expands or 
contracts when 
exposed to extreme 
temperatures and can 
be produced in any 
shape, size or color, 
opening up limitless 
design and application 
possibilities. Unlike polycarbonate 
alternatives, with a 70-90% scrap rate 
from production up to the time of 
installation, AeroGlass is ready to use  
and easy to install, meaning zero waste.

AviationGlass claims that it is taking 
aircraft interior design into a new era 
with this exciting new innovation, and 
that winning customer loyalty via a 

colorful planet inspiring dreams  
of travel for passengers.

Small Planet Airlines’ crest is 
of course fully airworthy, certified 
and approved in accordance to 
EASA standards and is delivered 
with the relevant EASA Form One.

Cabin appearance is of great 
importance, helping passengers 
remember their flight experience and 
boost airlines’ brand awareness. ABC 
aims to provide a positive contribution 
towards these aims with its decorative 
crests. The goal is to establish a deep 
association between a pleasant image 
and the airline brand, leading to a positive 
memory in customers’ minds.

ABC International does not just make 
decorative crests, as its design and 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from ABC International,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[
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ULTRA-LIGHT GLASS
New manufacturing methods are making genuine glass  

a highly attractive option for cabin designers

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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Flooring tape solutions

visit us at AIX 
in Hamburg in hall B6
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www.biolink-tapes.co.uk
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AIRBUS qualifi ed and specifi ed to ABS 5648B 

Relink 2317 carpet tape
Tested and meets BOEING BMS5-133 Type IV, Class 1; 
certifi ed to FAR/JAR/CS 25.853(a) app. F part 1, (a) (1)ii

CARPET

NTF
Prolink 130r transfer fi lm
For safety labels, fascias and ntf lamination 
AIRBUS qualifi ed and specifi ed transfer adhesive 
to ABS5768C & ABS5768E

Relink 2316 non textile fl ooring tape
Designed to meet the individual challenges of non 
textile fl ooring, no wrinkles and clean, damage-free 
removal
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Many airlines are rethinking their 
onboard solutions due to the costs  
of infrastructure while adapting best 
practices and new technologies from  
the consumer electronics industry. In 
particular, connectivity offers a big 
opportunity to deliver innovative 
applications and create new revenue 
opportunities.

Using the previous 
generation of 
management solutions, 
airlines have had to 
manage and update their 
premium IFE content 
manually on their 
premises. Early window 
movies delivered by 
Hollywood studios 
require MPAA-approved 

On the occasion of its 130th anniversary 
Lantal has replaced its 10-year-old online 
presence with a new and modern 
website. Lantal.com conforms to the 
latest technical standards and even 
includes a responsive capability to 
automatically adjust to the users’ end 
devices. The new website is very 
convincing and represents a quantum 
leap in terms of Lantal’s digital 
appearance. 

Lantal’s aircraft configurator makes  
it possible to visualize entire interior 
concepts in three dimensions within 
seconds. Thanks to the gyroscope sensor, 
users can experience 360° aircraft cabin 
views that give them the impression of 
walking through their imagined interiors.

Lantal is celebrating 130 years in textiles,  
and is looking to a high-tech future

connectivity services in a simplified,  
cost-effective and secure way.

Axinom CMS ensures scalable 
handling of all types of content and 
services on the ground, while Axinom CDS 
offers innovative ways to deliver, pull and 
synchronize content, data and services 
intelligently between on-ground and 
onboard systems. Axinom DRM enables 
secure delivery to passenger and crew 
devices on board.

Axinom products are built to run at 
customers’ premises as well as in cloud 
data centers, enabling a global scale of 
service delivery. 

form. With VR and robotics technology, 
Somniacs creates an extremely vivid  
full-body experience that makes users 
instantly forget the mechanics and 
computer software working behind the 
apparatus. The immersive and interactive 
nature of the system – named Birdly – 
serves one goal: to enjoy the ultimate 
freedom of a bird and intuitively explore 
the skies. 

workflows and IT infrastructure, which 
are cost intensive to build and technically 
demanding.

At Aircraft Interiors Expo in Hamburg, 
Axinom will introduce a new set of 
products that empower IFE service 
providers to create, manage and maintain 
the next generation of wireless in-flight 
entertainment, e-commerce and 

Computer-generated simulations of 
three-dimensional images – of Lantal’s 
Pneumatic Comfort System, for example 
– can be interacted with in a seemingly 
real and almost physical way by using 
Lantal’s new Virtual Reality (VR) Viewer, 
powered by Oculus. At Lantal exhibition 
stands, such as at Aircraft Interiors Expo, 
visitors can immerse themselves in an 
artificial world and explore Lantal 
products in a novel and impressive way.

As it does every year at Aircraft 
Interiors Expo in Hamburg, Germany, 
Lantal is inviting a select group of 
customers to a special evening event. 
This year Lantal will present the same VR 
technology (Oculus) as featured at the 
exhibition stand, but in a different  

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Lantal,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[
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SIMPLIFIED AND ENHANCED IFE
Axinom is preparing to reveal a new range of products designed  

to benefit the IFE service provider sector

A DIGITAL WORLD

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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For its new fleet of B777s, Swiss 
International Airlines (SWISS) is providing 
comfort for its economy passengers with 
a revolutionary cushioning technology 
from California’s Silicon Valley.

Stimulite honeycomb cushions  
from flexible aerospace honeycomb 
manufacturer Supracor have been 
specified to provide sustained comfort  
for SWISS passengers on long-haul 
flights. The airline selected Stimulite 
cushions due to their unique honeycomb 
design and features such as ventilation, 
which enhance comfort by eliminating 
the heat build-up that is common with 
conventional foam cushions.

The cushions are made from 
Elastollan thermoplastic urethane (TPU), 
developed specifically for the aerospace 
industry in close cooperation with 

Following the success of its 387 LED 
solution, CML Innovative Technologies  
is pleased to announce further additions 
to its range of aviation LED lamp 
replacement products.

With a life of between 30,000 and 
50,000 hours, CML’s LED solutions  
last at least seven times longer than 
incandescent lamps and are intrinsically 
resistant to shock and vibration.

With onboard power being at a 
premium, these products consume 75% 
less power and generate significantly less 
heat than equivalent incandescent lamps.

Ash Foster, technical manager at CML, 
explains, “These products continue to be 
designed to offer the benefits of LED 
technology using a plug-and-play 

CML is expanding its range of plug-and-play LED lamp replacement products
LEDs MADE EASY

especially since the cushions  
are also completely recyclable.”

SWISS will be the launch 
customer for Stimulite, which  
will be installed on seats from 

Zodiac Seats France. While  
this is Supracor’s first entry into 

commercial aircraft seating, the 
company has been producing anti-
decubitus wheelchair cushions and 
medical support surfaces for more than 
20 years, as well as high-performance 
cushions for military aircraft. In addition, 
the Boeing 787 and 747-8 aircraft models 
feature Stimulite mattresses in the crew 
rest areas.  

passenger experience. Our range of 
aviation LED lamps enables them to 
achieve this objective while offering all  
of the benefits that LEDs can provide, 
such as extremely long life, low power 
consumption and minimal heat.”

Solutions for signage, indication and 
emergency exit lighting are already 
available in the CML product range, with 
emergency pathway lighting and reading 
lamps to follow during 2016. With FAA-
PMA approval across the range, CML 
welcomes inquiries and requests for 
product samples. 

Supracor’s partner, BASF. This 
aerospace grade of TPU has 
been engineered to meet the 
industry’s strict fire, smoke 
and toxicity (FST) standards 
while providing exceptional 
durability. The material is 
naturally antimicrobial with 
excellent hydrolytic stability, and 
because there are no adhesives used  
to fabricate the cushions, they are also 
washable. If a passenger spills coffee  
on the seat, the cushion can simply be 
removed from its cover, washed and  
put back into service.

“SWISS recognized the value of being 
able to wash the cushions,” says Susan 
Wilson, vice president of Supracor. “It’s  
a unique benefit for aircraft seating and 
one that really supports sustainability, 

approach. This approach offers airlines 
the opportunity to modernize their cabin 
appearance, while also reducing 
maintenance and operational costs.”

Alan Palfrey, CML’s sales and 
marketing manager, adds, “Customers 
continue to demand innovative lighting 
products that allow them to enhance the 

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from CML,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[
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REVOLUTIONARY CUSHIONING
Supracor’s Stimulite honeycomb cushions are launching in commercial aviation with SWISS
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At Aircraft Interiors Expo, HAECO Cabin 
Solutions will be introducing a long-haul 
seat model based on its innovative Vector 
platform. The seat features carbon-fiber 
construction and a range of selectable 
passenger amenities from which airlines 
can choose to meet their requirements. 
The new seat platform has been designed 
specifically to provide passengers with 
comfort while ensuring a low cost of 
ownership for airlines. The company has 
emphasized its MRO experience as a key 
factor in helping it to build improvements 
into the seat that bolster durability and 
minimize maintenance.

HAECO recently announced that the 
new seat will launch on Cathay Pacific 

Airways’ new A350-1000 fleet. Cathay 
said it selected the seat after considering 
its low weight, comfort and features such 
as recline with seat pan articulation, 
integrated IFE and leg support.

Mark Peterman, president of HAECO 
Cabin Solutions, says the company has 
the capacity for fast delivery on both 
Vector seat models: “We have production 
lines in place for Vector deliveries in six 
months in most cases. In addition to an 
efficient production system, our pre-
certification of selectable features 
enables us to meet delivery dates.”

A third Vector seat model is expected 
to be launched later in 2016 for premium 
economy cabins. 

Airlines are moving toward more 
luxurious, premium class cabins. They 
want quality interiors that feel natural 
and that offer a special tactile quality 
that adds to a comfortable environment 
without limiting their design choices. Of 
course, the challenge in aircraft interiors 
is to deliver all these attributes while 
reliably passing the stringent FAA 
requirements.

Schneller has developed a new 
product that does just that. AerTrim 

SofTouch is a lightweight, reinforced, 
decorative laminate with a soft feel that 
enhances the passenger experience, 
without any compromise in flammability, 
smoke and toxicity compliance.

The technology draws on Schneller’s 
half century of steady innovation in 
airline interiors. The company was among 
the first in the early 1980s to introduce 
decorative laminates for aircraft interiors 
that met the new heat release and smoke 
density standards.

“The product grew out of 
customers’ requests,” says 
Michael Miler, Schneller’s 
product line manager of 
decorative laminates. 
“Customers said ‘wouldn’t it be 
great to have  
a unique soft touch surface in  
our first class or business class 
cabins and seats?’ You want 
something that has a premium 
feel – not something that is 

PLATFORM FOR SUCCESS
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The new SofTouch laminate can soften your design senses

Launched in 2015, the Vector seating platform has already  
found a major airline customer

SOFT APPROACH

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from HAECO Cabin Solutions,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

FREE READER INQUIRY SERVICE
To request more details from Schneller,  
visit www.ukipme.com/info/aim[

[

rubbery or like plastic.” The product also 
had to meet FST standards from 
regulatory agencies and OEMs, which was 
a tricky balancing act.

Schneller explored a number of 
potential solutions, before settling on  
a unique laminate. The product, available 
in a broad range of colors and textures, 
offers a soft, comfortable feel and 
exceptional durability. It resists stains, 
scuffing and fading better than other soft 
aircraft materials and is 20-30% lighter 
than premium leather.

As premium airline cabins and seats 
grow ever more luxurious, AerTrim 
SofTouch offers designers a new 
sensation that will speak to the 
passenger experience and that brings  
an overall aesthetic consistency to 
customers in premium cabins. 

http://www.ukipme.com/info/aim
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WiFi Access Point
for IFE and Connectivity Applications

 Dual 802.11ac-radios integrated

 70+ Clients/WAP

 Active Spectrum Management

 Global Load Balancing

INSYS aero
A brand of INSYS MICROELECTRONICS GmbH

 Multi-client Management

 Quality-of-Service (QoS) Management

 Failsafe Boot and Firmware Update

 Test and Streaming Environment AvioXnet® STL

APX 330APX 330APX 330APX 330
Hermann-Köhl-Str. 22
93049 Regensburg, Germany
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NEW HIGH EFFICIENCY POWER SUPPLIES

SMPS PS2500
▄ New technology of GaN components
▄ Low heat generation – no fans necessary
▄ First switch mode power supply for 420W/15A 
▄ High efficiency (≥ 92%)

FIRST 3-PHASE SMPS
▄ Input Voltage 115V/200VAC +/- 10% 3-Phase
▄ Output Voltage 28V DC +/- 0.25V
▄ Output Power 1200W
▄ Efficiency 92% (at nominal load)

Prelim
inary design
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INSYS aero has developed a new state-
of-the-art solution for IFE and 
connectivity: the APX330 wireless access 
point (WAP). APX330 enables multimedia 
streaming, web access, VoIP telephony, 
online gaming and onboard sales 
applications, and can also be used as  
a terminal for remote maintenance.

For streaming applications, each 
access point can manage more than  
70 clients. The Active Spectrum 
Management (ASM) system enables 
distributed management of hundreds  
of clients and automatic global load 
balancing between single access points. 
An automatic error-detection feature 

The APX300 wireless access point has been developed to offer 
an effective and stable solution for onboard connectivity

WIRELESS ACCESS POINT

means that the APX330 restarts 
independently in the event of an error 
and resets the system to the last 
functional state. The same function  
kicks in if there are irregularities during 
firmware updates. The system uses 
heavily encrypted images for maximum 
protection against data loss and 
manipulation. The access point supports 
the latest dual 802.11ac wi-fi standard 
and is downward compatible to 
802.11a/b/g/n.

The device is small, light and reliable, 
and features a rugged design and 
minimal heat dissipation. The hardware 
and software were developed in-house, 
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and as part of the development and 
quality assurance process for the 
APX330, INSYS aero has also developed 
the AvioXnet STL quality-management 
tool, a test and streaming platform for 
more than 180 clients (Android, iOS and 
Linux devices). This tool enables automatic 
testing and analysis of dynamic, mobile 
and time-staggered loads, including 
deterministic repetitions. 
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Tupolev Tu-144
Concorde may have captured all the headlines and 
attracted all the beautiful people, but its Russian 
counterpart, the Tupolev Tu-144, still held a trump 
card as it was the world’s first commercial supersonic 
aircraft. The first test flight of the aircraft took place on 
New Year’s Eve in 1968, just nosing ahead of Concorde’s 
first trial outing by two months.

The cabins selected by Aeroflot – the sole airline 
customer for the Tu-144 – were in some ways more 
luxurious than Concorde’s. There were two LOPAs in the 
fleet: one had a two-class arrangement of 18 first class 
seats and 80 economy seats, and the other was a 120-
seat single-class service. In the mixed configuration, the 
recliners in first class were arranged 2-1 and trimmed in 
a cheerful orange floral fabric, with the seats at the front 
arranged around tables – imagine traveling backward 
at Mach 2! Beyond the bulkhead, the tourist class seats 
were arranged 3-2 and trimmed in a jazzy yellow and 
orange fabric at the front, and a fresh blue toward the 
rear of the cabin.

However, while the fabrics were 
cheerful, the inflight experience was less 
so. Passengers reported that the aircraft 
was so noisy they had to shout to have a 
conversation, even with their neighbors, 
while people seated farther apart had to 
resort to passing notes. And as for those 
passengers in the blue seats at the back – 
they had an ear-splitting introduction  
to supersonic flight.

The racket was created by a mix of 
engine noise, the air-conditioning system 

and the aircraft skin cooling 
system, which reduced the heat 
created by air-to-surface friction 
to retain structural integrity.

But as bad as the cabin noise was, it 
paled into insignificance compared with the Tu-144’s 
other problems. In 1973 the aircraft crashed while 
being demonstrated at the Paris Air Show, killing the 
crew and several people on the ground – a tragedy that 
delayed the development program and severely dented 
customer confidence. However, Aeroflot persevered and 
began passenger service of the Tu-144 on November 
1977. Some 55 flights later disaster struck again, when 
a prototype of an enhanced version – the Tu-144D 
– crashed during a test flight. Amid concerns about 
airframe cracking, this was the last straw for Aeroflot 
and it grounded its fleet of 11 aircraft.

While we would love to sample the supersonic 
passenger experience, we’re not sorry to have missed 
out on the Tu-144. 

The Tu-144 was a 

noisy experience – 

see p100 to find out 

how to optimize 

cabin noise
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